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ABSTRACT

Hypnosis has been used as a treatment modality to change

physiological functioning almost since it was discovered. Particularly, it
has been used in the treatment of psychosomatic illnesses. A series of

studies was planned to explore the use of hypnosis within the context of

recent advances in the field of psychoneuroimmunology. Tlpe I
h;4persensitivity reactions were chosen as indicators of immunological

functioning in allerry.

Study One: This study using modern methodolory and statistical

analyses set out to test the hypothesis that it was possible to decrease

reactions to histamine by hypnotic suggestion. Five subjects, all asthmatic

and untrained in hypnosis, were given three hypnotic sessions where they

were asked to control their reactions to histamine. These sessions were to

be compared to three baseline sessions. A decrease in reactions was noted

on the second administration of histamine calling into question studies

that relied on a two session comparison. On subsequent sessions much

unexplained variance was encountered, with the day upon which the

sessions took place contributing significant amounts of the variance, glving

rise to questions about what could cause these day to day changes.

Study TWo: Given the results of Study One, a method was

subsequently devised in which serial, frve-fold dilutions of allergen or

histamine were administered to the subject's forearm with a standard

Osterballe-type prick lancetter and reactions were recorded

photographically on slide film. Areas were determined by

computer-assisted image analysis. Seven healthy volunteers were tested

for 8 sessions (testing included Profile of Moods Scale and Brief Mood

Rating questionnaires, blood pressure, pulse and skin temperature). Mean

wheal size and titration gradient data from allergen reactions correlated

strongly with the psychological factor of liueliness but not initability,
although no manipulation of mood was involved. A stepwise regression

analysis accounted for 6wo of the variance of the allergen data, and SlVo

was from the liveliness factor alone. Thus, the more lively the subject felt,

the smaller was the allergic response.

The third study looked at a sample of 117 adult New Zealand
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subjects who volunteered to be tested with the Haruard Group Scale of
Hypnotic Susceptibility (ForrnA). 38 of these people also were tested on a

second test used to assess hypnotisability, the Creatiue Imagirwtion Scale.

Results indicated that the CIS can be administered with a minimum of

prearnble negatingthevalue ofspecial "think-with" instructions.It appears

from the evidence in this study that both the CIS and the HGSHS:A

measure characteristics that are stable over the years since the tests were

first published. Reassuringly, they both can be used throughout the adult

age group, w'ith neither age nor sex testing differentially. The means and

standard deviations were found to be similar to those of university aged

students from various countries and cultures around the world over the

years. The two hypnotisability tests were found to be correlated with each

other but on a factor analysis each loaded separately giving evidence that

the two tests are assessing different but related abilities.

Study Four was an intervention study using 38 subjects who

participated in a control session and cognitive-hypnotic intervention

session that used the skin test methodolory developed in Study Tho. When

the results of the two sessions were compared, significant decreases were

found in the size of the wheals after skin testing with allergen or

histarnine. The hypnotic method employed in this study used three specific

procedures that appear to have contributed to the high success rate:

challenge to the assumption that the subject has 'no imagination', self-

generated scenes and the entire process had the seriousness removed so

there was little or no fear of failure. Again, the significance of mood

variables was considerable in att'eliorating the skin test responses, and

hypnotisability was a significant factor in predicting success at being able

to use the interyention.

Overall, these four studies have revealed that hypnosis can be used

to change at least one aspect of physiological functioning, reactivity to skin

tests. Mood variables have emerged as important mediators, with

implications that mood should be assessed whenever physiological

variables are being measured.
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II{TRODUCTION

To control physiological processes; to will one's body to react

how one wants it to; to control disease by the mind; these have been

goals for different groups throughout the ages from the yogis of 4,000

years ago to New Age self-development progrqmmes popular today.

Moreover, many treatment centres now teach patients various

psychological techniques not realising that this is essentially an

under-researched area. Claims have been made as to the universal

suitability of their various techniques, and propaganda promoting the

effi.cacy of the various progrnmmes is readily available. However,

because of the relative paucity of systematic empirical research in this

area, the impact of individual differences nmong participants in such

prograrnmes is largely unknown. What is needed is solid empirical

research. This thesis focuses on using scientific principles and design

to investigate the importance ofindividual differences in the influence

of mind on body.
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CHAPTER ONE

WHet IS ITWNOSIS?

Throughout the last two centuries, clinicians have used

hypnosis as a therapeutic interyention. The theoretical perspective

to explain its efficacy has changed drastically from the "animal

magnetism" of Mesmer to the modern day controversy of state versus

non-state theories.

Hrstonv:

Most historical accounts of the origins of hypnosis begin with

Mesmer (Gibson and Heap, 1991). The work of Anton Mesmer (L134-

1815) was judged by the Royal Commission of Inquiry in Paris chaired

by Ber{amin Franklin in 1794 (Lynn and Rhue, 1986) of achieving his

effects by suggestion; a verdict that Mesmer disputed. He started out

with a belief that magnets caused physical waves to affect the body,

realigning the disharmony which caused s;'mptoms (Pattie, 1967).

When other objects produced the same effects, Mesmer resorted to

'animal'magnetism coming through his body to explain the effects.

He was a man of ideas, and today we accept that Mesmer was using

suggestion effectively to treat emotional problems. As for the actual

techniques, Mesmer himself probably acknowledged that he owed

much to the techniques of exorcism that were common in his day at

the same time as refuting any supernatural origin for the therapeutic

effects (Gibson and Heap, 1991).

His pupil and protege, the Marquis de Puysegur, induced

somnombulism w.ithout the convulsions that Mesmer first suggested,

and then obsenred, in his patients. It is largely due to de Puysegur

that Mesmer has the reputation of the originator of the use of



hypnotic techniques, but the techniques of inducing a deep trance and

conversing with the patient originated with de Puysequr, not Mesmer

(Gibson and Heap, 1991).

One of de Puysegur's pupils, a Portuguese called Abbe de Faria,

was probably the first scientist in the field, collecting over 5,000 case

histories of hypnotic subjects using a technique which he devised and

called'sommeil lucide'('lucid sleep'). He correctly identified the

proportion of people capable of somnambulism (Perry, 1978). Most

classic hypnotic techniques were described (de Faria, 1819) and he is

perhaps the true father of hypnosis. He was the first to use hypnotic

techniques for pain in the early part of the 19th century (Perry, 1978).

However, this area of treatment was strongly associated \ilrith

clainroyance, spiritualism and other paranormal phenomena and so

gradually lost the interest of serious investigators.

James Braid (1795-1860), a surgeon from Manchester, saw

several demonstrations of animal magnetism in 1841, then attempted

it on himself for the relief of pain (Paul, 1920). He coined the term

'hypnotism', and rejected any association with paranomal

phenomena, and in fact, with Mesmerism itself. He proposed

psychological theories for his phenomena: that of mental

concentration and later, of 'double consciousness'(Pattie, 1967). The

double consciousness idea suggests he was working towards a theory

of dissociation, which was briefly considered by Janet at the turrr of

the century, then more recently followed up by Hilgard (L977).

Several eminent neurologists investigated hypnosis and used

it for hysterical patients in the latter part of the 19th centurXr. There

were two great competitors, Bernheim from the University of Nancy

and Charcot from the Salpetriere in Paris. Charcot's practices were

derived from Mesmerism, without the occult and paranormal

associations that Mesmeric practitioners of his day espoused, while

Bernheim's were from Braid and hypnotism (Gibson and Heap, 1991).

But it was Charcot who taught Freud. He, along with the



psychologist Janet who also influenced Freud, saw trance as a part of

the hysterical personality (Hilgard, t977). Freud learned hlpnotic

techniques from Charcot among others, and learned to use direct

suggestion plus age regression taught to him by his colleague Josef

Breuer. He abandoned it for several reasons: not all people got into

a deep trance; there could be a libidinal element in the transference

phenomenon which made him uncomfortable; and he thought that the

slmptoms would eventually return. His rejection of hypnosis arrested

its development for half a century (Pattie, 1967).

A resurgence in interest in trance phenomena and the use of

hypnosis as therapy has taken place in the last 25 years. The

theoretical perspectives are many and varied.

Starn vs NoN-srATE Tsnonms oF HYPNosrs

A part of the definition of hypnosis by The American

Psychological Association (APA) is "...a condition of altered

consciousness of the individual which is characterised by ..." while

the British Medical Association defines it as "A temporary condition

of altered attention in the subject which may be induced..."

illustrating the two main theoretical schools of thought.

This modern theoretical dilemma centres upon the definition of

hypnosis. According to Coe (1992) the APA definition is based upon

the traditional viewpoint which evolved from L9th century ideas and

has been described as the state theory of hypnosis. In opposition to

the state theory is the non-state theory, argued since Sarbin's paper

of 1950, but mostly developed some 25 yearc ago (eg: Barber, 1969).

The three most prominent of the modern state theorists are

Ernest Hilgard, Martin Orne and Milton Erickson. They view

hypnosis as an altered state of consciousness which renders the

person capable of accepting suggestions and of participating in trance

behaviours. Also, according to Coe (1992), one of the most prominent



of non-state theorists, it renders hypnosis as 'special'. This trance

state varies in depth from individual to individual but is remarkably

consistent over time within the individual. Some debate has occuned

over the past few years on the ability to learn how to be more

hypnotisable (eg: Barabasz, 1981; Spanos, 1990; Bates, 1990; Bates,

1992).

The concept of depth is, of courste, a metaphor meaning how

involved the subject can become in the experience of hypnosis

(Hilgard, t977). Perry (1992) comments that describing hypnosis as

an'altered state'is derived from a circular argument (when a subject

can pass many items on hypnotic suggestibility scale, s/he can be said

to be in an altered state; an altered state is measured by passing

many items on a h;pnotisability scale). Perry defends the use of

circular arguments such as this one because using "an altered state

of consciousness" is a useful descriptive metaphor. PerrSr points out

that the overlaps - such as the acknowledgment of the importance of

imagination - in the theoretical positions of the two cemps (altered

state or "special" vs non-state or cognitive/social-psychological) are

sufficient to make viewing hypnosis theory in 'either/or' tems

oversimplistic.

Perry's definition of hypnosis is that hypnosis refers to a
'domain' in which certain behaviours that are elicited by hypnotic

means can be demonstrated. Energies could be more profitably

channelled into researching the mechanisms that are operational

when these behaviours are extant, rather than into arguing

dichotomous theoretical positions (Perry, 1992). Kirmayer (1992)

describes hypnosis as a ritual, the purpose of which evokes imagrnary

experiences and involuntary behaviours. Using descriptions such as

these d.ilutes Coe's dichotomous model and leaves room for more

theoretical positions, for instance, allowing the inclusion of the neo-

dissociation theories of such people as Hilgard (1977) and Bowers

(1992) that Coe dismisses as 'inappropriate'.



What actually happens to a person who experiences hypnosis?

Tbaditionally, the subject goes into trance by experiencing a

procedure, called a hypnotic induction, which produces eye fatigue

encouraging the eyes to close, relaxes the body, suggests calmness,

quiet and sleepiness. Then a deepening procedure often follows which

could be, for instance, a simple countdown with the suggestion that

each number repreeents going deeper and deeper into trence. Then

the therapeutic or experimental suggestions are made before a

'wakingf procedure which includes suggestions of normal functioning

and re-orientation to reality. Kihlstrom (1992) argues that the term

'hypnotism', coined by Braid in 1843, seryes only to label a group of

phenomena such as these.

Gibbons (1974) objected to the authoritarian approach of

traditional hlpnotic inductions and so developed an induction that

combined suggestions of alertness with enhanced awareness that was

free of "negative stereot5pes and implicit authoritarian connotationg".

He wanted to differentiate this altered state fron hypnosis by calling

it hyperempiria, yet another in a series of attempts to change the

name of hypnosis to something less evocative of sleep.

Hilgard's earlyhypnotic theory (1965) included the phenomenon

of transference, which is the transferring of feelings towards the

therapist by the patient due to an unconscious identification of the

therapist with someone from the patient's childhood. Hilgard thought

that an initial readiness or potentiality for transference could take

place, especially after repeated inductions by the same hypnotist.

Tbansference and certain other characteristics such as having good

attentional skills, to play with reality distortions, and to have

leadership tendencies all interact to enable the individual to
participate in hypnotic phenomena.

Although Coe (1992) suggests that the non-state theorists were

slowly gaining ground by the late 1970's, Hilgard (1977) gave new

emphasis to the state bloc by re-visiting the theory of dissociation
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proposed by Piere Janet in his 1889 book, 'L'Automatisme

Psychologique'. Janet wrote that systems of ideas could exist outside

of consciousness coining the term 'subconscious' to differentiate it
from the'unconscious'because these ideas could be accessed through

the medium ofhypnosis. He used the term'desagregation', translated

to'dissociation'in English, to describe the theory. Hilgard (1977) calls

his theory neodissocintion, and, although he does treat hypnosis ae a

'special' state of consciousness, Kihlstrom (1992) points out that

Hilgard was highly aware of the interaction that occurs between

subject and hypnotist. Unlike Janet, Hilgard sees dissociation as part

of normal functioning, not just an aspect of neurotic hysteria, multiple

personalities and other abnormal phenomena. His g3aynple to explain

this normal phenomenon is that of analysing how people can listen

selectively to another person while ignoring other aspects of the

environment and, at the same time, be planning a reply, all without

any conscious awareness of these various processes occunring. Hilgard

(L977, p.2) states that "...h54pnosis may interfere \ilith and divide the

nomal attentive processes and may alter the balance between

voluntar5l and involuntary control".

Inherent in Hilgard's theory is the existence of some sort of

central control which regulates what is operating at any given time.

Thus talents, habits and learned behaviours may be latent or active

given the circumstances. The system has provision for conscious

behaviours and those that occur with little or no conscious control.

Hilgard divides the central control authority into two functions:

executive functions and monitoring functions.

Ttre executive functions deal with planning, executing the

plans, and keeping consciousness on task. The monitoring functions

deal with alertness, vigilance and selective attention, included is one's

conscience and value system as well as critical functions. The

monitoring functions watch over what is happening, and sound an

alarm if discrepancies occur. Obviously the division into executive and
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monitoring is somewhat artificial, as both are necessary in normal

day-to-day functioning. However, in hypnosis, the two functions are

seen as separate.

Hilgard's theory includes the necessity for a contract, usually

informal, that what is about to take place is hypnosis, and that the

people involved are cooperating to that end. A person's

hypnotisability, urith its normal distribution in the population, will

determine whether a cooperative person can achieve hypnosis, but

without cooperation, h5pnosis is usually impossible.

The second part of the hypnotic experience is the induction. Of

particular interest with regard to Hilgard's theory is the'double-bind'

situation where a person is told repeatedly to perform two

contradictory actions. Probably the most common double-bind is to

look fixedly at a target (with the implication that the eyes are open)

and to 'allow'the eyes to close (that the person will find that his/her

eyes are closing, closing etc), People who can do this comfortably, can

only do so by dissociatinghim/herself from here-and-now realif. The

suggestion that the eyes are closing in an involuntary way may make

the act acceptable, and dissociated from the voluntary act of keeping

the eyes on the target.

Crasilneck and Hall (1985), who have a largely Jungian

viewpoint, have delineated three commonalities found within various

theoretical perspectives: 1.) consciousness is essentially hierarchical;

2.) fixing attention onto signals that are barely conscioug seems to

lead the person into trance or altered state of consciousness; and 3.)

mobilization of phenomena from deeper levels can influence the

functioning of consciousness. They have further divided the activated

areas into the physical (called Level I) including the brain and its

neurophysiological functions, and the psychological (Level II) which

is the experiencing of hypnotic phenomena. Crasilneck and Hall

believe that it is necessary to have an intact Level I. In a broad sense,

logic dictates that they are correct, although my previous research
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(Laidlaw, 1993) with brain de-aged people illustrated that some

hypnotic phenomena are experienced with gteater ease after a brain

injury has affected processing capacity. The point they make is that

the induction of hypnosie is impossible through pure Level f means

(ie some sort of electrical stimulation of the brain for instance),

although hypnosis can be interrupted by such stimulation.

PnncnuoNnRs

Professionals interested in h5rpnosis generally are either

clinicians or scientists, with a possible third, small category of

theorists. Clinicians, as a rule, prefer to think of hypnosis in'state'

terms, according to Coe from his social-psychological perspective. The

'non-state' theorists generally describe hypnosis as just another type

of socialised behaviour, and also tend to think of most behaviour as

variations of the human condition. They eschew the paradigu of

'mental illness'while their clinician colleagues find such a paradigm

more or less useful.

Rather c5mically, Coe (1992) points out that there are reasorul

why clinicians ascribe to the'state'theory - econo'nic, livelihood and

self-identity reasons. He notes that if hypnosis is 'special', then

specialists are needed to practice it. And the people with whom the

specialists work fit into the medical model of being 'mentally ill',

neurotic or othenvise needful of expert help. This provides a clientele

for the expert and assures an income. Expertise has to be gained

legitimately, so universities provide a framework for training and the

allocation of appropriate degrees.

The social-psychological theorists view hypnosis as a

behavioural variant of the human condition. It is not 'special' yet

worthy of experimentation. However, it is apparent that the livelihood

of research scientists following this theoretical perspective is through

the same universities that give out degtees to clinicians and pay



salaries. Their livelihood depends upon inventing hypotheses and

maintaining sceptical attitudes towards their research questions.

They become redundant without hypotheses and their livelihood and

raison d'etre is threatened. They, too, have reasons to maintain

controversy, and the existence of the argument.

As Coe points out, respect and the prospect of an income

attracts others who might be ethically suspect, such as stage

hypnotists (who like to show that they can create this'special state'

in others and wield enormous power over them) and the many types

of 'lay'hypnotists (using hypnosis, mind-power, alpha-states and so

on) who want to legitimize their own source of income.

New Zealand has many'lay' societies as there is no legislation

to'protect' the public from unqualified practitioners. The professional

society was until recently affiIiated with the Australian Society of

Hypnosis which restricts membership to medical doctors, dentists and

registered psychologists. The Nenr Zealand Society of Hypnosis was

formed in 1992 to include, as well as the three groups approved by

Australia, other registered professionals: registered occupational

therapists, physiotherapists and nurses.

Tomnns UxnnnstlxolNc HYPNoSIS

Researchers and theoretical writers are constantly contributing

information that is building our understanding of the process and

phenomena involved in hypnosis. One of the principal non-statey'social-

psychological theorists is T.X.Barber who believes that people are

capable of trance phenomena without the need for a trance induction

or any other of the traditional set procedures. Fellows (1985)

proposes that the induction functions as a simple suggestion to which

the subject can easily respond. The success of this procedure then

prepares the way for the more difficult suggestions subsequently.

Barber (L965) and Parker and Barber (1964) found that using
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strongly-worded instructions (such as 'try hard') can have a similar

effect in producing hypnotic phenomena.

Med.ioting variablee

Barber and De Moor (1972) cited a series of experiments in an

attempt to define hypnosis. They isolated two 'mediating variables'

that can affect the hypnotisability of the subject and are part of the

subject as s/tre presents. The first is having positive attitudes,

motivations and expectancies, and the second is thinking with and

vividly imagining the suggested effects (Barber and De Moor, L972).

They listed another nine variables under the direct control of the

hypnotist. When thesevariables are positive, the hypnotic process can

proceed and the expected responses are usually seen. These nine

variables are: L. defining the situation as hypnosis, 2. removing fears

and misconceptions, 3. securing cooperation, 4. asking the subject to

keep his eyes closed, 5. suggesting relaxation, sleep, and hypnosis, 6.

maximizing the phrasing and vocal characteristics of suggestions, 7.

coupling suggestions with naturally-occurring events, 8. stimulating

goal-directed imaginings, and 9. preventing or reinterpreting the

failure of suggestions. No matter what the theoretical position of a

practitioner, following these suggestions predicts an appropriate

response, given the two 'mediating variables' are present within the

subject.

Imoginotian
J. Hilgard (L974 and 1979) proposed a theory ofhlrynotisability

linking hypnotisability with imagination. If the individual has

learned to use fantasy, this ability can be used as an aid to becoming

deeply hypnotised. She asserts that people who are highly

imaginative, that is, people who become involved in sensory

experiences, or reading, drama or daydreaming, experience more

trance phenomena in a hypnotisability test than unimaginative



individuals. People who had been isolated in their rooms as children

and who learned to amuse themselves with their own imagination,

were found to be in the highly hypnotizable group when tested as

adults. Barabasz (1981) related this theory to his subjects who had

increased their hypnotisability scores. He theorised that they had

learned how to focus their attention internally due to a sensory

deprivation experience, and could use this process in the hlrynotic

situation. J. Hilgard (1979) proposed that a person need display only

one area of high imagination such as being an avid reader, and this

alone can point the way to predicting involvement in trance

behaviours. Her highly hypnotizable subjects were significantly

different in these areas compared to her low hypnotizable subjects.

The occasional exception to the rule provided a clue to J.

Hilgard, who then investigated the importance of the appropriate

attitude in the subject. She found that imaginative involvement

predicts the hypnotic susceptibility of a subject most times except

when: 1. the subject is feeling apprehensive, 2. s/he is not willing to

trust the hypnotist enough and 3. although interested and involved

in drema or reading, it is merely the fast moving action or plot

development that holds his or her attention rather than imaginative

involvement itself.

Absorptian

Tellegen and Atkinson (1974) have isolated a personality trait

that they call'absorption'which appears to be the factor common to

Hilgard's tmaginative involvement'in the various areaa cited above.

Tellegen and Atkinson found that this factor is correlated with

hypnotisability using a modified Harvard scale. High absorption

describes a trait of experieneing intermittent incidents of total

concentration with a focusing of attention on something being

perceived, enacted, imagined or an ideational process. The impact of

these incidents on the person is one of heightened reality including an
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experience of altering the self. Absorption comelates with many facets

of dreaming (Zamore and Barrett, 1989) and positive-constructive day-

dreaming (Hoyt, Nadon, Register, Chorny, Fleeson, Grigorian, Otto

and Kihlstrom, 1989). Spanos and McPeake (1975) found that much

of the variance in hypnotisability scores was due to absorption.

Pekala, Wenger and Levine (1985) assert that individuals scoring

highly on absorption have differences in their ordinary conscious

functioning that can lead to trance behaviours with an induction.

There is some evidence that absorption is a fairly pure personality

factor that is not confounded with other personality factors (GUsky

and Kihlstrom, 1993; Nadon, Hoyt and Kihlstrom, 1991; O'Grady,

1980).

Alert Hypnosis

Because of the effect of suggesting sleepiuess which is often

included in inducing the trance state, experimenters at Hilgard's

Stanford University laboratory changed the usual induction

suggestions to ones ofexhortation and increased arousal ofthe subject

(Liebert, Rubin and Hilgard, 1965). They wanted to explore the

possibility that more than one state of hypnosis can occur and decided

to test it \Mith a learning task. They compared groups who

experienced nomal hypnosis with those who experienced alerting

suggestions and with those who remained in the normal awake

condition (the control group). The subjects under the alert hypnosis

condition did significantly better at the task than the other groups.

Liebert, Rubin and Hilgard (1965) concluded with: "...the conjecture

is therefore supported that traditional hypnotic inductions tend to

reduce sustained attention to learning tasks, while alert hypnosis

increases it" (p. 611).

A series ofexplorations ofsuch an alternative use ofthe trance

state \f,rere published (Donk, Vingoe, Hall and Doty, 1970; Oetting,

1964; Salzberg, 1960; Schulman and London, 1963; Slotnick and
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London, 1965; Swiercinsky and Coe, 1971 and Vingoe, 1968). One of

these studies carne from a research teattt from Colorado State

University (Donk et al., 1970) who compared three different

suggestion techniques,'alert', traditional and'Barber-type' in reading

speed and comprehension. The 'Barber-type' suggestion technique

utilised suggestions of relaxation but not sleepiness, end eliminated

any induction procedure. Instead, the subjects went from a head

falling task directly to suggestions for such phenomena as catalepsy

or hallucination, suggestions which are in all three conditions. The

'alert'procedure followed the alert trance induction written by Vingoe

(1968), and, as Vingoe did, eliminated all suggestions of sleepiness.

All procedures ended with posthypnotic suggestions of increased

reading efficiency. There was a control group that experienced the

head-fall then, for the same amount of time the techniques took in the

experimental groups, conversed socially. The results showed that both

the alert and tsarber-t54pe' procedures significantly increased readi.g

speed while maintaining comprehension, compared to the control

group.

A more recent study compared low and high hypnotisable

subjects on cold pressor pain with a traditional and an alert induction

with no differences noted by the highly hypnotisable subjects in their

successful nmelioration of pain under either condition (Miller,

Barabasz and Barabasz, 1991).

The results of these studies imply that suggestions ofsleepiness

can be detrimental to cognitive posth5pnotic suggestions that require

alertness. It is interesting to speculate that the Barber-t54pe'

technique functions merely as a variation of alert hypnosis, the

important factor being the elimination of suggestions of sleep.
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Circad.ion rhythms

There is some evidence that circafian rhythms affect

hypnotisability. Aldrich and Bernstein (1987) note that even though

hypnotisability scores are relatively stable throughout life, in their

study, they found evidence that "hypnotisability may be related to the

circadian rhythm of body temperature" (p.144). A peak was found at

noon. Recently, Lippincott (1992) tested 'owls' (evening people) and

'larks'(morning people) and found that owls were more hyrynotisable

in the mornings and larks more so in the evening. It is interesting to

note that it is not their preferred time of day that is associated with

being more hypnotisable, but the time when they are less active and

less alert.

Rossi (1982, 1986) writes about ultradian rhythms (those cycles

that occur more than once a day) and the ease of inducing hy'pnosis

at certain phases during one of these ultradian cycles that occurs

every 90 to 120 minutes. These are also times of feeling less alert,

and generally last less than fifteen minutes.

Nnunopsvsror,ocY

Theorists periodically postulate different brain mechanisms to

explain the phenomena of hypnosis. Reyher (1964) proposed that the

brain is made up of successive levels going from the basic to complex.

The higher levels produce adaptive behaviour. The older, more basic

levels are only accessible when the higher cortical levels are

inattentive to what is coming in through the sense orgatu. Hypnosis

can provide these conditions.

Reyher suggests that the depth of hypnosis is related to which

part of the brain is operational with the 'deepest' levels causing a

profound lack of volitional behaviour. He hypothesised that sensory

deprivation would enhance hypnotisabiHty but, without sensory

deprivation, hypnotisability scores would return to pre-deprivation
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levels. Several experimenters, notably Sanders and Reyher (1969)

and Barabasz (Barabasz, 1981;Barabasz and Barabasz, 1989) showed

that sensory deprivation did increase hypnotisability levels

significantly. Interestingly, the intervention in the 1981 Barabasz

study appeared to raise scores on hypnotisability tests that remained

raised on retesting some months later. The later study (Barabasz and

Barabasz, 1989) looked at pain tolerance with patients who not only

increased their lslslnnce, but also spontaneously continued to use a

self-hypnosis technique for on-going pain control well after the study

was completed.

Over the last decade, a series of research papers has been

published in the non-hypnotic literature and has provided some new

evidence that more than a role-playing or an aspect of socialisation is

involved in the hypnotic process. Ttris evidence is from

electroencephalographie (EEG) studies that illustrate differences in

brain organisation and physiolory of high compared to low

hypnotisable subjects. These differences are both in the non-hypnotic

condition and in the dynamic changes that occur in hypnosis

(Crawford and Gruzelier, 1992) and are a consequence of years of

work investigating the hypothesis that hypnosis involves a dominance

of right hemisphere activity (Bakan, 1969; Gur and Gur, L974;

Graham, L977).

Evidence from the Charing Cross Neuro-Psychophysiolory

laboratory indicates that the brains of high and low hypnotisable

subjects respond differently, both to hypnotic challenge and also while

doing various non-hypnotic activities. These differences can be

quantified. High hypnotisable subjects generate more activity in the

left hemisphere during various types of testing when not in hypnosis

(Gruzelier et al, 1984, 1991; Gruzelier and Brow, 1985) and only

shifting to the right hemisphere in the hypnotic condition. firis shift

is accompanied by a concomitant decrease in left hemispheric activity

in the highly hypnotisable subjects compared to the low hypnotisable
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subjects (Gruzelier et al, 1984, 1991; Gruzelier and Brow, 1985,

Cikurel and Gruzelier, 1990; McCormack and Gruzelier, 1992). New

evidence for the left hemispheric inhibition in high hypnotisables is

found in Gruzelier and Warren (1993). Activities requiring left frontal

involvement were diminished in hypnosis (letter fluency test) in the

highly hypnotisable subjects; low hypnotisables increased their ability

in the hypnotic condition. Dixon, Brunet and Laurence (1990)

successfully predicted that highly hypnotisable subjects would be

more able than low hypnotisable subjects in perfor:rring the Stroop

test because of their stronger verbal abilities. Wallace (1990) found

that highly hypnotisable subjects could do a cognitive skill (embedded

objects task) better than low hypnotisable subjects. He then proceeded

to teach more efficient strategies of problem solving used by the

highly hypnotisable subjects to the less able low hypnotisables, and

their performance was improved.

Some of the absorption literature indicates that people with

high absorption scores function differently in the nonnal waking state

from people with low scores (Pekala, Wenger and Levine, 1985).

Given the high comelation between hlrynotisability scores and

absorption scores (Tellegen and Atkinson, 1974; Spanos and McPeake,

1975; Bowers, 1978; and Council, Kirsch and Hafner, 1986) and

hypnotisability and EEG differences (Gruzelier et al., 1984 and 1991;

Gruzelier and Brow, 1985; and Crawford and Gruzelier, 1992), it
appears that these differences corroborated by differences in cognitive

abilities (Pekala, Wenger and Levine, 1985; and Gruzelier and

Wanen, 1993) between the high and low hypnotisable subjects are

more evidence of a basic difference in people measured in various

ways. This difference could very well be one of basic brain

organisation that is reflected in different cognitive abilities in and out

of hypnosis as well as abilities to participate in trance behaviours and

incidental episodes of total absorption.
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Coucr,usIoNs

There is some suggestion of a basic difference in brain

organisation illustrated by differences on various tests, including

hypnotisability scales. If such evidence is accepted, the theoretical

arguments, at the very least, should be tested with a wide research

base. Ttre arguments about state or rwn-stafe theories of hlpnosis are

unlikely to disappear. One can only hope that someday some word or

term can be invented as'catchy'to the ear as statelnon-state that

describes a theory that encompasses the overlapping parts of both.

The psychobiological research is providing useful evidence for the

'unique inner change'that Coe (1992) speculates that "special process"

theorists have postulated will be found in highly hlrynotisable

subjects, and if the social constructionists incorporate this into their

theoretical base, it is predictable that some comprehensive new

position will be postulated.
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CHAPTER TWO

THn IMMUNE SYSTEM

Inrnoouctrox

Central to an understanding of the field of

psychoneuroimmunolory, particularly for psychologists, is a

familiarity with the structure and function of the immune system

(Kiecolt-Glaser and Glaser, 1988). This chapter covers the main

components of the immune system, both cellular and non-cellular,

vrith special attention paid to allergic reactions and skin testing in

particular.

The immune system is extremely complex. It is a d5noamic

system, distributed throughout the body (see Figure 1.1), that is

characterised by an ability to respond quickly and appropriately to

molecular shapes. It can discriminate between self shapes and non-

self shapes, and has a memory of stimuli that it can recognise and

can then generate a resporute that is specific to the stimulus. It is
both self-regulating and can respond to'external'networks (Booth,

1993). Its list of organs, cells and molecular components is changing

and expanding. Primary lymphoid organs include bone marrow and

thymus where lymphocytes mature, and secondary organs, where the

immune responses to non-self molecules (foreign antigens) occur,

include the spleen and lymph nodes. These organs are connected by

lymphatic and blood vessels. The cells, the white blood cells, are

called leucocytes, and the cells of interest in allergy are lymphocytes

and the granulocytes. Small lymphocytes are T-cells (helper or

suppressor), *d other T-cells including the cytotoxic cells, and B-

cells. Large lymphocytes are often granular in appearance and contain

a population called natural killer cells. Granulocytes include

neutrophils, eosinopftils and basophils. The biochemical or humoral

components of the immune system include the antibodies and the
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various mediators that are secreted both by the cells of the system

and other organs such as complement produced by the liver.

The discovery of antibodies provided the first vital clues about

the body's defence system. These antibody proteins are produced in

response to the stimulation of the presence of foreign elements for

sxample, bacteria or viruses. Later the killing ability or cytotoxicity

of certain white blood cells was discovered along with their role in

assisting antibodies in combatting infection. These trn'o forns of

defence became known as the humoral (antibody) and cell-mediated

(cytotoxicity) immunity (see Figure t.2). As more and more

interconnections have been revealed between the two divisions, the

distinction between them has become blurred, although the tenns are

still in common rutage (Calabrese, Kling and Gold, 1987).

Further obsenration identified other cells that helped or

suppressed activity of both the humoral and cell-mediated sections of

the immune system. These cells, originatingin the thymus gland are

t}ae helper T-cells and. cytotoriclsuppressor T-celfs. The complexity

widened when it became apparent that other systems in the body

communicated with the immune system and both influenced it and

were influenced by it. The first communication links to be identified

were between the immune system and both the reticulo-endothelial

system and the haemopoietic system. Eventually, parts of these two

systems were included as integral parts of the immune system. The

reticulo-endothelial system contributes macrophages and dendritic

cells, and the haemopoietic system stem cells and cytokines (Booth

and Ashbridge, 1992).
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Figure 1.1: lfls Immune System
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More recently, it has become apparent that the neurological

and endocrine systems share communication links with the immune

system. Receptor sitee are found in the immune system for some of

the hormones found in the endocrine system and neurotransmitters

from the nervous system. All of these additions to the immune system

concept fit the model of discriminating self and non-self with the

consequence of defence (Calabrese et al., 1987).

Molecules ostensibly belonging'to one system are being shown

to activate parts of other systems of the body. It has been known for

some time that direct electrical brain stimulation can affect the

immune system in research animals (Stein, Schiavi snd Qanerino,

1976) and that psychological states also have effects even though we

are still struggling to identifr the mechanisms. The hypothalamic-

pituitary hormonal pathway is certainly involved with immune

changes as such changes can be a result ofelevations in corticosterone

or thyroid hormone (Rogers, Dubey and Reich, 1979). Influencing the

autonomic neryous system control of peripheral blood flow has been

identified as a mechanism to modulate delayed type hypersensitivity

reactions (Black, Humphrey and Niven, 1963). Direct sxamples

include studies in which neuronal hormones affect irnmune system

horuones (Berkenbosch, van Oers, del Rey, filders and Besedovsky,

1987), immune hormones catrse pituitary hormones to be released

(Bernton, Beach, Holoday, Smallridge and Fein, 1987), endocrine

hormones action ths immune system (Felten, Felten, Bellinger et al,

1987) and neurotransmitters action some immune functions

(Roszman, Jackson, Cross et al., 1985).

Cunningham (1981) points out that the nen'ous system and the

immune system have vast communication networks and are sitttilar

in more ways than sharing neurotransmitter communicators. Both

process information gathered by their networks; both respond to

stimuli and can produce a specific response to specific stimuli; both

have the capacity to respond to unfamiliar stimuli and can adapt
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standard responses to fit the new circunstance. These new responses

then are 'remembered' and become part of the system.

Burgio and Martini (1987) suggested that with such a versatile

responsiveness, the immune system wasi, in effect, creating a

biological equivalent to the ego of the individual, with an emphasis on

individuality. Booth and Ashbridge reeently (1992) proposed a theory

of 'teleological coherence'as a more global explanation of the complex

and dynamic interconnections that occur within the psychological,

neurological and immunologrcal parts of a person. They define the

immune system as goal-directed and incorporating the paradigms of

defence, selflnon-self differentiation and the growth and identification

of a unique self.

Cur,r,s oF tsn lumuxn Sysrnu

Lymphoeytes

T-Cells: Thymus-derived cells are the most common

llmphocytes in the bloodstream, and they are a common cell in the

lymph nodes. There are two types of T-cell: helper T-cells (identified

by a marker called CD4) and a cytotoxic/suppressor T-cell sub-

population, (CD8). T-cells are involved in three main activities,

controlling antibody production and cell-mediated immune responses,

killing of altered cells such as virus-infected cells or tumour cells and

the production of mediators for other immune-related activities. On

the basis of cell surface markers, it is not yet possible to separate

CD8 T-cells with cytotoxic function from those which exhibit

suppressor activity and so CD8 T-cells are often referred to as

cytotoxic/suppressor cells.

Helper T-cells are involved in inducing antibody production and

other effector functions, while suppressor T-cell activities limit these

actions. The two types of T-cell activities must be in balance and the

proportion of CD4 to CD8 T-cells are often assayed to detemine if
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change has occurred in the immune system (Herbert and Cohen,

1993). The ratios can change in certain confitions. For instance, too

few cytotoxic/suppressor cells (CD8) are found in the autoimmune

diseases such as multiple sclerosis and systemic lupus erythematosus

and there are often more cytotoxic/suppressor cells (CD8) than helper

cells (CD4) after a virus attack (Korenblat and Wednor, 1984). In

allergy, the cytotoxic/suppressor (CD8) T-cells may also be decreased

in numbers (Fireman and Slavin, 1991).

Cytotoxic T-cells, which are also labelled CD8, are activated by

antigen from fungr, bacteria, viruses and tumours. Natural killer cells

which are distinct from CD8 cells and do not need to be specifically

activated by antigens to be functional, are also ofben assayed to

determine changes in immune system behaviour. Tttey mainly act

against tumour cells and microbial infection and are involved in the

rejection of donor transplants (Petitto, Lysle, Gariepy, Clubb, Cairns

and Lewis, 1993). Two cytokines, interleukin 2 and interferon

produced by CD4 TJymphoc;rtes, regulate NK cells by enhancing their

effectiveness as well as by stimulating their growth. Interferon

production levels can be assayed and used as an immunocompetence

measure as can NKC activity (Kiecolt-Glaser and Glaser, 1986).

T-cells on contact with antigen secrete soluble, hormone-like

mediators called cytokines (also termed lymphokines). Some of these

function to attract macrophages, basophils or eosinophils to attack

bacteria, toxins and allergens.

B-Cells: Another important class of lymphocytes are B-cells

which make up 25Vo of blood lymphocytes. Unlike T-cells which are

produced in the th;mus, B-cells are formed in the bone marow of

mo"rmals and an organ called the Bursa of Fabricius in birds. The B-

cells are the precursors ofplasma cells that produce antibodies. They

are activated by specific interaction with antigens and the process is

controlled by T-cell (both helper and cytotoxic/suppressor) functions

(Korenblat and Wednor, 1984). The antibodies produced following B-
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cells activation are able to interact specifically with the antigens (eg

bacteria or viruses) that activated their production and assist in their

removal from the body.

B and T-cells and immunolosical memorv: Both B-celle and T-

cells require interaction with antigens through specific receptor

structures on the cell surface before they can become activated to

proliferate and generate their particular effector functions - cytoking

production in the case of the CD4 T-cells, specific cytotoxicity in the

case of CD8 T-cells, and antibody productions in the case of B-cells.

Once activated, each of these processes also give rise to populations

of memory cells which can respond subsequently with the setne

specificity to the seme antigens but in a much more vigorous manner.

The responses of memory cells are called secondary responses and are

more rapid and usually more effective than primary responses.

Phogocytic cells

Macrophagedmonocvtes: These cells ingest invading organisms

in response to stimulation by cytokines. In doing this, they senre two

functions. First, they can remove and break down potentiallyharmful

foreign material. Secondly, they can present fragments of the foreign

material to both T and B-cells in such a way as to promote their

activation.

Neutrophils: The most abundant phagocytic cells in the blood

are called granulocytes because of the granular appearance of their

cytoplasm. Neutrophils comprise the bulk of the granulocytes but

there are also small numbers of basophils and eosinophils that are

particularly important in allergic responses. Ihe primary role of

neutrophils is phagoc5rtosis, or the destruction of material by

engulfing it. Neutrophils are increased in some allerry reactions and

involved in inflommation (Fireman and Slavin, 1991).

Mast cells: Superficial membranes such as the skin and

bronchial tubes, and connective tissue and small blood vessels
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throughout the body contain mast cells. They produce mediators such

as histamine which are the chemical communicators of

hytrlersensitivity reactions. The mediators are the causal agents for

the vast number of processes involved in allerry.They cause leakage

of fluid into the inter-cellular space, smooth muscle contraction and

attraction of neutrophils and eosinophils. They activate platelets

(Korenblat and Wednor, 1984). The alterations to smooth muscle and

vascular permeability is mostly mediated by histamine and some of

the metabolites of arachidonic acid. Slow reacting substance (SRS),

another mediator, is involved in contraction of smooth muscle in the

ainvays and implicated in asthma (Goetzl and l(ay, 1982).

Ttre release of mediators by the mast cells is either by extrusion

of the substance through the cell membrane or via communication

channels that open through the cell to granules within the cell. These

are similar to processes found in other secretory ceUs (ie glandular

cells).

Release of histamine and other mediators from mast cells is

usually by the bridging by an antigen of two adjacent antibodies

which have been bound to special receptors on the surface of a mast

cell (cytophilic antibodies). These antibodies are of the

immunoglobulin E (IgE) class which is an important constituent in

immediate h5persensitivity reactions (see later). However, other

factors can sometimes stimulate release of mast cell mediators such

as stimulation by other immunoglobulins or complement factors. They

can be activated by factors released by neutrophils, kinins produced

after clotting and lymphokines. No IgE is involved in these reactions

(Korenblat and Wednor, 1984).
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Bo,sophils

These cells are. like circulating mast cells. They are

granulocytes like neutrophils and eosinophils. They participate in

allergy in many of the snyne ways that mast cells do. A single basophil

contains between 10,000 and 100,000 IgE molecules on its cell surface

with atopic individuals having more saturation of the IgE receptors

on mast celle and basophils than normals, vrith normal people's

basophiUmast cell surfaces containing many unoccupied receptor sites

(Fireman and Slavin, 1991).

Eoeirlo,phils

These cells are attracted into an activated area by chemicals

that are produced by mast cells, basophils and lymphocytes. These are

sites of infection, tumour or allergy. Eosinophils produce enrymes that

suppress activity of mast cells and basophils and so are part of the

regulatory process. Ttrey are attracted to the place of allergic reaction,

and release histaminase which deactivates histamine, so are involved

in the suppression of the allergic reaction. Their role in the

pathogenesis of h5persensitivity reactions is unclear (Korenblat and

Wednor, 1984). Eosinophils are also phagoc;rtotic, especially towards

parasitic infection.

Aseoys of eellular eotnponents

Psychoneuroimmunological research often uses a counting

procedure, called art enuffLeratiue asscly, for different leucocytes to

determine if change has occured in the immune system after some

sort of interyention, circumstance or even time. The problem with

using assays of the cells of the immune system is that any particular

type of cell is representative of only one part of a complex system, and

changes in numbers can only act as an indication that there may be

a real difference in times of measurement. Numbers of cells do not

necessarily correlatewith how well the immune system is performing,
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and the complexity of the system means that determining what has

influenced the cell numbers is often not possible (Herbert and Cohen,

1e93).

Other ways of using cells to indicate immune system

functioning is to assess the replication capacity of lymphoc5rtes, or

natural killer cell activity outside of the body. Lymphocytes are

incubated with mitogens ('mitosis generators') that stimulate them to

divide, and the number of divisions is used as an indication of

immune function. The NKC activity is assessed by determi'titrg the

effectiveness of a given concentration of NKC's in killing turnour cells

in culture. A third way of measuring cellular components is to
measure ratio of CD4/CD8 T-cells in the blood.

There are diurnal variations in many of the measurable

immune system components, which, in a properly designed study,

restricts blood s"mpling to a given t to 2 hour period for all subjects

(Kiecolt-Glaser and Glaser, 1988). Then there are problems in sample

storage or transport because this also can affect immunological

parameters. Moreover, the blood contains orily 2Vo of the total

lJrmphocyte pool of an individual and may not accurately reflect the

distribution of cells in the system as a whole.

Huvronlr, Conpoxnnrs oF THE Innvrulrn SvsrgM

Antibod.ies

The humoral components in the immune system are the

immunoglobulin molecules, and those that can attach themselves to

antigen are called antibodies. There are five classes of

immunoglobulin which are similar but have subtle but important

differences in structure: IgM, IgG, IgA, IgD and IgE. They are

produced by plasma cells, and if the plasma cell precursor, the B-cell

population, is depressed, infection can occur more frequently

(Korenblat and Wednor, 1984).
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IgE is the immunoglobulin involved in immediate

hypersensitivity (allergic) reactions. It is the most rare of antibodies

making up less than wo of immunoglobulins (Fireman and Slavin,

f991). Production of IgE can be provoked in all humans by

immunization or allergen stimulation. It has a high affinity for special

surface receptors of mast cells and basophils but is also found

circulating freely in the bloodstream. IgE concentration in the blood

varies seasonally in association with allergen concentration in atopic

individuals. The body defence system against metazoan parasites also

involves IgE and its levels drematically increase at times of infection.

It is probably the risk of metazoan parasites that provides the basis

for the existence of the IgE and mediator system. Allergic

responsiveness otherwise does not contribute toward homeostasis or

positive functioning of the body (Goetzl and IGy, 1982).

IeG is the most common antibody (8OVo), and is responsible for

most of the protection against bacteria and virus invasion of the body.

It can coat a microorganism which then attracts macrophages and

neutrophils so that they can engulf and destroy the antigen

(Calabrese et al., 1987).

IeA is often called secretory IgA as it is found predominantly in

external secretions of the body such as saliva and, as such, is a first

line of defence of the body. The activation of IgA is symptomless as it
takes place on the surface of mucosal membranes and does not

provoke inflammation. It is thought that IgA acts as an initial barrier

so that microorganisms cannot penetrate into tissue (Calabrese,

1987).

IeM. the second most common antibody, is a large molecule

found only in the blood. It is the first antibody class to be produced

in primary antibody responses and provides fast protection agqinst

bacterial infection. It can activate the complement system efficiently

and thus act to destroy foreign antigens or increase the speed at

which they are phagocytosed by neutrophils and monoc5rtes (Calabrese
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et al., 1987).

IeD is present in only tiny amounts in the fluids of the body

but occurs predominantly on the surface of B-cells where it acts as a

'triggeringf receptor for stimulation of B-cells by antigens.

.4seoys of humoro,l cotnponents

Assays can be performed on the amount of immunoglobulins

produced. One assay in PNI research is measuring the easily

accessible salivary IgA. There are many problems with assaying this

type of IgA since the amount of saliva produced fluctuates with

several variables. Proportions of water in saliva vary greatly, and, in

spite of its accessibifity, collecting saliva is not easy.Because of this,

and in spite of its advantage in being a non-invasive technique,

salivary IgA is now rarely used as an immunological measure.

Blood assays of serum IgA, IgG and IgM can be used in

conjunction with other blood testing. Because of different half lives of

the antibodies, timing of the sampling is important (Herbert and

Cohen, 1993). All blood assays are costly in time and money.

Another technique used to quantifu immune functioning is to

determine the amount of circulating antibodies to the herpes viruses

which are virtually universal in western populations. The antibodies

most frequently quantified are those of the herpes simplexvirus, type

1 ('cold sores') and the Epstein-Barr virus (infectious mononucleosis,

or'glandular fever'). Because these viruses are generally controlled by

cell-mediated immune functions, an increase in these antibodies is

taken to indicate a higher level of virus in the body, and therefore a

non-optimum functioning of the cell-mediated immune system in

general (Herbert and Cohen, 1993).

Humarol Components of Hltpersensitiuity Reoctions

Alterations to smooth muscle and vascular permeability are

produced mostly by histamine and some of the metabolites of
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arachidonic acid. Some of the prostaglandins cause the flare response

but not oedema. fire various mediators can act synergistically or

antagonistically to produce a complex picture of what occu.ru in a
simple skin test. Much is unknown (Goetzl and l(ay, 1982).

Histamine: is known to be active in immediate hypersensitivity

reactions, but plays a role in delayed hypersensitivity reactions as

well. Most histemine comes from mast cells and basophils. Its

synthesis is through the enzyme histidine decarborylase after which

it is stored in granules inside the cell ready to be released instantly

(Korenblat and Wednor, 1984).

The various effects that histamine induces in surrounding

structures include increasing the permeability of small blood vessels

(mostly post-capillarSr venules). Histami ne regulates the complement

system in monocytes. Histamine is largely the cause of the wheal and

flare reaction. It causes smooth muscle contraetion, but there are

natural blockers of histamine in non-allergic people to prevent

bronchospasm (Korenblat and Wednor, 1984).

Complement: is made of proteins (C1 - Cg) most of which are

synthesised by the liver. The first resporxe when antigen becomes

bound to an immunoglobulin is the activation of the complement

system (Korenblat and Wednor, 1984). The complement proteins are

involved in many antibody-antigen reactions. Sone (CBa and Cba)

mimic IgE-mediated reactions in that they can increase vascular

permeability producing oedema and wheal and flare reactions and

cause smooth muscle contraction. They can also cause mast cell

degranulation producing mediators including histamine. Complement

activation also leads to the attraction and activation of phagorytic

cells (a process called chemotaxis) as well as the direct biochemical

destruction of some foreign antigens (Fireman and Slavin, 1991).

Arachidonate metabolites: is a collective name for many

substances involved in allerry including the primary prostaglandins.

One of the prostaglandins (PGE ), produced by almost all cells, dilates
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blood vessels. It also induces maturation of B and T-cells and may

dampen immediate h;4persensitivity reactions (Jackson and Cerio,

1988).

Other metabolites of arachidonic acid which are released in

type I hypersensitivity reactions are highly chemotactic, attracting

eosinophils and neutrophils to the local area. Some others are potent

bronchoconstrictors (Goetzl and IGy, 1982). Slow releasing substance

is produced at stimulation of mast cells or basophils and released ag

it is produced. It is responsible for bronchospasm in asthma, altered

vascular permeability and it contributes to the production of wheals

and flares in the skin. It affects nerrre impulses in the central

ner:vous system and its activity is not curtailed by antihistamines

(Jackson and Cerio, 1988).

HvpnnsnNsrrrvlTY Rnacrlons

Hwersensitivitv is the usual term used by immunslogists to

mean an exaggerated secondary irnmune response that develops after

an exposure to certainantigens or'antibody generators', (Herbert and

Cohen, 1993). The classification system for types of hypersensitivity

reactions usually encountered in the literature was proposed by Gell

and Coombs in 1969 and describes four types of reaction to foreign

substances. This type of categorisation is an over simplification as

most hypersensitivity involves more than one tSpe of reaction

(Mygind, 1986; Jackson and Cerio, 1988).

Type I
Tlpe I or immediate h5ryersensitivity is the characteristic

reaction occurring in the s5rmptoms of allergy and is the only one of

the four h5persensitivity reactions directly relevant to the work in

this thesis. An allergen ('allerry generator') is an antigen

(microorganism, foreign protein, toxin or enzJrme) which usually does
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not provoke an excessive or pathological immune system response in

normal individuals, but can provoke a unique set of responses, mostly

inatopic individuals. Atopy means allergic disease and atopic implies

a genetic predisposition to these diseases along with a family history

(Fireman and Slavin, 1991).

Immediate hypersensitivity is a result of a wide variety of

factors both intrinsic and extrinsic to the individual. There is a
strong hereditary component to the development of allergies. IgE

production seems to be under genetic control. High IgE is found in

certain phenotSryes of Caucasians. Specific allergen sensitivity has

been associated with some specific genotypes (Goetzl and IGy, 1982).

When the antigen penetrates the body surface of an allergic

individual, it can combine with reaginic antibody (IgE) on the surface

of the mast cell or basophil. The allergen then bridges two a{acent

IgE molecules which causes degranulation of the cell to start (Jackson

and Cerio, 1988). An influx of calcium ions then floods into the cell

and the degranulation occurs because the cellular cyclic AI\{P

concentration falls (Korenblat and Wednor, 1984). This releases

histamine and other vasoactive amines (mediators) into the

intercellular fluid (Jackson and Cerio, 1988). New mediators are then

synthesized (eg prostaglandins). Outside of the cell, as a result of the

actions of histamine and the other mediators, oedema occurs and

granulocytes are attracted to the site, causing a lump or wheal to

develop in the skin at the site of the reactions. By 15 or 20 minutes,

there are only a few neutrophils and eosinophils evident on biopsy, in

marked contrast to chronic hypersensitivity reactions where they

abound (Fireman and Slavin, 1991). Platelets are activated by

platelet-activating factor, one of the mediators, and serotonin is

produced although its effect is not known. There is an increased

production of mucous if this reaction is taking place in mucosal

tissues such as the respiratory tract (Korenblat and Wednor, 1984).

Eventually, cytotoxic/suppressor T-cells and eosinophil-derived
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feedback mechanisms keep this process in check (Jackson and Cerio,

198S). The humoral and cellular components involved in most Tlpe

I hypersensitivity reactions allow the reaction to build to a peak then

dissipate generally through feedback controls without any therapeutic

intenrention. The response is usually over in less than an hour

(C'oetzl and l(ay, 1982).

In allergic reactions in the skin, the flare response, a mottled

reddened area surrounding the site of allergen entry, is produced by

ner:vous stimulation. Mast cells are physically located at nenre

endings. The vaso-active amines released by the mast cells contain

neuromediators that produce an antidromic response (ie a response

in the opposite direction from normal) of the sensory nenre. The

ner:vous response is to release substancep which causes vasodilation,

the flare, in a wide area around the wheal. Probably one of these

stimulators of the ner:ve is histamine. The substancep from the nerve

ending causes the release of more histamine from the mast cells in a

positive feedback loop (Dreborg, 1989).

Type IV
Delayed hypersensitivity (DTH) cell-mediated reactions occur

when antigen-sensitised T-cells come into contact with the same

antigen to which they had previously become sensitised. Their

reaction is to release cytokines that attract macrophages, which then

release mediators causing the inflammatory reaction 24 to 48 hours

later. Contact dermatitis (ie from a metallic watch or ring) is an

gsarnple of a type fV reaction (Fireman and Slavin, 1991) as is the

Mantoux reaction which is the response to intradermal injection of

tuberculin in individuals immune to Mycobacterium tuberculosis.
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Tm AT,mRGIC INDTWDUAL

Seventy-five percent of allergic disease sufferers have an atopic

family history. High IgE levels are inherited as a simple recessive

trait. However, a dominant autosomal trait has been discovered in

atopic families (on chromosome 11), but it appears that this may only

be one locus of many.

The way that allergic problems can affect an individual also

depends upon factors other than inheritance such as the nature of the

allergen, and the functioning of the antibodies and/or the cellular

component within the individual. The local tissue response to the

allergen/antibody reaction differs from person to person. The

individual's general constitution is another factor. Various mediators

are predominant in different allergic situations and probably account

for the variety seen in allergic sufferers (Goetzl and l(ay, 1982).

Skin priek teets (SPT) for ollergic sensitivity:

The most commonly used method of identiffing allergies is with

skin tests. The epicutaneous skin tests include SHI and scratch tests,

and intracutaneous skin tests which are more difficult to administer

and carry more risk to the individual. The epicutaneous skin tests

involve placing some allergen solution or histamine beneath the

stratum corneum of the epiderrnis. Other substances can produce skin

reactions such as substance p, cholines and opiate derivatives

(Dreborg, 1989).

Advantages of the epicutaneous testing procedures are that

they are easy, safe, cause little discomfort, and the reaction is short-

lived. Test solutions are relatively stable when protected from heat

and positive reactions correlate with allergic s5rmptoms (Fireman and

Slavin, 1991). Skin Prick Tests do not give irrefutable evidence that

an allergic response is relevant to clinical slmptoms. There is a75%o

chance that the skin tests will agree with respiratory tract s5nnptoms
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when dust mite, pollen or animal dander allergens are used (Jackson

and Cerio, 1988).

However, there are false negatives in using the prick test

procedure. These can be due to various factors. The allergen can

decay due to lack of refrigeration. The methodolory of administration

contains some variance especially in controlling the depth of the

needle. There are various host factors which can influence the SPT

results such as age - babies and the elderly have less reactive skin

(Skassa-Brociek, Manderschekd, Michel and Bousquet, 1987). Also

skin from some parts of the body are more reactive than others - the

back is more reactive than the more accessible foream, for example.

Time of day matters as early in the morning people are less reactive.

Skin temperature is important; colder skin is less reactive. There is

individual variation in the time it takes for the wheal and flare

reactions to develop. And finally, some drugs, especially systemic

antihistamine inhibits response (Fireman and Slavin, 1991).

Scratch tests are unreliable and far less precise than skin prick

tests (Jackson and Cerio, 1988). Intracutaneous testing involves

injecting an allergen more deeply than the lmm depth of the SPI and

is more hazardous and less specific than the SPI (Jackson and Cerio,

1988).

The visible reaction to skin testing is the production of wheals,

the raised and often itchy part centred in the area of testing, and

flares, the mottled reddened area often surrounding the wheal. It is
more reliable to assess the reaction by measuring the wheals rather

than the flares, although the literature contains many studies that

measure both (Jackson and Cerio, 1988).

The wheal is always raised but can be pale in comparison with

the reddened flare surrounding it. Ttris is due to arteriole constriction

in the swollen area and the reddened flare is due to dilation of

venules and capillaries. The flare is produced by neural factors as

there is no flare afber spinal injury or during dermal anaesthesia
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(Dreborg, 1989).

RNSNMCH USING IMITflNE VInIASI,ES

Measuring immune function is a formidable task as the

immune system is not conveniently located in a discrete gioup of

organs but distributed throughout the body. Its communication with

other reactive systems is impreseive and its reactivity is swift. Blood

can be analyzed in many different ways and currently there are

arguments about whether percentages or absolute cell counts should

be used as dependent variables, or whether activity is the measure

that should be reported. No single one or even a group of measures

can portray the immune system's total functioning status (Temoshok,

1990).

Another problem is the relationship between immune measures

and health or disease pathology, quite apart from predicting into the

future (prognosis). AII known immune measures are merely markers

or indicators of function, and the relationship is inexact. When

research is being designed, Temoshok (1990) lists four sources of

variance that need to be controlled. First, all research should have all

assays performed in the same laboratory with total consistency of

reagents, experimenters, techniques and equipment. Secondly, all

comparable tests need to be done in the same 'run'to eliminate the

variations between'runs'. Thirdly, blood sampling needs to be taken

at the same time of day because of diurnal variations. And finally, the

wait-time between gampling and testing needs to be the same in

comparable samples. Because the changes in the variables are so

small, such sources of variance could skew results.

It is thus difficult to know which is the most useful immune

variable to measure, and, as noted above, there are disadvantages

associated \ rith each of them. Perhaps the overwhelming

disadvantage is that a snapshot view of only one, or at best, a very
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few markers has to act as representative of immune status as a

whole.
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CIIAPTER THREE

PSYCHONEUROIMMUNOLOGY

INTRONUCTION

Psychoneuroimmunology (PNI) has its precedents in the long

history of psychosomatic medicine which, in the last fifteen years, has

become infused with new blood from the burgeoning interest of

psychologists in the area of mind-body interaction effects. It has

become a fruitful field of research due to more precise immunological

techniques of measurement and also with the knowledge explosion

explaining shared communication molecules and their receptors in the

nervous system, the endocrine system and the immune system. The

main themes in the literature concern psychological mechanisms

operative in causing disease, or exacerbating it, and the effects of

body disease on the psyche. Some attention has been devoted to

evidence of psychological treatment in ameliorating disease.

Klapp, Leyendecker, Bartholomew, Jesberg and Scheer (1992)

have made an attempt at defrning this cooperative interdisciplinary

research area of PNI: "the investigation of interactions among

various systems within an individual, such as the brain, nen/ous

system, immune system, endocrine system and psychological system

as well as interactions between social subsystems, as expressed by

behaviour" (see Figure 3.1). It is attracting researchers who are

willing to look beyond their own disciplines to investigate how their

area of expertise intertwines with other research areas. There is both

a clinical (disease model) and a preclinical (basic science) plus a

psychiatric (immune modelling of central neryous system activity)

investigatory interest in this area (Stein and Miller, 1989). People

involved include psychologists, psychiatrists, immunologists,

endocrinologists, neurologists, as well as specialists in varieties of
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disease such as oneologists, internists, allergists and rheumatologists.

Some of these people also consider themselves to be specialists in

psychosomatic medicine, liaison psychiatry or health psychology.

Figure 3.1: Mind/body interconnections

The field is not new; only the name is recent. Until Descartes

(1596-l-650), it was accepted medical theory that humoral it''balance

could result from aroused emotion and this could disturb digestion

and other bodily activity resulting in disease (McMahon and Hastrup,

1980). After Descartes described the mind as immaterial and not

capable of affecting the material, holistic theory in medicine became

less popular in favour of a materialistic, 'scientific', cause-and-effect

form of medicine. This view was strongly reinforced in the late 19th

and early 20th centuries by the identification and isolation of
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increasing numbers of infectious organisms associated with specific
diseases and the resulting 'gem theo4y' of d.isease which is still a
dominant force in medical thinking today.

Recently a theoreticar construct has been published (Booth and
Ashbridge, 1998; Booth andAshbridge, Lggz)which proposes that the
immune system, urith its many and varied parallels to the nen/ous
system and psychosocial domains, is part of something like the
'biological ego' of an individual. In this construct, psychoneuro-
immunolory arises out of a cooperative integration of pwpose in an
individual who is continually adjusting relations with the
environment in an order to maintain a coherent self-identity. Booth
and Ashbridge (1992) term this 'teleological coherence,or,hanrnony of
purpose'among the psychological, neruous and immune systems, with
the ultimate purpose being self-deternrination.

Research in PNI needs the expertise of both the immunologist
and the psychologist. The most prolific research team in this area is
Kiecolt-Glaser and Glaser, representing both disciplines. They make
a case fq1 flnining that includes psychology and immunology for
researchers in this field (Kiecolt-Glaser and Glaser, lggg).

Two general approaches are usually taken to
psychoneuroimmunology research. The first is to assess various
psychological and immunological variables in two or more different
populations of individuals in an attempt to identifi psychoimmune
associations. Much of the literature about 'stress, and the immune
system falls into this category. The second approach is to design a
psychosocial interuention and to test whether there are corresponding
changes to immune variables following its application. selected
studies that reflect the breadth of pM research in both these
categories are discussed in the following sections.
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Srnnss

For some years, researchers have been interested in the
relationships between stress and its effects on the body. There is a
growing literature on the immunological effects of stress. one of the
earliest acknowledgements of the importance of emotional health on
disease this centurJr was Ishigami (1919) cited by Locke, I(raus,
Leserman, Hurst, Heisel and williams (19g4), who wrote that periods
of excessive emotion in tuberculous patients were coupled with
decreased phagocytic blood cell behaviour. He hypothesised that
decreased immune activity was coupled with an increased likelihood
of tuberculosis infection.

However, there is difficulty in reviewing the extensive
literature on stress because of confusion about whether the word
'stress' is referring to a stimulus that provokes distress or to its
response by the individual, the distress itself. Stress (popularised by
selye, 1950) is often treated as a stimulus, as in a stimuluvresponse
type of reaction, by naming some environmental event as the'stress,.
The response is then the dependent variable such as incidence of
disease. For example, a stress (more properly, a sf,ressor) such as
examination time at Medical school is defined as the stress (a
stimulus) which can be kept constant in an experiment.

stress is a relationship between a vulnerable person and an
environmental stimulus, according to Lazaras, Delongis, Folkman
and Gruen (198b). Stress does not exist outside of the
person/environment interaction. The individual's internal reaction and
how slhe copes (the response, d,istress, the word. favoured by Rees,
1976) is more difficult to measure and control. Distress is the negative
emotion that is experienced when a person cannot cope with some
adverse event (Herbert and Cohen, 19gB). When it is clear that the
word used in a study being cited is a stressor, 'stressor'will be the
word that will be substituted in the d.escription in this thesis.
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Other:wise, 'distress'will usually denote the psychological reaction of

the individual to the stressor.

Life event reseoreh

The impact of major life events upon psychological and physical

health was first identified by Holmes and Rahe in 1967, and, in spite

of conflicting evidence that measuring these events was important in

the long term (eg: Kaplan, 1979; Sarason et al, 1978), major life

events figure prominently in the literature (Kanner, Co5me, Schaefer

and Lazarus, 1981). There have been methodological criticisms almost

from the beginning of life event research (eg, Hull, L977; Rahe, L974;

Rabkin and Strrrening, L976; Creed, 1985). In the life events scale

(Holmes and Rahe, 1967),'stress'in the forrn of life events, is treated

as a stimulus. By l974,Rahe realised the importance of the subjective

reactions to the stressors as predictors, presumably because of the

variance not accounted for in the scale.

Creed (1985) criticised the continued use of the scale devised

by Holmes and Rahe (1967). As a proponent of life event research, he

notes that it is only an assumption that it is possible to quantiff

environmental stressors. He also criticises the assumption that events

are additive, and expresses concerns about the dating of events and

illnesses in both retrospective and prospective studies. Herbert and

Cohen (1993) note that it is difficult to separate characteristics due

to long term negative attitudes and behaviours from the impact of

stressful life events on a person's functioning. They add that

chronicity of the stressor is infrequently taken into account, and this

is an important factor because the stress-induced horrnones are

comelated with the duration of the stressor. There is also the question

of habituation to a stressor (Croiset, Ballieux, deWeid and Heijnen,

1989) and the corresponding adaptive changes within the organism.

Creed (1985) argr.res for the inclusion of psychological, social and

somatic data, yet also is apprehensive that such a model could become
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\ too complex to test. Zaatta, Okun, Robinson, Lee, Roth and
Emmanual (1989) simply defined life stressors as those life events
that were disruptive, necessitating a change in life stSrle, ,,coping,,,

that would require readjustment. 
fil these arguments point to the

conclusion that'stress', as defined outside of the person\efiperiencing
it, is virtually meaningless as an experimental variable]"t azarus et
al. (1985) describe 'stress' as "...an unclean variable in that as a
concept it depends on the interaction of two complex systems, the
environment and the person.,, f

one recent study concerning a specific group of people and a
specific life event (train drivers who were in control of a train that
ran over a person) followed the health status of their subjects,
contrasting it with that of a group of train drivers matched by age,
sex and culture (Theorell, Le5rmann, Jodko, Konarski, Norbeck and
Eneroth, 1992). First, they found. a transitory, acute reaction of
sleeplessness. rn the longer term, many more sick-leave days were
taken over the period from three months to a year after the accident;
the drivers had high plasma cortisol levels and high depression
scores. The effects were more severe when the victim was severely
injured rather than when killed outright or only mildly injured. This
study is a model of using a specific stressor, assessing the impact on
the person psychologically and hormonally, then noting health in
terms of sick days offwork over a period of a year. The impact of this
traumatic event has been measured in another study which assessed
the psychological consequences to train drivers in London of such
incidents with L6.Bvo of them developing post-traunatic stress
disorder, and 39.5vo of them subsequently diagnosed with other
psychiatric disorders such as phobia or depression (Farmer, Tranah,
O'Donnell and Catalan, 1gg2).

one of the turning points in life event research was the study
by Locke et aI. (1984) which set out to investigate life change stress
and its impact upon an immunological measure, natural killer eell
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(NKc) activity. Th"y also measured emotions (termed 'psychiatric
symptoms') which included feelings of depression, anxiety and
obsessive-compulsive symptoms. Lazarus et al. (1gg4) argue against
defining distress in tems that imply psychopatholory because of its
ubiquitous nature in society. Also measured was reaction to certain
stressors such as interpersonal problems. Three groups of students
were compared: those who had experienced a variety of life events,
those with few and those with only a moderate number. A surprising
and important finding was that life events perse did not pred.ict NKc
activity. Life events did comelate with experiencing emotional
spnptoms. And the presence of any of the symptoms of depression,
anxiety, obsessive-compulsion and an increase in reaction to
interpersonal problems correlated urith decreased NKC activity
measured two weeks on. An interesting finding was that people who
had many life change stressors in their irnmediate histories but few
s)mptoms of distress had the highest NKC activity of all the groups _

significantly better than people with high numbers of stressors but
many symptoms. Ttris study gives some evidence that counting of life
stressors is simplistic.

Locke et al. (1984) state that how the person reacts to a
stressor may influence immune function more than attempting to
objectively quantifr stressors. Theirs was probably the pivotal study
that influenced the change from assessing the number and
importance of stressors to attempting to quantifr (for statistical
purposes) the distress that a subject feels.

'A Arroth"" important aspect of 'stress' research in a
psychoimmune context is the rerationship between stress-related
variables and both susceptibility and response to infectious agents
such as viruses. Becoming infected \ rith a virus does not
automatically mean clinical symptoms. cohen, Tlrrell and smith
(1991) explored the relationships among stress factors, infection and
immune response by deliberately inoculating 894 volunteer subjects
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with cold viruses. z4 - govo of the subjects, depending upon the
particular virus used, erhibited evidence of virus infection. Those
infections produced symptoms in less than half (27 - 47vo) of the
subjects. They assessed the impact of stress on becoming infected
with a cold virus and subsequent symptoms of a cold, both of which
were highly comelated with stress index scores (that included life
stressor, negative affect and perceived stress scales). The correlations
with virus infection and the stress index score were true of all viruses
used in the study. Antibody measures and white-cell counts did not
contribute to understanding the relationship between stress index
scores and illness. They did not do any functional measurements of
immunitq-. They suggest that the distress measured by the stress
index is associated with a lowered resistance to virus infection. Some
criticisms could be made concerning the concatenation of three
disparate measures of negative emotion into their stress index. It
would be interesting to see whether the separate aspects of their
stress index (eg the negativity measure) was predictive of infection.
However, this study which incorporates psychological variables,
immune assays and specific illness measures stands alone in giving
hard evidence about the association of distress and health outcomes.

Minor stressors

Another development in psychological influences in health
(I(anner et al., 1g81 and Monroe, lgg3) was the identification of the
importance of "daily hassles" in the experiencing of psychological
symptoms. The literature on the importance of minor stress impaeting
on health is small (eg: delongrs, coyne, Dakof, Farman, Lazarus,
t982; Eckerode, Lg84; verbrugge, 19gb; zautra et al., 19g9; Bolger,
delongis, Kessler and schilling, 1gg9; Repetti, lgg3), found mainlyin
psychology journals, and appears to have made little impact on
mainstream medical research. However, a recent study (waters,
Rubman and Hurry, lgg3) provided evidence that the impact of daily
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stressors is more important than enumerating daily stressors, much
as Locke et al. (1984) found in their life event research. They also
discovered that their subjects with many somatic complaints had
elevated scores on the Eysenck Personality Questionnaire-Neuroticism
scale (EPQ-N, L975), although the Epe-N score did not contribute
significantly to explaining the variance of the measure of tJle somatic
complaints.

Zautra et al. (1989) have assessed women with rheumatoid
arthritis by measuring life events, minor stressors and immune
markers. They found that life events were only marginally corelated
with distress, although life events were correlated with a change in
helper T-celucytotoxic/suppressor T-cell ratios. They suggested that
the coping mechanisms at the disposal of an individual mediate the
relationship between life events and daily hassles on one hand and
psychological distress on the other. unsurprisingly, coping efficacy
was cor?elated with less distress and coping efficacy decreased as the
number of life events and daily hassles increased. Distress correlated
with lower T-cell counts, and coping efficacy was correlated with B-
cell proportions. Th"y argued for continued monitoring of life events,
small stressors, distress and coping efficacy in future research
because all seemed to have different effects on the immune markers
they studied.

Recently a number of studies have focused attention on
immunological changes resulting from minor, brief laboratory
stressors (Bachen, Manuck, Marsland, cohen, Matkofft, Muldoon and
Rabin, 1992; Nalibofl Benton, Solomon, Morley, Fahey, Bloom,
Makinodan and Gilmore, 1g91; Brosschot, Benschop, Godaert, de
Smet, Oltr, Heijnen and Ballieux, Igg2; Knapp, Levy, Giorgr, Black,
Fox and Heeren, rgg2; Zakowski, McArister, Deal and Baum , Lggz).
Naliboff et al. (1991) tested subjects before and after a 12 minute
laboratory stressor (mental arithmetic). They found an increase in
NK cell activity, and circulating T-cells, noting some differences when
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they compared older to younger subjects. Bachen et al. (1ggz)
replicated these findings, having found that a 21-minute difficult
laboratory task (Stroop test) was associated with elevated natural
killer cell population, diminished mitogenesis and helper/suppressor
T-cell ratios. Their control group showed alterations in T-cell
proliferation. The addition of a control group in addition to pre-test
and post-test immunological measures is to be commended. However,
it showed that unsolicited fluctuations are sometimes significant and
perhaps calls into question the relevance of such immunological
changes to an individual.

Knapp et al. (1992) asked subjects to recalr negative and
positive emotional states and monitored physiological and
immunological markers. The subjects experienced a decrease in
mitogenesis and a weak trend for increased NK cell activity with
negative emotion, much like the previous two studies. However,
positive emotion also produced a decline in mitogenesis, once again
calling into question the ultimate clinical significance of this type of
study. Another criticism of this study is that the subjects were
unselected for imagination capacity or hypnotisability, and one
wonders whether the subjects were trrnng'hard,to do a task that may
have been difficult. Zakowski et al. (1ggz) also recorded a decreased
mitogenesis reaction after having subjects watch a gruesome surgical
film. An interesting finding from this study was that there was a
correlation between highly reactive blood pressure responses and
changes in mitogenesis. Kiecolt-Glaser, capioppo, Malarkey and
Glaser (L992) suggest that the brief changes noted in the studies just
described are consistent with the results of studies that used an
injection of epinephrine to produce changes in lymphocyte migration
patterns (crar5r, Borysenko, sutherland, Kutz, Borysenko and Benson,
1983; Crary, Hauser, Boysenko, Kutz, Hoban, Ault, Weiner and
Benson, 1983).

A much-investigated area is that of 'naturalistic'stressors that



are not life events, yet are not brief in the sense of laboratory min61
stressors. one laboratory has investigated medical students at
examination time (as the stressor) in an impressive series of studies
(Glaser, Kiecolt-Glaser, speicher, Holliday, lggb; Kiecolt-Glaser,
Garner, speicher, Penn, Holliday and Glaser, 19g4; Kiecolt-Glaser,
Glaser, strain, stout, Tarr, Holliday and speicher, 19g6; Glaser,
Kiecolt-Glaser, Bonneau, Malarkey, Kennedy and Hughes, Lggz;
Pennebaker, Kiecolt-Glaser and Glaser, 19gg; Tomei, Kiecolt-Glaser,
Kennedy and Glaser, lgg0). In the 19g4 study, the students were
tested for NKC activity one month before and at the time of their
examinations with the result that a significant decrease in NKc
activity was found along with higher antibody titres against Epstein-
Bar:r and herpes simplexviruses (Kiecolt-Glaser, Lgg4). Moreover, the
lonelier students and those with negative life events displayed lower
immune activity. The results were replicated with another group of
students (Kiecolt-Glaser et al., 19g6) and a portion of those students
was also grven a relaxation intervention. The frequency of relaxation
practice predicted T-cell percentages during the examination period.

Another study in the series assessed responses to hepatitis B
vaccinations during examination time. The students who prod.uced
good antibody titres at the first inoculation were those who were less
stressed or anxious. Also students with a good social support network
generally had stronger immune response than others (Glaser et al.,
L992). The implications of this work extend to the many large
inoculation progr€rmmes to which much of the population is
periodically exposed. Perhaps they should be timed to be at periods
that are non-stressful for the individual.

Chronie stress

In contrast to the literature on minor stressors, the chronic
type of stressor must be studied with naturalistic stressors. Several
studies have focused on the health impacts of being a care-giver of a
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chronically ill person in the community (Falloon, Graham-Hole and

Woodroffe, L993; Kiecolt-Glaser, Glaser, Shuttleworth, Dyer, Ogrocki

and Speicher, 1987; Kiecolt-Glaser, Dura, Speicher, Tbask, Glaser,

1991; Dura, Stukenberg and Kiecolt-Glaser, 1991). Kiecolt-Glaser et

al. (1987) reported that care-givers of Alzheimer patients exhibited

high antibody titres against Epstein-Batr virus, and had lower T-cell

percentages than control groups. However, a recent snn/ey of care-

givers of mentally ill patients in the community illustrated that with

enough psychosocial support the health status ofcare-givers need not

be compromised (Falloon, Graham-Hole and Woodroffe, 1993).

Probably the most studied chronic stressor is bereavement which has

been associated with changes in immune markers such as a decrease

in T-cell mitogenesis (Bartrop, Luckhurst, Lazarus, Kiloh and Penny,

1977; Schleifer, Keller, Camerino, Thorton and Stein, 1983) although

the Bartrop et al. paper described many assays that were not

different from the control group such as lymphocyte eounts, hormonal

changes and delayed hypersensitivity reactions. Irwin, Daniels, Risch,

Bloom and Weiner (1988) found decreased NK cell activity in

anticipatory and actually grieving subjects.

In the first year of marital separation, there was significantly

poorer immune function in women when compared to similar women

who $Iere still married (Kiecolt-Glaser, Fisher, Ogtocki, Stout,

Speicher and Glaser, 1987). They had lower T-lymphoc;rte numbers

and higher titres for Epstein-Barr virus antibodies. In the married

controls, a poorer immune function was associated with depression

and poorer state of the marriage. In a separate study of men in the

same circumstances, separated./divorced men had more illness, and

higher antibody titres against the herpes viruses (Epstein-Barr and

herpes simplex). Married men with poor manriages had lowered T-cell

ratios compared to those with happier marriages (Kiecolt-Glaser,

Kennedy, Malkoff, Fisher, Speicher and Glaser, 1988).

In 1989, McKinnon, Weisse, Reynolds, Bowles and Baum
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compared the chronic stresses of people living in the vicinity of Three
Mile Island with a similar community snmple from a town some
distance away. They found (six years after the accident) several
indications of stress-induced change in the Three Mile Island people:
fewer B-cells, NKC's and cytotoxic/suppressor T-cells, higher serurn
concentrations of epinephrine (a stress-related hormone), and these
were correlated with lower leucocyte numbers generally. Moreover,
their antibody titres for herpes simplex and Epstein-Barr viruses
were significantly increased indicating long term immune-suppressive
effects. The authors state that they do not know how this will affect
the health status of the people of rhree Mile Island but that none of
their subjects showed evidence of ilrness at the time of assessment.

: Several studies have
reported decreased immune system functioning concomitant with
major mental illness. on reflection, it would be difficult to find a more
chronically distressed group of people than those with a psychiatric
diagnosis. Many of the issues already discussed could be applied to
this troubled group, and it wourd be predictable that immune
differences would be found in these people compared to a non-
psychiatric sample. Indeed, Jankovic (LggE) found signs that this was
so in several psychiatric disorders including schizophrenia, alcoholism
and mental retardation. Irwin, caldwell, smith, Brown, schuckit and
Gillin (1990) found that alcoholics and depressives display reduced
NK cell activity compared to controls, and that a combination
(alcoholics who are depressed) show the trait more strongly. Another
study by this group (h*.dn, patterson, smith, caldwell, Brown and
Gillin, 1990) found decreased NK cell cytotoxicity in depressed
patients and the presence of major life evenLs (both associated with
a Sovo decrease in NK cell activity) grving further evidence that
depression and chronic stress read to similar immune responses.
There are many studies linking depression and changes in immune
system function (eg stein, 19gb; Lowry, Gormley, Reder and Meltzer,
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1989; Asnis and Miller, 1gg9; colon, callies, popkin and McGlave,
1991; hwin, Smith and Gillin, lgg2; Marshall, lgg3).

Attitudes toutards life
some studies have linked personality and attitudinal styles

with immunological measures (peterson and seligman, LggT;
Peterson, Seligman and Vaillant, lggg). IGmen_Siegel, Rodin,
Seligman and Dwyer (1991) looked at a pessimistic explanatory style
in elderly people and correlated it urith a lower cD4lcDg ratio, and
a depressed response of their rymphocytes to mitogenic challenge. The
pessimistic explanatory style involves talking about negative events
in globally negative tems and blaming themselves. These behaviours
appear to be consistent over time. watson and pennebaker (t gsg)

note that negative affect is associated more strongly with complaints
about sSrmptoms than with actual patholory.

some studies have investigated what has become known as an
active coping style and health (Dolan, sherwood and Light, Lgg2;
Goodkin, Blaney, Feaster, Fletcher, Baum, Mantero-A tienzarKlim as,
Millen, szapocznik and Eisdorfer, rgg2; Blaney, Goodkin, Morgan,
Feaster, Millon Szapocznik, Eisdorfer, 1g91). Active coping refers to
preparing for adversity, taking steps to decrease the impact of some
adverse situation and initiating direct actions that often involve a
stepwise series of behaviours (carver, scheier and weintraub, lggg).
It involves planning certain behaviours and choosing options that
could allow the individual to m€rnage the effects of a stressor thereby
lessening its impact.

In the Goodkin et al. (1992) study, active coping was seen as a
factor that contributes to maintaining NKC activity in Hrv-positive
men' more important than social support measures. InATDS research,
any factor that maintains immune functions has implications for
prolonging life, and it is of considerable interest whether psychological
variables are co-factors in the progress of the disease (Kiecolt-Glaser
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and Glaser, 1989).

In Conelusion

The PNVstress research area is emerging into a complex area
with more and more delineation of variables that are shown to
contribute to changes in the immune system. There is a dearth of
experimentation that relate immunological changes to health
outcomes. Too many of the studies are reporting small changes that
as often as not fail to be replicated in subsequent studies.

InrnnrrynuoN SrrrDrEs

Although much of PNI research to date has been concerned
with identifuing the relationships between mind and body variables,
a growing number of researchers are interested. in investigating
psychosocial interyentions that could modulate the functioning of the
immune system. Studies involving animals have shown that classical
conditioning can affect the immune system (eg. Ader and cohen,
L975; Rogers, Reich, strom and carpenter, 1g?6; wayner, Flannery
and singer, 1978), although few studies in this area have used human
subjects.

C lo,s sie al Conditioning
The earliest studies were those of classical conditioning in

animals, and these interventions were more to discover if classical
conditioning could modulate immune functioning than with any
therapeutic or clinical purpose in mind. The seminal experiment of
Ader and Cohen (19?b) described how rats could be conditioned to
reduce their immune response to an injected foreign antigen by
pairing a taste (saccharin) with the administration of a
immunosuppressive drug. Eventually, the saccharin alone depressed
immune functions although the magnitude of the immune changes
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were small. This type of experiment has been replicated many times
with different immune measures and unconditioned stimuli, for
example, T cell (Kusnecov, King and Husband, lggg), delayed
hypersensitivity reactions (Roudebush and Bryant, 1gg1), NKC
activity (solvason, Ghanta, Lorden, soong and Hiramoto, 1g91) and
antibody responses (Gorczynski, 1gg1). These have all been animal
studies, and mostly they use immunosuppression as the dependent
variable, although Gorcz;mski (1990) has used this technique
positively to enhance skin-graft sunrival in mice.

so far, few studies have used classical conditioning with human
subjects. one such study used this paradigm to modulate delayed
hypersensitivity reactions (Smith and McDaniel, lgg3). Subjects were
led to expect no reaction in one arm (to an injection of saline), and a
definite response on the other arm (to a TB skin test solution). But
when the vials were presented in the same way as before but the
contents switched without their knowledge, they got a much smaller
reaetion to the real TB skin test solution than they'should,have, as
if the expectation that the vial only contained a non-reactive
substance had ameliorated the reaction. Recently, Booth, petrie and
Brook (submitted lgg3) found that they could not d.emonstrate
eonditioning in human subjects rvith a paradigm similar but arguably
methodologically superior to that of smith and McDaniel (i_9g3):

testing immediate hypersensitivity reactions over a short (total: l0
sessions over two weeks) period and the photographic/computer
imagery technique developed for study one (Laidlaw, Richardson,
Booth and Large, submitted 1g9B).

Recently, NKc activity was conditioned in humans using an
epinephrine response paired with a sweet taste. when saline was
substituted for the epinephrine after conditioning, the subjects got
enhanced NKc activity in response to the sweet as if it had been the
epinephrine (Buske-Kirschbaum, Kirschbaum, stierle, Lehnert and
Hellharnmer, L9g2). However, this study was not replicated when a
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Dutch group, because of ethicar constraints, were required to inform
the subjects of the type of injection they were about to have. The
experimenters hypothesised that having this knowledge confounded
responses (Kirschbaum, Jabaaij, Buske-Kirschbaum, Hennig, Blom, /t"i- " ' i

Dorst, Bauch, DiPauli, schmitz, Ballieux, and Hellhammer, 1gg2).
This type of result does indicate the subtlety of such a d.epend.ent
variable if so minor a change could confound results. They do not
seem to have considered the possibility that this result confirms the
power of placebo responsies.

,t
Psyehothera.py /

A time-honoured method of reducing stress has been the long-
held belief that disclosing uncomfortable circumstances surrounding
a stressful time of one's life is therapeutic. pennebaker and his
colleagues have published several stud.ies linking disclosure of
traumatic memories to an improved health status (pennebaker and
Beall, 1986; Pennebaker, Kiecolt-Glaser and Glaser, 19gg; pennebaker,

Barger and fiebolt, 1g89; pennebaker, colder and sharp, rgg0;
Francis and Pennebaker, lggz). All of these studies found tlat the
high dsclq'sure groups comparedto either those who disclosed less or
control groups made less use of medical facilities for a period of
months following disclosure. pennebaker et al. (1ggg) studied fifty
healthy students, half of whom were required to write for twenty
minutes on each of four days about the worst thing that had ever
happened to them and their deepest thoughts and feelings. The
control group was to write about superficial topics for the twenty
minute sessions. The results indicated that as a group those who
wrote about traumatic events most vividly not only had a long-term
decreased use of student health facilities compared vrith the control
group and with those who disclosed little, but additionally exhibited
enhanced mitogen stimulation reaction, and a decrease in both
systolic and diastolic blood pressure from the beginning of the study
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to follow-up.

Rela,xa.tion, imagery, mcditation and. hypnosis
Although a number of studies have addressed the relationship

between relaxation and imagery-type interventions and immune
variables, it is often difficult to determine from the descriptions of
methodology how the techniques were applied. There is also a
problem of the language used to describe the techniques and the
ambiguities associated with terus like relaxation, i-aglery,
meditation and hypnosis (Kirmeyer, 19gg). For instance, Andrews
and Hall (1990) describe their relaxation-imagery technique as if
hypnosis is not involved but it is difficult to imagine how a highly
hypnotisable subject would stay out of a trance state when reqrrired
to do relaxation and imagery. In support of this, Kirsch, Mobayed,
Council and Kenny (1992) found that there were no differences in the
way highly hypnotisable subject reacted when asked to participate in
a relaxation exercise, hypnosis, alert hypnosis or an imagery exercise.
Recent EEG work (Crawford and Gruzelier, Lgg2; Gruzelier et al,
1984, 1991; Gruzelier and Brow, lgss) indicates that highly
hypnotisable people are mostly functioning in their dominant
hemisphere when not in trance and predominantly in the non-
dominant hemisphere when in trance. This could indicate that the
requirements of a "right-brain" activit5r such as relaxation followed by
an imagery activity would strongly predispose such a subject to enter
the trance state. Meditation techniques are frank trance states and
relaxation is ofben used as an induction. The use of imagery with or
without an induction is also confounded with hypnosis (eg, the
creative Imagination Scale [Wilson and Barber, 19zg] is an imagery
test used to assess hypnotisability with no induction and without the
word Trypnosis' used). Because the descriptions of these techniques
are ambiguous, they will be discussed here essentially as variations
of hypnotic techniques.
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Autonomic control: Many researchers have been concerned
with regulation of autonomic control and the majority of them have
used the investigative techniques of hypnosis or other altered states
of consciousness (Crasilneck and Hall, 1gb9; Dalal and Barber, 1g6g).
Many studies have concentrated on the phenomenon of raising or
lowering peripheral temperature at will (Black, Edhobn, Fox and
Kidd, 1963; Maslach, Marshall and zimbardo, Lgr};Roberts, Kewman
and Macdonald, 1g7B; Roberts, schuler, Bacon, Zimmeruan and
Patterson, Lg75; Tebecis and provins, 1gz6; Ra5maud, Michaux,
Bleirad, Capderou, Bordachar and Durand., 1gg4)) and showed that
is a trainable talent. Black (Black et al., 1968; Black, 1969) suggested
that the controlling mechanism is that of influencing the blood flow
into the skin much as emotional stimuli can cause blushing. This was
confirmed by at least two studies (Roberts, Kewman and Macdonald,
1973; Bishay and Lee, 1gg4). Roberts et al. (1gZB) notbd that blood
flow was almost cut off when subjects reduced the temperature of
their hands voluntarily using hypnosis, and an accelerated pulse rate
and blood flow were observed when it was increased. Raynaud et al.
(1984) measured small changes in core temperature as well as
peripheral temperature after appropriate hypnotic suggestions. They
hypothesise that the hypnotic suggestion allows ideational control of
the thennoregulatory centres and the autonomic process of regulating
body temperature. People who have high hypnotisability scores are
better at controlling peripheral temperature (piedmont, lggg).
Affecting temperature can reduce pain and s5rmptom distress in
Raynaud's Disease (Conn and Mott, 1gg4) and migraine headache
(Andreychuk and Skiver, lg7b).

There are physiological changes associated with a state of
relaxation that are clearly perceptible and this controllable effect can
be successfully used as a metaphor for control over other physiological
processes (Golan, 1986). These changes include more regular
breathing rhythms and often a slowing of respiration rate, metabolism
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and heart rate and a lowering of blood pressure. Relaxation
techniques have been used as adjuncts to other therapies in the
treatment of cancer (Newton, 1982), the amelioration of chemotherapy
side effects (Redd, Rosenberger and Hendler, lggz), the control of
symptoms of Huntington,s Chorea (Moldofsky, 1gg4) and the
treatment of myofibrositis (Elkins, 1gg4), high blood pressure (Jacob,

shapiro, o'Hara, Portser, IGuger, Gatsonis and Ding, 19g2) and
anorexia nervosa (Gross, 19g4; Vanderlind.en and Vandereycken,
1990). The relaxation causes many troublesome symptoms to
disappear (Golan, 1g8G) as if the annoyance is experienced as a
summation of the sSnnptoms and concomitant mood that reaches the
threshold of awareness. It is as if the emotional concomitants are
reduced through relaxation to the point where the package of
s5rmptoms and mood no longer reaches that threshold.

There is a growing literature on the successful use of hypnosis
with people who are displaying s5rmptoms consistent urith
compromised immunity, such as patients with recurrent herpes
simplex II infections (Gould and Tissler, 1gg4; Surman and
Crumpacker, 1g8?), breast cancer patients (Spiegel, Bloom, Kraemer
and Gottheil, 1989), asthmatics (Collison, 196g and 1g?b; Ewer and
stewart, 1986; Fry, Mason and pearson, 1g64;Maher-Loughman and
Kingsley, 1968; Neistein and Dash, 19g2) and people with warts
(spanos, stenstrom and Johnston, 19gg; spanos, williams and
Gw5mn, L990; surman, Gottlieb, Hackett and silverberg, 19zB). In the
spanos et al. (1988) study of people with warts on their hands, one
group had hypnotic suggestion, one group had placebo "laser"
treatment, and the third group \ilas a waiting list control. After six
weeks, the waiting list people had a 2vo redaction in their warts, the
"laser" placebo group lnad gvo reduction and the hypnosis group had
a 34vo reduction in the number of warts on their hands. However, in
this study, as in many of the others, no direct meas'rements of
immune function were recorded and so it is not possible to link the
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responses formally to changes in immune system behaviour. A
variety of studies have reported changes in immune variables
associated with relaxation and imagery techniques. Natural Killer
Cell (NKC) activity has been facilitated using relaxation techniques
(Kiecolt-Glaser et al., lgSb) as have increases in T lymphocytes
(Kiecolt-Glaser et el., 1986), and decreases in neutrophils or
lyrnphocytes in the blood using music and imagery (Rider and
Achterberg, 1g8g).

Recently, a small communit5r sample (of nineteen healthy
adults) was used in a study to investigate the influence of a hypnotic
procedure using imagery on immune function (Hall, Mumma, Longo
and Dixon, 1992). Age and hypnotisability were assessed for
correlational or predictive effects and were found as moderating
effects in their results. They found significant differences in their
blood immune measures (white blood cell count, and pokeweed

mitogen-induced proliferation) tested before and after hypnotic
intervention. They consider that these results are preliminary and
perhaps due to chance.

Olness, Culbert and Uden (lggg) used a self-hypnosis technique
with imagery in a study to investigate whether children could
regulate their immune responses at will. Fifty-seven children were
divided into three groups: a) those who were taught self-hypnosis and
were asked, in a permissive way, to increase their imnunoglobulin in
their saliva if they wanted; b) those who were taught self_hypnosis
directed to increase their immunogrobulins; c) those who received no
instruction in self-hJpnosis, but were given the same arnount of
attention as the children in the other two groups. The group that was
given firect instructions had significantly increased salivary IgA
concentrations after the self-hypnosis sessions compared to pre_
session measurements. rn contrast, concentrations did not change in
saliva from children in the other two groups.

TWo types of interventions were used with geriatric residents
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in care to determine if either could affect their immune status
(Kiecolt-Glaser, Glaser, williger, stout, Messick, shephard, Ricker,
Romisher, Briner, Bonnell and Donnerberg, lggb). The subjects were
assigned to one of three groups: relaxation training, social contact and
a no-intervention control. Their blood was snmpled before and at the
end of the intenrention and one month later. The relaxation group
showed a significant improvement in immune function measured by
more NKC activity and better (lower) titres of herpes simplex
antibody. Health/illness status was not recorded.

skin Reactivitv: The earliest reference to the use of h;rynosis to
influence skin test reactivity was described by clarkson (lg3?) when
an eighteen year old asthmatic reacted with a large raised. wheal and
flare to an intradermal egg sensitivity test. TWenty-four hours later
she was hypnotised, and following the suggestion that the next skin
test would produce no reaction, her skin remained unresponsive.
Zeller (L944) attempted to replicate that study with five subjects, all
of whom produced large skin responses to the particular allergen to
which they were sensitive. They were hypnotised and tested again
with the same wheal and flare responses as seen in the session
without hypnosis.

In 1958, Mason and Black presented a case report where
hypnosis successfully alleviated a subject of her asthmatic sJmptoms,
and concurrently, of her reactions to three skin allergens. Black
subsequently investigated the phenomenon further with a series of
experiments (Black, 1g63a; Black, 1g63b; Black, Humphrey and
Niven, 1963) that illustrated a reduction of an established Mantoux
reaction after a course in hypnosis. Dennis and philippus (1g6b) used
hypnosis to reduce the responses of five asthmatics to intradermal
skin tests using antigens and histamine, in seven experimental
conditions.

More recently, Locke, Ransil, covino, Toczydrowski, Lohse,
Dvorak, Arndt and Frankel (19g?) were unable to control delayed-type
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hypersensitivity skin responses of subjects using hypnosis. They
selected 12 subjects, all highly hypnotisable on the Hanrard scale, and
gave them a set of antigens in both arms \ilrith instructions under
hypnosis to control the size of response in one arm only. The delayed-
t54pe reactions were not different in one arm from the other. A sinilar
paradigm had been tested earlier (Beahrs, Harris and Hilgard, 1gz0)
with similar negative results testing for both rlpe I (histamine) and

Type rv (antigen) hyperreactivity using direct suggestion.

In contrast,, zachariae, Bjerring and Arendt-Nielsen (lgsg)
significantly reduced both wheal and flare responses of Mantoux
reactions in a group of eight highry hypnotisable subjects selected by
scores on the Harvard scale compared to a group matched for age and
sex and unselected for hypnotisability. Their subjects had a hypnotic
session using guided imagery reinforced with taped repetitions in the
48 hours between the injection and its reading. They also assessed
Tlpe I hypersensitivity reactions finding that flare reactions only (not
wheal sizes) produced by histamine were reduced using direct
suggestions. For their Tlpe rv reaction part of the study, they used.

one standard strength solution of protein derivative to produce
Mantoux reactions, and for their Tlpe I reaction, a standard strength
solution of histamine was used. The historical but methodologically
questionable measurement technrique of manually tracing the outlines
of wheals and flares was used in this study. The possibilify of
different reactions to the two different hypnotic techniques was not
explored.

Those studies that used imagery of coolness along urith
suggestions of numbness and dissociation appear to have had a higher
rate of success in nmeliorating skin reactions than those that ignore
temperature suggestions. However, Locke et al., (1gg7) could not
replicate the earlier studies, perhaps because of the technique they
used ofrequesting subjects to concentrate upon suggestions to control
immune activity rather than visualising temperature change, which
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is arguably easier to do. Also Black (1968a,b) kept his subjects in
hJ4pnosis with the hypnotist's voice providing constant suggestions
throughout the experiment.

Recently, Zaehariae and Bjerring (1ggg) tested a small group
(n=16) of highly hypnotisable subjects. They used post-hypnotic
suggestions to react on only one specified ann to histamine or
allergen. They found that the subjects could successfully differentially
control their reactions. Because there was no control cond.ition, it was
not clear whether one arrn experienced an enhanced reaction or the
other a decreased reaction. The subjects got a significant difference
in the middle part of their titration series. The measurements were
visual scores of no reaction, partial and fult reaction but without
actual measurements of size. using an ultrasound measurement
technique they got a non-significant trend towards a d.ifference in skin
thickness.

unfortunately this study used few subjects, and their
measurement methodology is imprecise. However, it can be used as
an indication that a cognitive type of hypnotic intervention seems to
affect immune reactions. perhaps of more interest is their use of
post-hypnotic suggestion. They suggested the differences in reaction
at the time of sensitisation to the allergens, with taped repetitions but
no suggestion or hypnosis at the time of the challenge.

In a single case study, smith, McKenzie, Marmar and steele
(1985) requested that their subject meditate on reducing her
reactivity to a delayed hypersensitivity reaction and, secondlr, to so
affect her lymphocytes that they would modulate their blastogenic
activity in uitro. Not only was she able to achieve both tasks, but the
study was replicated with the same subject nine months after
completing the original series of sessions with sinilar results.

A follow-on paper from the same tearn (smith, conger,
O'Rourke, Steele, Charlton and Smith, ]rgg?,) describes two studies
using group designs. Their subjects were experienced in
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hypnotie/meditation techniques but not tested for hypnotisability. The
first study was considered by the researchers to have several
methodological faults such as a lack of a control group, and problems
in transporting blood gamples. All subjects received hypnotic
suggestions and did self-hypnotic exercises \ rith and without
audiotaped suggestions to either enhance their hSryersensitivity
reactions, the'enhancer' soup, or decrease reactivity, the'suppressor,
group. Mitogen and antigen-induced lymphocyte stimulation was
assessed as well.

The results of this study were non-significant except for the
TVpe rv hypersensitivity part of the study which showed their
'enhancer' group to have significantly increased the size of their
wheals. rmmune markers such as mitogenesis were unchanged. The
second study, with its improved methodology, produced similar
results, most of which were non-significant except for one significant
measurement of enhanced Tlpe rv hypersensitivity reaction in the
enhancer group.

The results reported in this study illustrate the tantalising
nature of PNI research. It is as if there are complexities that have not
yet been identified that are producing unexplained variance, leaving
researchers with an challenge that this line of research should be
further explored.

CoNcr,usroNs

As Solomon (1g88) points out, much of the pNI research is
"thin" or "sofb", due to the problems of immunological measurement
and especially due to the technique of 'snapshot' testing with no
indication of process fluctuations. Because of the responsiveness of the
systems involved (immune, nervous and endocrine systems), testing
of each immunological measure ideally should be repeated several
times over a period of days then averaged to give one data point.



Likewise, Kiecolt-Glaser and Glaser (1ggg) make a suggestion that
psychological measures should be repeated over several weeks to get
some sort of indication of longer term effects. Another way of
approaching the problem is to use both state and trait types of
measures to differentiate the influence of stable attitudes and
immediate mood variables.

There are many indications that imm unological functioning can
be modulated by stress, psychosocial factors and certain intenrentions
but concomitant changes in symptoms or subsequent susceptibility to
disease have not yet been extensively investigated. A depressed
immune system as indicated by the tests described in the Immune
system chapter does not necessarily imply illness (Kiecolt-Glaser and
Glaser, 1989) although a few studies have attempted to assess both
(cohen and williamson., 1gg1; Kiecolt-Glaser et al., lggz; pennebaker

et al., 1988). Health can be influenced in many ways, negativelywhen
the presence of a negative affect gives a generalised suppressive effect
on the immune system, and positively when good. social support is
experienced, but more studies with prevalence and severity of illness
as outcome measures on the lines of the study reported by cohen,
Tlrrell and Smith (lgg1) will need to be done.

Given such criticisms, the studies described in this chapter
serye as examples of the mutu4iqfluence and coqperative_nature of
psycholog:ca}-and immunological changq csnsistent with the Booth
andAshbridge (1992) theoretical position of teleological coherence. At
this point in PNI research, it could be postulated that it would be
unusual if no concomitant psychological or irnmunological reaction
could be found with change that affects at least one of them. But,
determining how important these changes are for the ultimate
health/illness status of the individuar, for the most pilt, still has to
be investigated.

The experimental chapters about to be described consist of a
series of studies that test the hypothesis that it is possible to
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intentionally modifr the functioning of the body through psychological
processes, specifically, that hypnotic techniques can be used to reduce
reactivity of $pe I hypersensitivity reactions using the skin prick
test technique. Testing for immediate h;ryersensitivity has been
chosen for several reasons: it is easily performed even by a
psychologist; it is inexpensive; it is not as intrusive or frightening for
some people as taking blood, and the reactions are short-lived. Most
importantly, not only are sp tests valid immunological test
procedures but the reactions are temporary representatives of more
serious allergic disease.

ultimately, there is a need for some longitudinal prospective
studies that measure stressors, major and minor, and the distress
invoked by them, a variety of inmunorogicar measures, and assess
health/illness status with period.ic measurements over years of data
collection. only then can we begin to assess the complexity of the
interrelationships of the variables and their implications for human
health and disease.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Study One

IunanoTeTn-TYPE ITPERsENSITIVITY REACTIoNs AT.ID
I{PNOSIS:
PnogLgMS IN METHoDoLoGY

InrnooucrroN

The combination of hypnosis and skin reactivity has been a
subject ofinvestigation for over 50 years. In light ofcurrent interest
in psychoneuroimmunology, we chose to re-examine some of the older
studies (Black, 1963a; Black, 1963b; Black, Humphrey and Niven,
L963; Mason and Black, 1gs8; clarkson, Lg}T;Dennis and philippus,

1965). This study includes many of the features of these stud.ies such
as using subjects with an existing psychosomatic disorder, type-one
hypersensitivity reactions, and hypnosis as the ameliorating agent.
we used more modern methodology including the more ubiquitously
applicable indirect form of hlpnosis. However, rather than confirming
previous results, we have identified some methodological issues which
raise further questions.

Many theorists have produced evidence to show that high
hypnotic susceptibility, as measured by standard scales, is a
necessary talent for the creation of hypnotic analgesia, although as
Price and Barber (1g82) have pointed out, these studies have all used
direct suggestion. other studies including the experiment by price
and Barber used a more indirect style of making suggestions. This
involved using an individualized hypnotic technique, perhaps more
clinically valid than the standardised techniques used in other
studies. They found that hypnotisability contributed about zSvo of the
variance in the pain reduction that their subjects experienced.
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In 1985, Fricton and Roth (1985) looked at pain thresholds,

comparing the indirect methods used by Barber with direct suggestion

as used in the original studies and the hypnotisability scales. Most of

their high scorers controlled pain well regardless of induction method,

but their low hypnotisable subjects yyere clearly differentiated into the

successful subjects in the indirect induction group and the

unsuccessful subjects in the direct induction group.

Putting together these interesting studies of skin reactivit5r,

psychosomatic disorders (specifically the preponderance of asthmatics

as subjects) and pain amelioration, we hypothesised that lowered skin

reactivity is accomplished most effectively through avoluntary cooling

of an extremity, decreasing the neurally controlled part of the

inflemmatory response and blood flow to the region, thus quieting the

skin in all its reactions.

lVIrtsoo

Subjeets

Five volunteers were solicited who considered themselves to be

mild asthmatics. Their ages ranged from seventeen to twenty-five

(mean: 22 years); hrvo were male, three female.

Proced.ure

Each subject was seen for a total of seven sessions on four

different days spread over a fortnight. The fi.rst session was to

determine the subject's reactivity to histamine by administering a

titration series on the forearm skin and selecting an appropriate

strength of solution to be used for the rest of the study. Over the

next three days, each session was either a baseline (control) session

or an hypnosis (intervention) session, one of each per day.

The histamine was pricked in using the Pepys technique with

a disposable hypodemic needle inserted at an angle of 30-400 into the
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superficial epidermis through a drop of histamine and the excess

solution was wiped off after one minulg.

During all but the reactivity determination session, a
thermistor was placed on the middle phalanx of the third digit ofboth
hands, and constant temperature readings were recorded using the J
and J Physiological Monitoring System. All experimentation took
place in an internal, temperature controlled room.

Hypnosis (intervention) condition: using the experience and
recommendations in the literature, w€ employed a continuous
induction in the hypnosis condition with indirect suggestions of
numbness, coolness, non-reactivity and dissociation for one arm. The
Errm was chosen by each subject during the hypnotie session and not
communicated to the experimenter until after the session. It was
suggested that the other arm might feel warm, alive and reactive in
comparison to the cool, dissociated and numb am. Each subject
helped plan his/her own imagery so the induction could be
individually formulated using language and imagery unique to each
subject.

Baseline (control) condition: The subjects rtrere asked to
participate in an exercise that was designed to contrast with the quiet
introspection of the hypnosis condition. The subjects were required to
talk aloud about words supplied by the experimenter, with a new
word provided by the experimenter from a list of supposedly,neutral'
words whenever silence ensued. we called this condition Verbally
Active Distraction (VAD) In this way each subject had a cognitively
active period both before the histamine was administered and during
the ten minute period when the lesions were developing prior to the
photographs being taken. At each session, the thermistors were
attached and skin temperature was monitored to ensure temperature
stability before beginning the prick test procedures. Because of
diurnal variations in immunological response, all sessions were
conducted in the mornings, between 9 and 12 noon.
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The subjects were randomly assigned to start either urith
hypnosis or with the baseline session to control for order effects.

Hi starnine administration
The histamine was pricked in, at one minute intervals, at

approximately 50, 100 and lsO mm from bent elbow on the smooth
hairless skin of the forearm. It was wiped off after one minute. The
experimenter was blind to which arm was to be cooled or warued.
The lesions were allowed to develop for ten minutes then measured.
About 45 minutes were allowed between sessions. Ttre serne part of
the forearm was not pricked twice on any one day.

It immediately became apparent when attempting to measure
the reactions produced by the pilot titration series, that the neat
measurements of wheals and flares reported in the literature were
impossible to replicate with any assurance of accuracy. The ball-point
pen technique of Sokal (19?g) left a residue of ink on the side of the
induration which could be up to a 0.b millimetre wide and varied in
width. Because of the small sizes involved, this was deemed to be
adding unacceptable variance.

The area of the flares was difficult to decipher as the edges
were always fuzzy. The flares varied from an easily discernable
reddish blush, to a vague mottling of the skin surounding the
induration. The edges often blended into their surzoundings to a
greater or lesser extent depending upon the individual,s skin colour
and natural variation in skin tones. This meant that the ed.ges were
determined by using judgement rather than scientific accuracy.

To overcome these problems, the lesions were photographed
onto slide film with the flash unit set slightly ahead and up from the
foreann. A shadow was created from the raised wheal making itrs
edges easier to identis on the slide. A standard-sized round sticky
disc was applied to the skin near the induration containing
identification of subject and session. The resultant slides were
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projected upon an A4 sheet of paper, and a technician blind to the
experiment was asked to trace the outlines of the wheal, flare and
disc for each lesion. The s€rme individual measured all lesions. The
enlargements were some 100x times bigger than the original lesions,
with the lines used in outline a tiny fraction of the total area. The
round disc senred as a reference area when the resultant drawings
were scanned into an image analyzer on a computer. Mean areas for
wheal, flare and the standard-sized disc were read in pixels and
mathematically standardised into actual areas.

overall, 168 lesions were available for analysis, half from
hypnosis sessions, half from VAD sessions.

Rnsur,rs

The original pre-test titration series had produced a range of
reactions from which a suitable concentration was chosen for each
individual. However, on the first experimental session, it leas
apparent to the eye (but not measured) that the subjects were
exhibiting smaller reactions than was expected from their reactivity
during the titration series. This was observed whether the first
session was one using hypnosis or the verbally active distraction
(vAD).

Temperature readings were relatively consistent over time for
many of the subjects on any one arm, with little variation from start
to finish of the session. However, there were large differences in
temperature between the arms. These highly significant results
(mostly p < 0.0001 using t-test procedure in sAS) were found in all
subjects and in both control and hypnotic conditions. when the
temperature readings in the hypnosis condition were compared to
those in the VAD condition, there were no significant differences;
neither did any individual subject show a signifi.cant d.ifference.

one set of correlations that occured across all subjects and
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both conditions was that of temperature and size of flares. In the
hypnosis session the conelation coefficient was r=0.47 (p < 0.01); in
the VAD session, r=0.48, (p < 0.00g) as shown in Table 4.1 (mearls

and standards deviations can be found in Appendix D).

Table 4.1: Pearson correlations between temperature and sizes of wheals and
flares.

A regression analysis (proc GLM in sAS, Tlpe III results)
using the means of all wheal and flare sizes was performed to
discover if any variables could predict resulting sizes of the wheals
and flares. TWo variables were highly predictive of the size of the
wheals, the subject who produced the lesions (F=18.g?, p<0.0001) and
the day upon which the sessions occrured (F=19.b6, p<0.0001). A
similar result was obtained for the flare measurement: knowing who
produced the lesions (F=43.2b, p<0.0001) and the day (F=20.09,
p<0.0001) predicted flare sizes. when these two variables are co-

varied out of the model, nothing else predicts either wheal or flare
size results significantly. There is a trend towards significance
whether the person is in the hypnosis orvAD condition for predicting
flare sizes (F=3.36, p=0.06), and another trend towards significance
when the arm is identified (F=8.b6, p=0.06). When the results of
hypnosis sessions were compared with the VAD sessions, there were
no overall differences in the sizes of wheals or flares, and large
standard deviations. Within the hypnosis sessions, when the wheal
sizes of the targeted arm were compared to the wheal sizes on the

* Verbally Active Distraction
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other a.rm, there were no significant differences between them.
Neither were there differences with the flares.

The results were then analJrzed individually, taking the wheal
and flare sizes for each individual subject, each person contributed 86
lesions, half in hypnosis sessions, and half in vAD sessions. A
correlated t-test procedure was used when results produced by the
sa''e subjects were compared. Four of the five subjects had decreases
in the sizes of wheals and flares produced in the hypnosis sessions

compared to those they produced in the VAD sessions. Overall, these
were significant for the flares but not so for the wheals (p=Q.e2.

p=0.30). Individually, only one subject had significantly different
sizes of both wheals and flares, and another had a trend towards
significance in the flare measurements. one had paradoxical results
in that he had an increase in sizes of wheals and flares in the
hypnosis sessions; see Table 4.2.

Table 4.2: Means of difference scores ffAD - hypnosis) for each subject compared
using a correlated t-test procedure.

* Arranged in descending order ofsuccess.
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In a regression ana\rsis, all subjects individually had the day
as a highly significant predictor for both wheals and flares, although
the effect was smaller with the one subject mentioned above. see
Table 4.3 for the details for each subject.

Table 4.3: Regression analysis for each subject showing contributions ofseveral
variables to the sizes ofwheals and flares.

rnteraction effect of targeted arrn with condition of h5pnosis orverballyActive
Distraction.

Subject Day: Arm: Targ/condl

A. Wheal F 7.38 1.38 r.90

Pr>F 0.002 ns ns

B. Wheal F 7.68 0.03 0.37

Pr>F 0.002 ns ns

c. Wheal F 14.86 0.19 0.03

PDF 0.001 NS ns

D. Wheal F 6.68 0.02 0.30

Pr>F 0.004 ns n8

E. Wheal F 4.U L.27 3.69

PDF 0.02 ns 0.03

A. Flare F 17.26 0.01 6.28

Pr>F 0.0001 ns 0.005

B. Flare F 4.30 2.95 2.76

Pr>F 0.02 0.09 0.07

c. Flare F 16.92 0.18 o.24

Pr>F 0.0005 ns ns

D. Flare F 9.75 0.01 0.85

Pr>F 0.0005 n8 ns

E. Flare F' 2.73 3.53 2.02

Pr>F 0.08 0.06 n8
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The vAD sessions, which were hypothesised to act as a
baseline, showed considerable variation in reactions with no
consistent pattern discernable. there $ras no stable baseline. Ttris was
continued in the h;pnosis sessions, with no d.iscernable patterns in
the sizes of wheals or flares from day to day (see Figure 4.1).

over all the subjects, there were no order effects so it had not
mattered whether the subject had participated in the hypnosis or the
vAD session first. Also, there was no location effect in that there were
no statistical differences between lesions located at wrist, elbow or the
middle of the forearm. There were no overall differences between the
arms either.

To look more closely at the variable 'd"y', highly significant
conrelations were found between sizes of reactions on any one day,
that is, the mean of the wheal or flare sizes recorded from the vAD
session was correlated with the hypnosis session on the some day.
The wheal sizes from the hypnosis sessions were predicted by the
wheals from the vAD sessions (F=18.6?, p < 0.001), as were the flare
sizes in the Hyp predicted by knowing the flare sizes in the vAD
sessions (F=30.61, p < 0.0001) in anAIIOVA(Tlpe III output). Taking
each subject individually, the day on which the sessions occrured was
highly predictive of results (see Table 4.4). This meant that the sizes
of wheals and flares at both control and experimental sessions were
correlated, but of a different magnitude to the sizes recorded on other
days.
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Figure 4.1: wheal and flare sizes for a representative subject.
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Table 4'4: ANOVA showing the dependent variables Wheal and Flare predicted
by day.

Drscussronr

This study proved to be a mine-field of unaccounted variance.
since the earliest studies such as zerer (Lg44) and including those in
the 1960's (Black, 1968a; Black, 1g63b; Black, Humphrey and Niven,
1963; Dennis and Philippus, 1g6s), methodological standards have
been raised. For instance, none of the earlier studies had the wheals
and flares measured by an experimenter blind to condition. With no
control group or baseline condition with which the results could. be
compared, unknown sources of variance could be skewing results in
the expected direction. only one study measured temperature, and
there were no reports of arnbient temperature control. Should the
time of year have produced increasingly cooler temperatures in these
older studies, perhaps the ambient temperature could have affected
the skin temperature and thus the reaction sizes over the weeks that
the experiment took place.
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Subjects Wheal:
Day Means

n=12
F p<....

FIare:
Day Means

n=12
F p<....

A 1 7.87
2 8.65
3 13.56

5.73 0.007 1

2
3

87.16
r52.29
325.7L

10.79 0.0002

B I
2
3

11.64
10.96
18.06

9.52 0.0005 I
2
3

88.44
L44.8r
260.01

7.49 0.002

c 1

2
25.62
L6.27

16.16 0.0006 I
2

405.83
24t.92

16.92 0.0005

D 1

2
3

16.03
8.30

17.L4

8.37 0.00r I
2
3

r45.45
23.08

340.26

23.13 0.0001

E 1

2
3

13.13
t7.72
17.93

3.71 0.03 I
2
3

444.52
595.19
568.23

1.98 ns



A curious reduction was observed in the sizes of the histamine
wheals and flares the second time the histamine was administered.
It could be postulated that on the first occasion the procedure was
used, the subjects were more aroused at this unfamiliar procedure
involving needles, the medical school setting and an experimenter
who was a stranger. The second and subsequent sessions were more
familiar. This observation raises questions about the historical results
that compared only one baseline session with just one experimental
session.

An area of concern prior to designing this studywas the crudity
of measuring the wheals and flares using a diameter only, as was
done in all the earlier studies. But even with a more accurate method
of measuring the dependent variables, this study eontained much
unexplained variance. Methodological questions must include the skill
of the researcher in her ability to administer the histarnine via the
Pepys technique in exactly the same way (such as depth of needle
insertion, pressure and length of time of insertion). Many
physiological reactions produce an 's'shaped cur\re, with change on
the X-axis affecting change on the y-axis differentially dependent
upon concentration of the reagent used so using one concentration
rather than a titration series can be criticised.

The physical variables not well controlled must include the
arousal state of the subject, as peripheral skin temperature did turn
out to be important in the eventual size of the flares. As temperature
was not mentioned in the early studies, either arnbient or skin
temperature could have influenced results without the knowledge of
the investigators. For instance, Mason and Black,s 1g5g study reports
the reactions decreasing over a series of weeks, without reference to
ambient temperatures, or time of year.

The most interesting result was undoubtedly the importance of
the day upon which the sessions occurred. something varied with the
day, and it was something not measured in this study. It contributed
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so much variance, that it became impossible to find an intenrention
effect. The question to be answered is: what makes one day different
from another? There are external factors to be considered. such as

small differences in the administration of the pepys technique, or
internal factors such as the state of arousal of the individual.
Temperature can be taken as an indication of physiological arousal,
and temperature is a predictor of the flare size.

The psychological possibilities that could contribute to the
variance include the importance of subject hypnotisability,
motivational issues, mood and life events. over the last d.ecade there
have been intimations that daily mood is an important variable in
how people feel (IGnner, con;rne, schaefer and Lazarus, 19gr;
Monroe, 1983 and Bolger, Delongis, Kessler and schilling, 19gg) and
how negative mood is correlated with physical sJrmptoms they
experience (Verbrugge, 198b). A corollary to the daily mood literature
is a series of studies showing that mood can affect certain cells of the
immune system. A 1gg1 study (Nalibofi Benton, solomon, Morley,
Fahey, Bloom, Makinodan and Gilmore, 1gg1) showed changes in
Natural Killer cell activity and r-cell numbers after getting subjects
to do an unpleasant task (mental arithmetic) for 12 minutes. Viewing
a gruesome 30 minute film produced immunological changes in
healthy men (Zakowski, McAllister, Deal and Baum, lgg2).
Futterman, Kemeny, Shapiro, polonsky and Fahey (1gg2) asked
method actors to simulate various moods and recorded immunological
changes after the simulation.

Given the unaccounted forvariance found in this study, and the
correlation between sessions that occurred on the same day, it seems
important for future research to measure either the number of daily
hassles occurring in the subjects or assess their daily mood variations
so that these effects can be taken into account.

Anothervariable that could have contributed to understanding
the results of the hypnotic intervention in this study is that of
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hypnotisability. one subject was successful in changing the sizes of
wheals and flares. Chance would predict that one subject out of five
could be expected to be more able to participate in hypnosis; and it
does appear, with the significant difrerences in her wheal and flare
sizes in the hypnotic condition compared to the vAD condition, that
this subject could we the hypnotic state to achieve the goal of
reducing her reactions significantly. Atthough the literature on
indirect suggestions makes light of differences in hypnotisability, in
future research this variable should be measured. It could be
postulated that this subject had little mood variation (her day'
variable was less significant than the others) and that combined with
a natural talent for hypnosis, she could be more successful.

The question of intentionally lowering the temperature and,

thus affecting the size of reactions is still unanswered, and remains
valid, given the correlation between temperature and size of wheals,
but it certainly requires further experimentation. However, the
problems involved with an unstable baseline are of paramount
importance and must be addressed prior to using this technique
again.
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CHAPTER FWN

Study TWo

TTTn VARIABILITY oF TYPE I Iil.PERSENSITvITY REAcTIoNS:
Tun IMPoRTANIcE oF MooD

INrnooucrroN

rn view of the burgeoning interest in the potential of
psychosocial interventions in the management of immunologcally-
related illness (o'LearJr, shoor, Lorig and Holman, 19gg; cohen and
williamson, 1991; Esterling, Antoni, schneiderman, ca"ver,
Laperiere, Ironson, Klimas and Fletcher, 1g92), it is important to
identifu the sources of variability in published studies that are ofben
quoted as justification for such interventions. T\vo possible sources of
variability, methodological inadequacies and daily mood factors, fom
the primary focus of the work investigated in this study.

In the last decade, several studies have examined the
importance of minor stressors, often termed ,daily hassles' (eg:

delongis et al., 1982; Eckerode, 19g4;verbrugge, 19gb; Bolger et al.,
1989). seminal work on the importance of daily fluctuations in mood
on the perception of health was done by verbrugge in 1gg5. Her
study was epidemiological in scope: bg9 subjects measured over 42
days with 24,672 days of data in her analysis. Her results showed
that negative mood states trigger the experiencing of physical
symptoms and the seeking of consequent treatment (medical

consultation if severe enough, down to restriction of normal activities
if minor). She separated out the effects of negative events from the
emotions experienced by her subjects, and found that they have only
a small effect on the health experience compared to the primary
importance of negative mood. Interpersonal conflict is the most
important event that produces negative mood (Bolger et al, lggg)
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accounting for 80vo of the variance in their mood measures.

Although the correlation of personality and disease has been
the core of many predictive studies (T'homas, lg76;Temoshok, Heller,
Sagebiel, Blois, Sweet, DiClemente and Gold, lggb;
Grossarth-Maticek, Bastiaans and Kanazir, lggb), several papers
have been published linking mood (usually positive and negative
mood) specifically with immune function. stone, cox, valdimarsdottir,
Jandorf and Neale (1982) found a correlation between positive mood
and increased salivary IgA production. Futteruan, Kemeny, shapiro,
Polonsky and Fahey (1992) reported a trend in the same direction
when they asked method actors to portray a positive or negative mood.

state. Knapp, L"ny, Giorgr, Black, Fox and Heeren (1gg2) noted a
decrease in immune measures (mitogenic lymphoc5rte and natural
killer cell activity) after the induction of both positive and negative
emotions, drawing a general conclusion that mood. influences immune
function.

In study one reported in chapter 4, the hypothesis was tested
that hypnosis could help a subject alter the sizes of type I (allergic)
hJ4persensitivity reactions. Results indicated that the day upon which
the skin tests were done contributed most of the variance in the
reactions. on any one day, each subject had both a non-hypnotic and
a hypnotic session, and the sizes of these reactions were eorrelated.
The hypnotic intervention made no significant difference. The
differences were between the days and there was some indication that
peripheral temperature was also important in determining the
ultimate reactivity of the skin. Bearing in mind research showing
daily mood (including stress) to be a variable that can influence bodily
reactions, it appeared necessary to establish a stable baseline and
identifr the variance for allergic skin test responses before any
further interventionist research could be contemplated. Consequenily,
a baseline study was designed to detennine whether mood and/or
physiological variables could be identified. The goal of this study was
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to establish a viable methodology for this type of research.

Il{prnon

All potential volunteer subjects were tested with standard
allergen solutions of dust mite (D. pteronysslnus and D. farinae), cat
hair-epithelium, dog hair-dander, plantain and grass pollen mix
(Miles-Hollister-stier, Elkhart, IN). of 21 volunteers, seven proved
positive to one or more of these allergens. There were three males and
four females ranging from 28 to 47 years of age. All reported good
physical and emotional health and were working in the university of
Auckland. For each subject, a titration series was made up for an
appropriate allergen with an individually-determined start and end
point to provide a series of six serial 5-fold dilutions.

Droplets (10u1) of the allergen titration series (consisting of the
6 dilutions of the appropriate allergen) were placed on the anterior
surface of the left forearrn and then the skin pricked through the
droplets with a Hollister-Stier Prick Luncetter (of the Osterballe t5rpe

as recommended by Demoly, Bousquet, Manderscheid, Dreborg,
Dhivert and Michel, lggl). pressure on the lancet to cause an
indenting of the area to an approximate depth of bmm was applied for
approximately two seconds at a 90" angle on forearm skjn that was
as free of hair and visible superficial veins as possible. The prick
Lancetter is a metal lancet with squared shoulders and a very short
tip that is only lmm in length and so cannot penetrate deeper than
lmm irrespective of the pressure applied. Most lesions were free of
blood. For five of the seven subjects a second titration series of
histamine was applied on the right forearm using the same technique.
The droplets of solution were wiped off two minutes after using the
lancet.

The resultingwheals were photographed after 10 minutes using
the technique developed for study one. A flash unit was set
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approximately two metres in front of the subject and slightly above

ar:n level. This created a light and shade differentiation between the
side of the wheal induration nearest the flash unit (highlighted) and
the farther side (shadowed) making the identification of the size of
the wheals easier than using a direct flash (Figure b.1). A standard_
sized round sticky label with all relevant details for the circumstances
written on it (name, date, histamine or allergen identified, right or
left arm) was applied about a centimetre from the induration. (one
Iabel was always pasted onto the record sheet for each session to
insure against missed or wrong information.) The lesions were
photographed with a macro lens onto Fuji Velvia slide film. The slides
were later projected onto an A4 sheet at a magnification of greater
than 100-fold to enhance accuracy, then outlines ofwheals drawn that
could be read into an image analyser computer programme to
calculate wheal areas. The round sticky label served as a reference
area from which the wheal size was calculated. Immediate-t5pe
hypersensitivity reactions produce a raised wheal usually surrounded
by a reddened flare. There had proved to be much subjectivity in the
measurement of the flares in our Study one and they tended to
spread into one another occasionally, so it was decided to measure
only wheals in this study.

Each volunteer was tested at the sarne time of day over g days.
During each session, Profile of Moods Scale (POMS) and, Brief Mood,

Rating (BMR) questionnaires were administered. to ascertain
immediate mood and stress levels (see Appendix A). The BMR was
based upon the s/ress syrnptom scale of Naliboff, Benton, solomon,
Morley, Fahey, Bloom, Makinodan and. Gilmore (1gg1). (The
dimensions are Lively/[rnmotivated, TenselRelaxed, Nervous/calm,
Imitable/Agreeable, Tired/Energetic, Focused/Distracted,
Awake/Drowsy, Stressed/At ease, JitteryfDranquil, Annoyed/patient,
Fatigued/Vigorous and Attentive/Scattered.) The subject was asked
to indicate on a 100mm line his/her mood at the moment. Timing of
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mood measurement is critical and retrospective measurements of
mood are necessarily coloured by subsequent events and personalit5r

styles and attitudes. Subjects were asked to rate themselves
emotionally at the same time as the skin was nespond.ing to the
allergen or histamine. They were also questioned about the amount
of caffeine coruumed and they were asked to indicate any physical
sSrmptoms of being unwell experienced that day.

Blood pressure and pulse count were measured. Ambient
temperature was noted, and all experimentation took place in a
pleasant, temperature-controlled inner room. Thermistors were placed
on the side of each forearm. Readings were taken and recorded every
two seconds by a J and J Physiologrcal Monitoring system connected

to a small 80286 lBM-compatible computer.
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Rnsrn ts

Physieal dato
Forearm temperature readings were steady throughout each

testing session although they varied independently of ambient

temperature day to day. A mean for each arm at each session was
computed and the standard deviations were very small. The
temperatures were significantly different for each am, however (p <
0.0001) and this bilateral difference is without explanation.

For each session from each subject, three parameters were
calculated as difference scores from daily wheal area data for
comparison as dependent variables against physiological and mood

results. Ttrey were (1) mean wheal area, (2) gradient of response
titration, and (B) dilution endpoint at which the response vanished.
(Dreborg, 1989) as depicted in Figure b.2 (means and standard
deviations can be found in Appendix D).

Psyehologieal d,ata

A factor analysis was performed on the Brief Mood Rating data.
It yielded two general psychological factors derived from questions
relating to 'lively to listless' and 'irritable to peaceful' continua
respectively. For the PoMS data, f,actors from previous analyses in
the literature were used (McNair, Lom and Droppleman, 1gz1). when
the two mood scales were submitted to a Pearson comelation analysis,
there was considerable overlap (see Table b.1), and an especially
strong conelation between BMR lively/listless and poMS vigour
factors and between BMR irritable/peaceful and poMS tension
factors. Because speeific emotions were not considered to be as
important as emotion per se, only the two factons found in the BMR
were used in subsequent analyses. pearson comelation analysis
yielded a number of correlations between the emotional factors and
the physiological measures. Both lively/listless and irritable/peaceful
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factors correlated with systolic blood pressure and irritabldpeaceful

also with pulse and forearm temperature. The days during which

subjects felt symptoms (typically headache or backache, not severe

enough to miss work) were correlated with more irritability (r=0.32,

p<0.01) and with the negative POMS scores (see Table 5.2).

Table 5.1: Pearson Correlation Analysis (Difference Scores) Psychological
Variables

BMR variables

POMS variables

Lively / Listless Irritable/Peaceful

Tension ns r=0.9 p<0.0001

Depression trend p<0.06 r=0.61 p<0.0001

Anger ns r=0.75 p<0.0001

Vigour r=0.9 p<0.0001 ns

Fatigue r=-0.49
p<0.0001

r-0.44 p<0.0007

Confusion r=-0.6 p<0.0001 r=-0.58 p<0.0001
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Table 6.2: Pearson Correlation Analysis: Physical and Psychological Variables

Phys-vat's

Psrych-
vat's

Systolic
B.P.

Diaetolic
B.P.

Pulse Foresrn
Temper-
aturo

S5rnptoms

Lively /
Listless

r=0.45
p<0.0006

ns ng ng ns

Irritable/
Peaceful

r=0.47
p<0.0003

n8 r=0.46
p<0.0004

r=0.39
p<0.003

r=0.32
p<0.01

POMS
Tension

r=0.35
p<0.01

ng r=0.48
p<0.0002

r=0.34
p<0.01

r=0.38
p<0.003

POMS
Depression

r=0.33
p<0.01

ns n8 r=0.49
p<0.0001

r=0.3
p<0.02

POMS
Anger

r=0.37
p<0.006

ns n8 r=0.45
p<0.0006

r=0.28
p<0.03

POMS
Vigour

t=O,M
p<0.0009

ns n8 ng n8

POMS
Fatigue

ns ns n8 r=0.36
p<0.009

r=0.51
p<0.001

POMS
Confusion

ns ns na r=0.38
p<0.004

r=0.36
p<0.008
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Figure 5.2: Calculation of dependent variables from allergic shin test responses.

The frgure shows sn eaqrnpl€ of the data from a typical allergen titration. Three
variables were computed: (1) mean wheal area, (2) titration end point, and (3) titration
gradient. Mean wheal area was the arithmetic mean of wheal areas from all six
titration points in a particular test. For titration end point and gradient computations,
allergen or histamine concentrations below the frrst non-responding concentration were
discarded. A least-squares best fit line wag plotted through the data points to compute
the titration endpoint as the abscissa intercept (panel A). The titration gradient (panel
B) was derived from the best fit line plotted through a cur:rte of log(whed areas + 1)

against log(allergen or histamine dilution) as recommended by Dreborg (1989). All
three variables were then converted to difference scores using the value from the first
test for each individual as the baseline.
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Analysis of shin test responseg

It was obvious even to the subjects themselves that the

variance within the allergen reactions was different from the variance

seen in the histemine reactions. Mean wheal size and titration

gradient data from allergen reactions correlated strongly with the

livelyAistless factor but not the irritable/peaceful factor (Table 5.3).

Thus, the more lively the subject felt, the smaller were the wheals

and the more the titration gradient flattened. Physiological measures

that correlated with liveliness also correlated with allergen mean

wheal sizes. Feeling lively correlated with higher systolic blood

pressure, higher forearm temperature but a lower pulse, and smaller

wheals. In contrast to the allergen data, histamine wheal response

data did not correlate with any physiological variables and only one

psychological factor, liveliness, correlated $rith the histamine titration

gradient variable in a Pearson analysis (Table 5.3). Neither allergen

nor histamine titration endpoints showed correlations with any

independent variables.

Table 5.3: Pearson Correlation Analysis: Wheal Measures and Psychological
Variables (Differenee Scores)

Psych var

Depend var

Lively/
Listless

Stress/
Tranquil

Vigour
(POMS)

All other
POMS

Allergen
MeanWheal

r=-0.51
p<0.0001

ns r=-0.45
p<0.0006

ns

Allergen
Gradient

r=-0.35
p<0.0001

ns r=-O.29
p<0.03

n8

Allergen
End Point

ns ns ns na

Ilistamine
MeanlVheal

ns ns ns ns

Histamine
Gradient

r=-0.4i1
p<0.006

ns r=-0.35
p<0.03

ns

Histamine
End Point

ns ns n8 ns
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Although the mean difference scores for allergen and for

histamine titrations were correlated, the allergen data consistently

had larger standard deviations than those for histamine. The more

leptokurtic shape of the histamine data may be a reflection of the fact

that the wheal resporue to histarnine involves a subset of the

physiological processes that give rise to the reaction to allergen. On

this basis, histamine difference scores were entered into a stepwise

analysis ofvariance as an independent variable attempting to account

for the variance in allergen reactions. The results (Table 5.4) showed

SlVo of the variance in the allergen mean wheal data could be

accounted for by the lively/listless factor, LBVo by the histamine

response variable, lOVo by the stressed./tranquil factor, and an

additional TVo by pulse. Together these four variables could account

for 6LVo of the variance in allergen mean wheal data. Other variables

entered into the model included symptoms, blood pressure and

forearm temperature, none ofwhich reached significance. An analysis

of variance (the procedure was 'General Linear Model', GLM, in the

Statistical Analysis System, SAS) showed a similar pattern, with the

means of the differences in the allergen reactions predicted by these

same four variables. These are Type III results from the AIIIOVA,

where each variable contributes uniquely in the analysis. The means

of the differences in the allergen reactions were predicted by how

lively/listless a subject feels, how irritable/peaceful a subject is, the

mean difference scores for the subject's histamine reactions, and

his/her pulse rate.
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Table 5.4: Analysis of Variance (Stepwise and
Scores) Allergen Mean Wheals

ProcGlm in SdS) - (Difference

Variables
Stepwise:
Vo

Stepwise:
p<".

Proc Glm:
F Value

Proc Gln:
Pr>F

Lively/Listless SlVo 0.0002 9.76 0.003

Irritabldpeaceful LOVo 0.009 7.U 0.008

Histamine Mean
Wheal

L!?o 0.006 L3.47 0.0009

Pulse 7?o 0.02 6.14 0.01

Total variance
accounted for: 6LVo

The gradient produced by the allergen titration series brad 427o

of its variance accounted for by the variables 'pulse', 's5rtnptoms' and

the histamine gradient. When the histamine gradient data is removed

from the model, the lively/listless variable then accounts for t4%o of

the variance. The histamine variable includes such a high proportion

of the lively/listless factor, that a model including it subsumes the

lively/listless factor for the analysis of the allergen gradient. The

gradient produced by the histamine titration series was the only

histamine dependent variable that showed an emotional factor in a

stepwise regression and it was the lively/listless variable that

accounted for 20Vo of the variance. In future studies the mean wheal

data alone should prove sufficient as the only dependent variable

needed because of the similarity in the pattern of A}IOVA results.

The variation in wheal sizes produced by the histarnine

reactions shows a somewhat different pattern to those of the allergen

reactions. None of the psychological variables contributed significantly

to the variance found in the means of the lris6arnine wheals as

evidenced by a stepwise regression analysis. In an A}.[OVA, the mean

variance was predicted by the means for the allergen wheals, and by

two of the physiological variables, skin temperature and pulse.

The variables that had been hypothesised to contribute to the
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variance seen from session to session were then co-varied out of an
analysis of variance, with'session' remaining as the residual variance.
session was no longer of significance for any of the depend.ent

variables: the allergen or the histamine means, the gradients or the
end points. A Tukey's comparison was performed on the residual
variance, and none of the pairs were significanily d,ifferent at the p
< 0.05 level.

Dtscussror.t

The conclusion from this data is that emotional factors
eontribute significantly to the day-to-day variation in the sizes of the
skin reactions produced in response to allergen prick tests. The most
useful measure appears to be the lively-to-listless continuum, which
predicts mean wheal size and it alone accounts for large amounts of
the variance. The histamine reactions vary much less than do the
allergen reactions, but both allergen and histamine responses are
correlated with the lively/listless factor, and it is a good predictor in
an ANOVA.

It is important to remember that the emotional data in this
study were not generated artificially or exacerbated in any war,
unlike studies that artificially induced mood changes (Futterman et
al. , 1992; Knapp, t992; Nalibofl 1 gg]-; zakowski, McAilister, Deal and
Baum, L992) or used subjects who were going through emotional
upheaval such as bereavement (eg: calabrese, Kling and Gold, 19g?;
schleifer, Keller, camerino, Thornton and stein, lgg3; spurrell and
Creed, 1993). These subjects are all volunteers, all research
personnel at the Auckland School of Medicine, and reported no major
life events during the course of the study. The data were collected
over a two week period during normal working hours. yet ordinary
fluctuations in mood as recorded have accounted for significant
amounts of the day-to-day variation in the sizes of the wheals
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produced in response to allergens.

some confirrnatory evidence that minor fluctuations in mood

can have effect on the immune system was contained in a paper by
Naliboff et al. (1991). They asked subjects to do a mental arithmetic
task for 12 minutes, with the younger subjects showing changes in
various measures of immune function after such a minor stressor.
There is currently much attention being focused upon stress in the
literature but our subjects were little stressed. The major pred.ictor

for variance in wheal size was the mood variable 'lively/listless'in the
present study. It must be emphasized that our subjects did not feel
'under stress' at this period in their lives. Rather, the
irritable/peaceful continuum fluctuated with day-to-day events in only
minor ways. Many previous studies of stress and immune function
were either laboratory generated or followed severe emotional trauma
in the lives of the subjects and are therefore very d.ifferent
quantitatively from the stress levels in our study. Lively/listlessness
is an important predictor of skin test reactivity in these nonnal
people going about their normal activities. Whether it assumes less

importance when stress becomes a strong factor in people,s lives is
still open to question.

The titration end point data from allergen and skin tests were
not affected by any of our measures. An intervention designed to
decrease allergic responsiveness generally may result in a flattening
of the titration gradient (the stronger-solution end of the titration
series producing disproportionally smaller wheals) or a shifbing of the
end point so that non-reaction takes plaee sooner in the series (i.e. the
threshold is raised). We can only speculate what might result in a
shift in end point, but an important area not addressed in this studv
might be the use of visualisation-type activities.

The state of arousal in an organism is associated with both
psychological and physical phenomena. For instance, adrenal-
mediated arousal includes a raised pulse, raised blood pressure, and
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temperature changes in the periphery. If the cause of the adrenalin

release is emotional, there will be obvious correlations between these

factors. However, high arousal can be associated either with negative

emotion, which we usually identifr as feeling'irritable', or positive,

feeling'lively'. Likewise, the lack of arousal can be negative ('listless')

or positive ('peacefuI'). We have found that these emotional

distinctions in the arousal domain are significant in predicting the

levels of skin response to allergen. The hypothesis that emotional

arousal per se mediates the allergic response is refined into, at the

very least, its positive and negative forms. In particular, the severity

of an allergic reaction fluctuates with the lively/listless continunm,

with listlessness associated with more allergic reaction and a sense

of liveliness with less reactivity.

Much of the variance in the present study has been identified.

After the psychological and physiological variables were co-varied out,

the six dependent variables no longer fluctuated session by session.

The goal of producing a mean:ingful baseline was therefore

accomplished. These results, however, call into question the results

and conclusions of many of the studies in the literature where less

rigorous methods of measurement, administration of

allergen/histarnine, and analysis were used. Accurate and

reproducible measurements of the dependent variables are clearly

important in psychophysiological research. These findings indicate

that future studies employing skin test reactivity should use a device,

such as the disposable Prick Lancetter, which allows a consistent

depth of skin penetration, and should be based on an antigen,

allergen or histamine titration series rather than tests at single

reagent concentrations. Further, in view of the important contribution

of mood factors to our results, a simple psychological tool such as the

BMR should be included wherever possible in psychoimmune and

psychophysiological research studies in order that effects of mood can

be co-varied out of the resulting model.
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The methodology in this study was devised to account for the

instability of the skin test responses from session to session in the

sarne individual. We have been able to identiff factors contributing to

this variance and our methodologT could be used in further

intenrention studies. In future research, the variations identified here

could be co-varied out allowing an intervention to be assessed in a

meaningfulway. Questions arisingfrom these obsenrations that could

be addressed in future research include: What is the effect of

emotionally'neutral'arousal - say through exercise? How important

is stress, aft,er all, in normal day-to-day activities in the allergic

individual? Can we engender, perhaps hypnotically, a sense of energy,

liveliness and well-being to control for allergic responsiveness, and

will this prove useful clinicalty? Should we consider the psychological

dimension of liveliness/listlessness and the physiological dimension of

allergic responsiveness as indicators of the underlying

psychophysiological state of the organism, rather than independent

variables which may affect one another in a causative sense?
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CTIAPTER SIX

HYPNOTISABILITY

INTRODUCTION

Although it is obvious that individuals differ in abilities,

interests and motivation level, when assessing their responsiveness

to psychological interyentions, hlpnosis is one of a small number of

treatment modalities that has well-researched assessment tools

available. These tools, hypnotisability scales' are used to classiff

people in abilities to participate in certain behaviours while

experiencing a trance state. Those behaviours are correlated with

success in ameliorating slmptoms by using a hypnotic procedure'

There is normal distribution of these talents in the population' So

therapists or researchers who wish to do so' can predetermine the

likelihood of response levels to suggestion. Hypnotisability appears to

be a stable characteristie, measured over time, place and hypnotist

(Hilgard, 1965; Perry, L977; Gibson and Heap, 1991)'

The history of tryrng to assess h5rynotisabiUty goes back at

least to Bernheim in France who devised a test in 1886 (Gibson and

Heap, 1991). Hull and others used to measure subject's steadiness

after suggestions of swaying back and forth (HulI, 1930)'

IE USP OF HYPNOTISABILITY SCAT,NS

Clinicians and experimenters have different reasons for using

(or not using) tests of hypnotisability. The researchers want to

categorise subjects for statistical or methodological pu{poses so need

sensitive tests that can give two or more divisions (ie, high or low

hypnotisability) with some degree of accuracy. Clinicians, on the
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other hand, often see hypnotisability as imelevant to clinical results

(Perry, Gelfand and Marcovitch, 19?9; sacerdote, 1982; Cohen, 1989)'

and if they do take hypnotic talent into account, it is mainly to

differentiate the low hypnotisables from the rest so that they do not

waste time, energies and money on an unsuitable treatment modality'

The tests are not commonly used by clinicians. Cohen (1989)

did a survey of members of the American Society of Hypnosis who are

in clinical practice. He found that 46Vo of them have never used any

sort of formal hypnotisability testing. TWenty-four percent used tests

in the past but now have abandoned their use.

There are eight tests used by the remaining 3o7o with the

favourite being the Hypnotic Induction ProfiIe (HIP) of Spiegel and

Bridger (1920). It was specifically designed as a clinical tool (Spiegel,

Aronson and Fleiss, 1976). This test is reputed to be rapid and easy

to use with the added ad.vantage that it is an induction method as

well. Only 8Vo of thesurveyed clinicians regularly use scales, perhaps

because the therapeutic hour needs to have a face validity of therapy

(rather than assessment) for the patient. Clinicians usually use

individualised and nonstandardized methods of determining if
hypnosis is the appropriate treatment type by doing an induction with

the patient and closely observing the results-

Researchers recommend that clinicians use the short forms of

existing scales that have been designed for clinical situations such as

the Stanford. clinical scales, because this would place the practice of

hypnotherapy on a more scientific basis. However, no other type of

treatment (eg psychoanalysis, the cognitive therapies, operant

conditioning, neurolinguistic programming) sorts clients prior to using

any particular therapy and clinicians view hypnosis as just another

technique in their stable of personal therapeutic competencies'

There is some evidence to support the clinician's claim that

hypnotisability is irrelevant. T\n'o Canadian studies (Perry and

Mullen, Lg75 and Perry, Gelfand and Marcovitch, 1979) found that
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treatment of cigarette smoking was unrelated to hypnotic ability' In

contrast are many studies in which highly hypnotisable subjects

gained, more control of their pain (eg: McGlashan, Evans and Orne,

1g69; Hilgard and Morgan, 1975; cedercreutz, Lahteenmaki and

Tulikoura, 1976; or asthma (Collison, t975;Ewer and Stewart, 1986)'

DuPrn

In 1965, E.R. Hilgard suggested two major factors that

contributed to hypnotisability, or the capacity for hypnotic depth

(Fellows, 1985), in the individual: important developmental factors,

and contemporary interactive factors. He divided the developmental

factors into four parts: the first stressed that an induction elicits

stable responses that are learned in childhood. Hilgard asserts that

hypnotisability is a stable characteristic that can be measured in the

same individual many years apart yielding the same scores. The

second developmental characteristic involves dependency and

relationships with authority figures from childhood. Hilgard believes

that if the child has had consistent love, slhe develops trust in others,

contributing to hypnotic susceptibility. If his/her discipline was firm

and consistent, this also contributes to suseeptibility. Encouragement

to be creative and to play imaginatively as a child also can contribute

to the adult susceptibility. The third developmental characteristic

involves individual familial experiences that emphasise certain skills

such as motor skills or intellectual skills which can later influence

results on a test measuring the depth of hypnosis, like the

hypnotisability scales. Ttre concluding developmental characteristic

is that neurotic tendencies may occasionally result in heightened

susceptibility.
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Tm Sc.lr,ns

Hypnotisability is measured by standardized tests which

attempt to assess involvement in trance phenomena. Generally the

test instructions are to relan, become sleepy or drowsy, and to

imagine subjective sensory phenomena. The items can generally be

divided into motor, challenge and cognitive factors (McConkey,

Sheehan and Law, 1930). Motor items are those that involve some

sort of movement; challenge items ask the subject to maintain a

muscular position using some sort of imaginary constraint; and

cognitive items involve suggestions that require a cognitive split from

reality such as producing a hallucination or amnesia. Most

hypnotisability scales are scored by adding up how many suggestions

of altered reality are experienced, thus highly hypnotizable people

experience more phenomena than people who are low hypnotizable

subjects.

Over the years, there has been some attempt at correctingwhat

are perceived by some authors as deficiencies in the existing scales'

For instance, there is a scale which allows some flexibility in

substituting some items for others that particularly interest the

experimenter, without upsetting the norms of the test (Sacerdote,

1982). Although this idea has obvious merit, the scale is not used,

most likely because of the danger of introducing variance in the

assessments.

scales were first devised at stanford university, and the

stanford scales are the comparison benchmark for all other scales.

The first of the series of scales was the Stanford Hypnotic

Susceptibility Scale (Weitzenhoffer and Hilgard, 1959). Alternative

forms which measure the same type of item were soon available.

Since then specialised forms of the original Stanford scale have

been devised, for example, the Stanford Clinical Scale for use in

clinical practice, and the Stanford Children's Scale etc' The Harvard
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Group Scale of Hypnotic Susceptibility (HGSHS:A) (Shor and Orne,

1962) was adapted from the individually administered Stanford

scales, and reliably produces similar results to the Stanford scales

(Bongartz, 1985; Laurence and Perry, L982; Sheehan and Mcconkey,

1979). When shor and orne (1963) tested the HGSHS:A, they found

that the reliability comparisons (biserial r's) were similar to those of

the Stanford individually administered scale: the reliability coefficient

was estimated to be an acceptable .82 in predicting stability of the

hypnotic respolue, and. the validity coefficient was .74, which

compares to that of the Stanford scale.

The HGSHS:A consists of 12 items and is scored on a

pass/fail basis, with the range of possible scores of 0 to 12. The items

are head falling, eye closure, hand lowering, arm immobilisation,

finger lock, arm rigidity, hands moving, communication inhibition'

hallucination eye catalepsy, post-hypnotic suggestion and amnesia'

Imitations of the HGSHS:A are written periodically as well as

the imitations of the Stanford scales. Vingoe (1973) compared the

HGSHS:A with a scale that he had devised using an alert paradigm'

He found that both scales are investigating the same abilities in the

subject. He recommends that when looking at attention or reaction

time tasks after an assessment of hypnotisability, an alerting

procedure was more appropriate than one using suggestions of

relaxation or metaphors such as sleep.

All scales attempt to measure what Hilgard (1981) calls

"hytrlnotic talent". But there is some discussion about what is actually

being measured. Claims have been made that counting the

phenomena is unnecessarily restrictive, tapping only a small portion

of a person's capacity for hypnosis; Sacerdote (1982), for example,

details several case studies where 'low' hypnotisable patients

subsequently made good clinical gain from the use of hypnosis' In

reply to sacerdote's criticisms of assessing hypnotisability formally,

Frankel (1982) points out that most people who do well on the scales,
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do well in the hypnotic situation. He goes on to argue that

hypnotisability scales are primarily valuable in the experimental

context although clinical results correlate well vrith the

hypnotisability scores.

K.S. Bowers (1981) notes that the usual scales assess the

behaviour of the subject, not differentiating whether the subject has

voluntarily complied with a suggestion or experienced it in an

involuntary way. P. Bowers (1978) found that she could identiff her

high and low hSpnotisable subjects on the basis of how'effortless''wag

the experiencing of hypnotic phenomena. Weitzenhoffer (I974),one of

the authors of the original stanford scales, believes that the'classical'

effect of suggestion is to experience an involuntary behaviour and it

is this involuntariness that is the essence of the hypnotic experience.

He criticises his own earlier work saying that the stanford scales

ignore subjective experiences. Recently, he has also criticised attempts

at specifically assessing depth ofhypnosis because of their subjectivity

(Weitzenhoffer, 1993). Clearly, an objective way of measuring these

subtleties is needed. Perhaps, if the conelations between the EEG

studies and cognitive tests (Gruzelier, 1993) become more substantial,

a cognitive test will provide the data needed.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

Study Three

A SUNVNY OF ITWNOTISABILITY:

A COTWVNNUTY SAI\{PLE OF NEW ZEAI,AI.ID ADULTS

Ir*rnooucrroN

The experimental situation involving hypnosis usually requires

an assessment of hypnotisability that is either a quick individually

administered test or, preferably, a test suitable for administration to

many people at one time. The two most commonly used group

administered tests are the Harvard Group Scale of Hypnotic

Susceptibility: Form A (HGSHS:A, Shor and Orne, 1963), followed by

the Creative Imagination Scale (CIS, Barber and Wilson, 19?8). They

both have the added advantage of being available in audio-tape

forrnat. The HGSHS:A, standardised in The United States, Canada,

Australia and Germany (Shor and Orne, 1963; Laurence and

campbell, 1982; Sheehan and Mcconkey, 19?9; BongarAz, 1985), is

widely utilized: in one sur-vey over a four year period, it was used in

5O7o of published studies whieh assessed hypnosis (Sheehan and

McConkey, 19?9). lhe cIS is more rarely used, but when it is used,

it is as a measure of hypnotisability in spite of its name (Wilson and

Barber, 1978; Stewart and Marks, 1989). The cIS meets the

requirements of clinicians in being easy to use (especially the taped

version) and it is quick (20 minutes to hear the tape, five minutes or

so to fill out the questionnaire) (Gibson and Heap, 1991). The CIS is

different: it has not been based on the Stanford Scales, and there is

no induction. A criticism of the CIS is that it measures visualisation

abilities and ignores other sensory experiences that can be methods

of inducing hypnosis like somatesthesia, leaving such people with a

Iow CIS score but with hypnotic talent (sacerdote, 1982). It was

developed to counteract reactions to the authoritarian language of the
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standard scales (Hilgard, Sheehan, Monteiro and MacDonald, 1981)'

A very real concern is the reported lack of correlation between these

two measures (HGSHS:A and the cIS). McConkey, sheehan and

white (19?9) used the two scales on the seme subjects and found a

low copelation, r = .28. Tfuis correlation was reported again in

another paper using the same data (Hilgard et al., 1981) but their

californian sample had a much higher correlation of r = .55.

The present study was designed to assess the means and

standard deviations of an adult (ie, non-student) New Zealanfl sample

of 11? volunteers using the HGSHS:A. Thirty-eight completed a CIS

for comparison purposes. The Australian study vrith its low

correlation has been cited at least twice (Siuta, 1987; Lindsay, Kurtz

and. Stern, 1993). Lindsay et al. (1993) used the CIS to assess

hypnotisability but went on to criticise their own decision to use the

CIS because of the low Australian correlation with the HGSHS:A'

Clearly, an independent study is called for.

IIIETHODS

Subiects

A general call for volunteers who were curious about their own

hypnotisability was circulated in the medical school and nearby

general hospital eliciting 11? adult, working subjects. The age range

was 1g to 68, with a mean of 3?.5 years, (33 males l28.2Vol and 84

females l?l.8Vo)).

Proeed,ure

The first round of testing was done with a taped version of the

Harvard Group Scale of H5pnotic Susceptibility (HGSHS:A) re-

recorded by the erqrerimenter using the script provided. Testing took

place in a seminar room in the medical school or the adacent

laboratory, both relatively quiet rooms with no obstructions to arm
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movement. The testing session was completed in one hour with the

tape taking 41 minutes of the time.

some weeks or months later, 38 of the group were involved in

an experiment that involved visualisation (to be described in Chapter

Eight). At the completion of that study, these subjects were requested

to d.o the CIS. Their mean age was 39.2 years, (13 males' 25 females)'

On t-testing, there were no significant differences between the ages

of the 38 subjects who completed the CIS and those 79 subjects who

did not. Neither was there a significant difference in the male/female

mix.

some care was taken that the cIS should not be associated

with hypnotisability testing. No instructions were given to the

subjects other than saylng that this was €rn "Imagery Test" and they

could just sit back and enjoy it, with a form to fill out afterwards

about their experiences. Theywere admonished not to fall asleep. The

cIS was administered by tape (21 minutes) and a forrn was provided

for the results, all of which took place in the experimental room with

no researcher present.

subjects were not paid, but were promised feedback of their

own hypnotisability score (the HGSHS:A) and a brief explanation of

what it means. They were offered a 10 minute relaxation tape made

by the experimenter as a thank you gft. All subjects requested the

tape. No subject asked for feedback from the "Imagery Test".

Rnsur,ts

Comparison of CIS norrna

Means and standard deviations are available for the cIS in

three other countries, the United States (Wilson and Barber, 1978),

Australia (sheehan et al., 19?8) and Poland (siuta, 1987) as well as

the present results from New Zealand (see Table 7.1). The means of

the four countries are alnazingly similar: 20.81 in this study, 20'8 in
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the American study, 20.69 in the Polish study and 20.60 in the

Australian study. The smallsl gemple from the New Zealand study is

reflected in the slightly larger standard deviation (10.7 compared to

8.6, ?.56 and 6.9 resPectivelY).

"See Wilson and Barber (1978).
bSee Siuta (1987).

"See Sheehan et al. (1978).

Table 7,1: CIS Means

Item NZ
n=38
mean

NZ

sd

USA'
n--2L7
mean

USA

sd

Polb
n=1ll
mean

Pol

sd

Aust"
n=305
mean

Aust

sd

1. Arm Heaviness 2.76 1.30 2.2 1.1 2.38 L,L7 2.18 1.09

2. Hand Levitation 1.97 L.4Z 1.5 L.2 1.83 1.11 1.63 1.13

3. Finger
Anaesthesia

1.58 1.48 1.5 t.2 r..69 L.22 1.58 L.t7

4. Water
Hallucination

1.55 r..48 2.0 1.3 1.93 1.28 2.02 L.22

5. Olfactory-
Gustatory Halluc.

1.89 't.52 2.2 1.3 2.OL t.29 2.t3 L.24

6. Music
Hallucination

2.32 1.51 2.7 1.3 2.95 1.31 2.34 r.29

7. Temperature
Hallucination

1.87 r.42 'J..7 t.2 1.99 1.31. 1.65 1.09

8. Time Distortion 1.89 1.48 1.9 1.4 2.34 r.26 r.92 L.26

9. Age Regression 2.61 1.39 2.3 1.3 2.08 L.28 2.35 1.16

10.Mind-body
Relaxation

2.37 1.38 2.7 L,2 2.59 1.09 2.75 1.10

Total Scale 20.81 10.7 20.8 8.6 20.69 7.56 20.60 6.90
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Table ?.2 illustrates the statistics that are available from the

literature so that they can be compared to those from the New

Zealand study (means and standard deviations from the data collected

for this study can be found in Appendix D)'

Table ?.2: comparisons of cIS gtatistics between three countries

Category Raw
Scores

NZ
?o

Pol
%

USA
Vo

Mean
Percent

High >30 - 40 2L.t 17.3 18.0 18.8

Medium High >21 -
<31

39.5 38.7 34.0 34.1

Medium Low >10 -
<21

23.7 33.0 35.0 30.6

Low 0 -<11 15.8 11.0 13.0 13.3

In the original American study (wilson and Barber, 1978), all

of the correlations between the items of the CIS, and each of the

items correlated with the total score were significant. The Polish

study reported that 12 of the items did not reach significance' The

present study falls between the two, as can be seen in Table 7'3

wherein all items but two involving Music Hallucination reach

significance with each other. AII items also reach significance when

comelated urith the total score (all are p<0'0001), and their

correlations are somewhat higher than the Polish study.
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Table 7.3: Pearson corelations of the iteme in the CIS

Pearson Correlation Coeflicient <.31 is significant at the 0.05level with n=38'

This conelation analysis was done with the item compared with the total score

minus the item in each case.

A factor analysis was done on the New Zealand results as both

the American and Polish studies reported only one factor on analysis'

Table 7.4 illustrates the weightings of each item, all of which load on

only one factor, corroborating the overseas results (Wilson and

Barber, 1978; Siuta, 1987).

A
,f,

CIS Item ]. 2. 3. 4. b. 6. 7. 8. 9. 1.0.

1. Arm
Heaviness

,54 .52 .45 .36 .28 .47 .31 .55 .57

2. Hand
Levitation

.37 .51 .46 .31 .45 .50 .47 .65

3. Finger
Anaesthesia

.56 .53 .36 .66 .36 .52 .63

4. IlVater
Hallucination

.61 .43 .56 .59 .58 .68

5. Olfactory-
Gustatory
Halluc.

.45 .56 .61 .65 .61

6. Music
Hallucination

.31 .23 .61" .47

7. Temperature
llallucination

.49 .52 .60

8. Time
Distortion

.57 .56

9. Age
Regression

.70

10. Mind-body
Relaxation

Total Scale*
NZ

Poland
.59
.59

.63

.53

.67

.51

.75

.61
.79
.53

.48

.34
.6e
.47

.62
,44

.76

.43
.83
,52
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Table ?.4: Comparison of Polish and New Zealand factor loadings of the CIS

items on one factor onlY.

Item New Zealand Poland

1. Arm Heaviness .67 .70

2. Hand Levitation .70 .65

3. Finger Anaesthesia .74 .62

4. Water Hallucination .81 .72

5. Olfactory-Gustatory
Hallucination

.79 .65

6. Music Hallucination .56 .44

7. Temperature
Hallucination

.76 .59

8. Time Distortion .7r ,56

9.Age Regression .82 ,54

10. Mind-body
Relaxation

.88 .62

Comparison of HGSHS:A norrns

scoring of the HGSHS:A was standard (shor and orne, 1962).

using the categorisation of scores used in the literature (Laurence

and Perry, 1982), the distribution of scores was entered into four

categories as set out in Table 7.5. As can be seen' the New Zealand

frequencies were somewhat more evenly distributed than some of the

overseas studies but fall within the expected boundaries.

Table 7.5: Percentages of the HGSHSA scores using the Montreal categoriea'

l Laurence and Perry, 1981
2 Sheehan and McConkeY, 1979
3 Bongartz, 1985
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The means of the snmple are found in Table 7.6.

Table ?.6: Means of the HGSHS'6 samples

+ The last of the three Canadian sanples was collected in 1978. No cumulative

figures are available for the all the canadian subjects but this snmple was not

different statistically from either of the other two samples'

I Laurence and Perry, 1981
2 Sheehan and Mc0onkeY, 1979
3 Bongartz, 1985

It is to be noted that the New Zealand sarttple is of adult

volunteers while all the other studies noted for comparison (Laurence

and Perry, 1981; sheehan and Mcconkey, L979; Bongartz, 1985)

tested university students (see Table ?.?). The New Zealand sample

is made up of a considerably older cohort (mean 37.5 years), with a

wide age range (19 to 68 years). Age was not correlated with

hypnotisability score on the HGSHS:A (r=-0.06, p=ns), and there were

no significant differences in the scores of male and female subjects (2-

tailed t-test, P=ns). The proportions of male/female volunteers

approximates both the Australian and the canadian semple.

l
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Table 7.7: HGSHS:A age and sex statistics

Age Sex
Frequency

NZ
n=117

Mean 37.5
sd 17.7

Males
Females

28.2
71.8

Australianz
n=L944

Mean 2O.5

sd 6.1.

Males 31.7
Females 68.3

Canadiant
n=535

Mean 24.6
(sd not
available)

Males 33.3
Females 66.7

Germans
n=226

Mean 22.77
sd 3.98

Males t'

Females

* The German sample was approximately equally divided between male and

female subjects (no precise numbers) who used the taped version of the

HGSHS:A'

l Laurence and Perry, 198L
2 Sheehan and McConkey, 1979
3 Bongartz, 1,985

Comporison of the tuto teste of hypnotisability

several related studies (sheehan et al., 1978; McConkey,

sheehan and white, 19?9 and Hilgard et aI., 1981) subjected their

CIS and HGSHS:A scores to a factor analysis that was performed on

all subtest results - the ten CIS items and the 12 HGSHS:A items'

Their rationale for this procedure was to investigate the claim that

the cIS tested only one factor, as illustrated by the results found in

the present sample, and based upon those of Wilson and Barber

(1978), and conoborated later by Siuta (1987). They felt that an

anchoring test with known factors independent to the CIS was

necessary for a true picture to emerge. Tlney went on to identiff that

there were two factors involved, one they labelled as the Hypnotic

Responsiveness Factor and the other, the Imagery/Absorption Factor'

The data from the present study was entered into a factor

analysis procedure (Proc Factor in SAS) which produces an initial

analysis, then, if secondary factors are present, automatically goes on
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to do a Varimax rotational procedure to detemine the factors

orthoganatly. The rotational procedure makes the distribution more

clear on the various factors, and is the preferred procedure in

reporting complex factor analyses.

The initial procedure presented a first factor that accounted for

55.55Vo of the variance and included the CIS items (all of which had

negative loadings) and eight of the twelve HGSHS:A factors (loading

positively). The other four items were distributed across three other

factors. After rotation, the first factor contained all but one of the CIS

and none of the HGSHS:A items, accounting for 30.37Vo of the

variance. The second factor accounted for a similar amount of

variance Q9.35Vo) and contained eight HGSHS:A items with the other

five items distributed over four other factors (see Table 7.8). The odd

items were the music hallucination item from the CIS, and the eye

closure item, the hand lowering item, the fly hallucination item and

the post-hypnotic suggestion from the HGSHS:A'

when the two tests used to assess hypnotisability (HGSHSA

and CIS) were submitted to a Pearson correlational analysis, they

emerged highly correlated with each other (r=0.64, p<0.0001). They

are significant predictors for each other as well (f=20.53, p=0'0001)'

The CIS score accounts for 4LVo of the variance of the HGSHS:A score

in a stepwise analysis of variance.
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Table ?.8: Factor Analysis loadings from the varimax Rotation

Factor 1:

'Imageqy'
Factor 2:

'Responsiveness'

1. HGSHS:A Amnesia 0.54

2. HGSHS:A Head fall 0.69

3. *HGSHS:A Eye closure

4. *HGSHS:A Hand lowering

5. HGSHS:A Arm immobilisation 0.82

6. HGSHS:A Finger lock 0.80

7. HGSHS:A&n rigiditY 0.76

8. HGSHSA Hands together 0.67

9. HGSHS:A Shake head 0.71

10. *HGSHS:A Fly hallucination

11. HGSHS:A Eye catalePsY 0.78

12. *HGSHS:A Post-hypnotic suggestion

1. CIS Arm Heaviness 0.59

2. CIS Hand Levitatton 0.49

3. CIS Finger Anaesthesia 0.78

4. CIS Water Hallucination 0.76

5. CIS Olfactory-Gustatory Hallucination 0.73

6. *CIS Music Hallucination

7. CIS Temperature Hallucination 0.72

8. CIS Time Distortion 0.64

9. CIS Age Regression 0.66

10. CIS Mind-body Relaxation o.75

* These items loaded on other factors, none of which contained more than two

items.
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Drscussrox

The correlation between the HGSHS:A and the cIS (r=.64) was

higher than that found in the Australian sample of Mcconkey,

Sheehan and White (1979, and reported again in Hilgard et aI' 1981)

of r=.2g but more in relation to the california sample (r=.55) in the

Hilgard et al. study, (1981). This brings into focus the question of

expectancy when the snme subjects have already participated in a

hypnotisability testing session. It could be argued that having

perforrmed (but not received feedback from) the HGSHS:A, subjects

could be influenced by their performance on it. But, to argue the

point, the cIS was not presented as a hypnotisability test and

hypnosis \pas not mentioned. Stewart and Marks (1989) used the CIS

in an expectancy experiment because it was an indirect method of

assessing hypnotisability which did not cue the subjects to their

hypnotisability. In the present study, it was an "Imagery Test".

Johnston, chajkowski, DuBreuil and spanos (1989) gave false

feedback to certain subjects with the suggestion that their responses

were consistent vrith being good at hypnosis. All subjects were tested

with the Barber Suggestibility Scale three days or so later on the

Carleton University Responsiveness to Suggestion Scale and an

expectancy rating. on subsequent testing three weeks later, the

subjects were retested. with the stanford Hypnotic susceptibility scale

(C). High correlations were found between aII hypnotisability tests'

The objective behavioural experiences in hypnosis were temporarily

increased but the subjective experience of hypnosis remained

constant. The enhanced behavioural ratings decreased with time.

The authors suggest that compliance could be the operative feature

in the outward manifestations of hypnotic suggestion that was

measured soon after the initial session.

It seems unlikely in the present study that expectancy would

be operative given the circumstances and long time intenral from the



HGSHS:A administration and the cIS testing session which was done

in conjunction with another experiment. No subject asked for the cIS

results when the results of the hypnotisability testing was provided

as their hypnotisability score; this behaviour appears to negate a

clS/rypnotisability association. It appears as if these results can be

considered to be as uninfluenced as any two tests could be which

purport to assess the same dimension.

Most other published accounts of the cIS (Barber and wilson,

Lg||;McConkey et al., 1"9?8; Sheehan et al., 19?8; Hilgard et al.,

1981; Myers, 1983) use the "think-with" instructions (Barber and

Wilson, Lg77) that takes place before administering the CIS for the

purpose of maximising the effect of the suggestions. The "think-with"

instructions ask subjects to use their imagination actively and

creatively and to think along the same lines as the experimenter (or

voice on the tape). One study (Siuta, 198?) administered the CIS

without the "think-with" instructions. The Arnerican snmple of the

Hilgard et al. (1981) study administered the CIS live and individually

but included the "think-with" preamble (their mean was higher than

the means for the taped version of the CIS: mean = 25.29, sd = 6'95'

perhaps due to some experimenter expectancy effects)' No "think-

with" statements preceded administration of the CIS in the present

study, and it was a taped presentation with no experimenter in the

room. There is an impressive similarity of results in all the taped-

format results with or without "think-with" instructions. Given the

similarity of results, it appears that the "think-with" instructions are

superfluous.

It appears as if the cIS, as administered by tape, is measuring

a remarkably consistent trait that is constant in the various cultures

found in the European, American and Australasian samples used in

the studies in the literature. The means are virtually identical, the

items load on only one factor and the intercorrelations betrveen the

items are consistently high. The loading on only one factor could
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reflect the correlation found between each item and the total scores

as set out in Table ?.3 (Hilgard et al., 1981) although the combining

of both HGSHS:A and cIS in the one factor analysis still leaves the

CIS loading mostly on one separate factor'

It is interesting to note that the Music Hallucination item,

which did not load. on the first factor in the varimax analysis in Table

?.8, had the lowest loadings on the factor analysis done on the cIS

alone, both in the NZ results and the Polish results. Siuta (1987)

notes that the Pearson correlation behneen this item and the whole

scale in the Polish results is lowest, as it is with the New Zealand

results.

The entering of the items from hro scales, the cIS and the

HGSHS:A into one factor analysis illustrates an interesting division

between the two. The cIS items fall into a factor on its own with no

overlap from items in the HGSHS:A. The Hilgard et al' (1981) study

included four tests in their analysis - the CIS and the HGSHS:A plus

the Absorption scale of Telegen and Atkinson (1974) and the

Queensland adaptation of the Betts imagery scale (QMI). Their

results indicate that the CIS loaded not only on an'imagery'factor (as

did the QMI and the Absorption Scale) but also on the factor

containing the HGSHS:A items. our results separate the hro tests

completely, in spite of the high correlation between the two scales

(1=0.64). This suggests that the two tests are accessing different

abilities in the individual that are found in conjunction with each

other. It witl be interesting to compare these abilities to experimental

and./or clinical results.

The age range of the New Zealand study was different from all

others in that the subjects were all working adults. All other studies

have either used university students (Wilson and Barber, 1978; Siuta,

1987; Sheehan et al., 1978) or children (Myers, 1983). This study

illustrates the stability of the CIS across age ranges'

In summary, the cIS can be administered with a minimum of
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preamble negating the value of special "think-with" instructions. It

appears from the evidence in this study that both the cIS and the

HGSHS:A measure characteristics that are stable over the years since

the tests were first published. Reassuringly, they both can be used

throughout the adult age group, with neither age nor sex testing

differentially. Ttre means and standard deviations are similar to

those of university aged students from various countries and cultures

around the world. The tests are conelated with each other but on a

factor analysis each loads separately slving evidence that the two

tests are assessing different but related abilities'
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CHAPTER EIGHT

Study Four

HwWOSIS A}ID TYPE-I TTPERSENSITTVITY:

DnCNNRSING REACTIVIIY

Ixrnooucrrox

Because the earlier study (2) had shown that it was possible to

account for much of the variance in producing skin test reactions

statistically, a study was planned to assess whether a cognitive-

hypnotic type of inten ention could influence skin reactivity' Four

hypotheses were proposed: (1) That it was possible for people to

deliberately decrease the reactivity of their skin to allergen or

histamine by using an intervention such as hypnosis; (2) That mood,

physiological conditions and mental attitudes could influence the

reactivity of the skin, as was found in Study TWo; (3) That people

with good hypnotic skills, as tested by the HGSHS:A or the cIS,

would be able to use a hypnotic trance to influence their skin

reactivity after such an intervention better than those without such

skills; (4) That most people, including those of moderate hypnotic

talent, would be able to react best to hypnotic inductions that were

not highly directive.

It was decided to include a combination of indirect and direct

suggestions telling the subject that s/he was capable of affecting

his/her skin reactivity, as there is some evidence that indirect

suggestions can be useful both for people with lower hypnotisability

scores and for those with higher hypnotisability (eg Barbet, L977;

Fricton and Roth, 1985). One problem with indirect suggestions is

that the meaning has to get through to the subject at some level, as

the hypnotist always has a purpose for which the suggestions are

being made. Thus, indirect suggestions necessarily have an element
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of manipulation or subtle 'use of influence' (OED). In this study, in

order to avoid the manipulativeness of indirect suggestion and the

authoritarianism of direct suggestion, clear meaning was conveyed

with direct suggestion but in the context of permissive language that

included the element of choice in the subjects'behaviour. The subject

was to be told the objective of the experiment in a direct way: "You

d.on't have to react to the skin testing..." then invited, in an indirect,

permissive way, to use their "...o1ly1l creative ways" to achieve this

end. This would allow the subject to become creative while in the

trance state, using a metaphor, visualisation, direct suggestion or

whatever is meaningful to the individual. This approach was desigrred

to avoid manipulation, and rebellion against an authoritarian

hypnotist. The trance would be induced with a relaxation procedure

because it was presumed that the more highly hypnotisable people

would experience it as an induction' while the low hypnotisable people

would experience it as a familiar procedure unrelated to trance' The

use of creative imagination that originates within the subject has

similarities to self-hypnotic techniques, but, because the trance state

is already established by the stage of the session in which this is

experienced, the problems of transition into trance encountered in

self-hypnosis are avoided.

Bowers (1978) emphasizes the importance of experiencing

hypnotic phenomena as effortless. By trnng too hard a subject may

prevent a potentially important hypnotic experience from developing'

In this study, therefore, subjects were invited to view the experience

in a light-hearted way, "...having some fun". Tellegen (1981) also

suggests that allowing spontaneous imagery skills to emerge will

prove to be more useful to the individual. sheehan (1989) stresses

that elicited imagery is imagery imposed upon a subject and may be

much less 'useable' and beneficial than spontaneous idiosyncratic

imagery.
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ll{nrsoos

Subieets

volunteers aged between 18 and 60 were solicited to participate

in the study of hypnotisability. All participants were fully inforrned

about hypnosis and that a selection of them would be invited to

participate further. All gave informed consent (forms approved by the

Ethical committee, university of Auckland; see Appendix c).

Altogether, Lltl potential subjects were tested on the Hanrard Group

Scale of Hypnotic Susceptibility (HGSHS:A), from which 38 subjects

were invited to participate in more sessions involving allergy testing

and visualisation. Ttre mean age of these 38 subjects was 39'2 years,

(13 males, 25 females) which was not significantly different from

those not includ.ed in this study. All volunteers were given the results

of their HGSHS:A and a gift of a 10 minute relaxation audio tape

when their part in the study was complete'

Proced'ure

After the group testing session for the HGSHS:A, the 38

subjects who participated in the visualisation study met individually

with the experimenter for three further sessions. Ttre subsequent

sessions yyere one-to-one. The first of these was the 'pretest' session

for testing with common allergens, the second, a baseline' session and

the third was the'intervention'session. These descriptive terms will

be used henceforth to differentiate the sessions'

The HGSHS:A forms were graded separately so the principle

experimenter could. remain blind to the HGSHS:A results to prevent

bias. The term uisualisation was used rather than hypnosis in all

descriptions of the intervention as it was felt that the word hypnosis

could bias a subject's behaviour after partaking in a hypnotisability

test - the people who had scored few or no items on the HGSHS:A

could feel that it was inappropriate to try to use hlpnotic procedures'
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thus compromising their motivation and cooperation. All subjects felt

comfortable about uisualisation and imagination as terns for familiar

concepts, and a few described the procedure as lrypnosis

spontaneously.

The laboratory in which all test sessions took place was a

pleasant, quiet, internal, temperature-controlled room, furnished with

fitted carpet, a comfortable reclining chair, side tables for apparatus,

a desk and chair and the photographic equipment'

seven common allergens were used, with six (dust mite [D.

pteronyssizus and D. farinael, cat, hair-epithelium, dog hair-dander,

plantain and grass pollen mixfrom Miles-Hollister-stier, Elkhart, IN).

In the baseline and inten ention sessions those individuals responsive

to allergen had a titration series of allergen administered to their left

foreanns, and a titration series of histamine on the right' Those

subjects unresponsive to allergen had a titration series of histamine

administered to each arm. The method of administering the skin test,

photographing the wheals and determining their areas was the same

as that used in StudY T\uo.

The ollergen teating sessiott,'Pretest'

The allergen testing session consisted of applying the allergen

preparations individually in an area as free of superficial veins and

hair as possible. Eighteen out of the 38 subjects were allergic to one

or more of the allergens.

A histamine titration series was

applied to the right arm of every subject and photographed after 10

minutes. The subjects filled in two health attitude questionnaires,

Health Locus of Control and AII About Me (see Appendix B)' The

session end.ed with the subject listening to the 10 minute relaxation

tape that was to be given to participants. This was done to accustom

the person to the experimenters voice, and provide pleasant

associations with the room, voice and procedures. see Table 8'1 for

Utl'jit-,* . a,, |,-, - tt''.tr,i L :- l. y- , -1.,i._i! LIHHAR\

:" 
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details of which arms were pricked with which solutions by session.

The boseline session

This session commenced with a reading of the ambient

temperature as recorded by thermistors prior to attaching them to the

middle digrt of each third finger. The thermistors picked up

temperature readings every two seconds. Allergen droplets (or

histamine in non-allerglc subjects) were placed upon the left forearm

skin, and photographed after 10 minutes. Histamine was used on the

right arlns of all subjects. While the reactions were developing, each

subjects filled out two mood scales, The Profite of Mood Scale (POMS)

and the Brief Mood. Rating (see Appendix A) to assess their

immediate mood at the time of the skin testing. After the photographs

were taken, blood pressure and pulse were measured'

The intentention session

This session, which occurred at least 48 hours after the

baseline session, but more usually a week later, followed a plan

similar to the baseline session with the addition of the hypnotic

induction and suggestions. The POMS and BMR mood scales were

filled out prior to inducing hypnosis (and for the last 15 subjects in

the study, another set of mood forms was fiIled out after the hypnosis

part of the session had ended but prior to any moving about the

room). The ambient temperature was noted before attaching the

thermistors, and the same type of relaxation procedure that the

subject had experienced in the allergen testing session was used by

the experimenter as the initial part of the induction. Ttre subjects

were then invited to go'deeper'into the relaxation response by using

a countdown from six to zero as a metaphor, with zero standing for

a pleasant relaxed state of mind and body. (For the script used as a

basis for the words used in the session, please see Appendix E')
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Table 8.1:

This was not a titration series but the preliminary administration of allergen

test solutions for the purpose of identi&ing allergic responses'

A permissive approach was used throughout most of the

trance/visualisation session. The subject was invited to imagine a

relaxed and pleasant day on holiday while the experimenter was quiet

for 60 seconds. The subject was then asked to use his/her own

imagination to become non-reactive to the skin tests. various

possibilities were suggested as starting points for calming the skin

reactions, eg. to pretend that the allergen or histamine was just

water, to pretend that there was a protective layer over the skin, to

imagine that something had changed in their skin so that it was no

longer reactive. The subject was then invited to continue his/her

visualisations in silence while the experimenter did the skin tests'

After the testing procedure, the subject was asked to imagine internal

energy that could diminish skin reactivity. A few sentences of direct

suggestion for non-reactivity' and coolness of the skin were then made

to the subjects followed by suggestions of dissociation, then more

silence for the subject to continue internal visualisations of his/her

own choice. Photographs were taken at 10 minutes which was

approximately three minutes later. The re-alerting procedure that had

been used with the relaxation tape ended the visualisation session'

This consisted of a count-up from zero to six, along with suggestions

summary table explaining the session schedule for administration of

titration series of allergen and histgmine for atopic and non-atopic

subjects on the indicated arms.
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of feeling energetic. Blood pressure and pulse were recorded and the

session concluded with the subject completing Barber s Creatiue

Imagination Scale (CIS). This scale was introduced after all

intenrentions in order to prevent its results from affecting

performance in the visualisation procedure during the erperimental

session. Results have been reported in Study Three'

Rnsur,ts

Most subjects (31 of the 38 subjects) were successful at

decreasing the size of their wheals with the cognitive-hypnotic

interwention used in this study (see Figure 8.1). Those unsuccessful

11=7) were subject to fluctuating emotions from the baseline to the

intenrention sessions and had more negative attitudes towards life

and health. Although hypnotisability was a factor in predicting a

successful result, there were highly hypnotisable subjects among the

most unsuccessful.

Data were collected from four areas: measurements of wheal

sizes, immediate emotional states (mood), immediate physiological

states, hypnotisability and attitudes towards life and health. these

data were then analyzed to select predictors for wheal size change

(the dependent variables, means and standard deviations can be

found in Appendix D).

Depend.ent uariobles

For each subject, a mean was calculated for the six wheals on

each arm, then, to standardize the changes from baseline to

intenrention, proportions were calculated by dividing the mean wheal

size of the interuention session by the mean wheal size of the baseline

session. This proportion was used in most subsequent analyses-

When the baseline mean wheal proportions of all 38 subjects

were compared to those of the intenrention, there \ilas a highly
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significant decrease in reactivity (p < 0.0001). when the right ann

results were compared (all38 subjects had histamine administered to

their right arms) the significant decrease in size was also highly

significant (p < 0.0001, see Table 8.2)'

Generally, the atopic people reacted somewhat less to allergen

than they did to histamine. At the baseline session, the difference in

the reactivity of the right arrn (histamine) and the left arm (allergen)

was significant in the atopic subjects (correlated t-test, n=18, p<0'01)

reflecting a lesser reactivity to the allergen solutions, but the

difference was not a significant one at interyention' Although there

also was a difference between the arms in the 20 non-atopic subjects

(generally, the left arm was less reactive than the right), this did not

reach significance at either baseline or intervention. when

proportions were used in the calculations, the changes in mean wheal

sizes on the left arm were similar whether the person was atopic or

non-atopic (using a t-test procedure, n=18,20; P = ns). on a correlated

t-test, baseline compared to intenrention, using difference scores on

the left ar:n only, there was a trend in the allergen decreases (n=18,

p < 0.08) but it did not reach significance, and the histamine

decreases were significant (n=20, p < 0.01, see Table 8.2).

At the pretest session, all subjects had a histamine titration

series pricked into their right arms at the snme time as reactivity to

allergen was being tested on the left, allowing a comparison of right

arm means between two non-interyention sessions, the pretest and

the baseline. This was effected by the use of a correlated t-test

procedure and showed no differences in the means between these

baseline sessions. The means were significantly correlated (r =' O'47,

p < 0.003).
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Comparison of Mean Wheal Sizes at different sessions in mmo:

Test used was a two tailed conelated t-test procedure'

Emationol Stotes

Mood was measured with two tests, the Brief Mood Rating

GMR) which, from the factor analysis performed for study T\ro,

includes hro factor s, peacefulness lirritabitity and liuely llistless, and

The Profile of Mood States (POMS) which, from the literature'

includes six factors: depression, uigor, fatigue, tension, anger'

confusion The Brief Mood Rating GMR) was factor analyzed again

and it yielded the same hro factors €rs was found and described in ?he

Importance of Mood. study: the continuum from irritability to

peacefulness, and that from liveliness to listlessness (see AppendixA).

The POMS variables were highly inter-correlated for the 31

successful subjects; some of these correlations were found in the

unsuccessful group (see Table 8.3). The two BMR variables were also

correlated $rith the POMS variables as shown in Table 8'4' The 31

successful people had less negative emotion than the 7 unsuccessful

people as ca:r be seen in Figure 8.2.
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POMS
Variables

Depression Confusion Anger Fatigue Vigor

Tension
p=

0.59
0.0005

0.82',r'

0.0001
0.74*
0.0001

0.60*
0.0004

-0.53
0.002

Depression r=
p=

0.63
0.0001

0.38
0.03

0.31
0.09

-0.26
0.16

Confusion r=
p=

0.60*
0.0004

0.52'r
0.002

-0.49
0.006

Anger r=
p=

0.65
0.001

-0.24
0.2

Fatigue r=
p=

-0.49
0.005

*significant correlations also found in the unsuccessful group, n=7.

Table 8.3: A Pearson cor:relation Analysis showing the Profile of Mood states

variables for the Successful group, n=31'

A Pearson correlation Analysis showing the Pmfile of Mood states

variables and their relationships with the Brief Mood Rating variables

in the Successful grouP, n=31.

Table 8.4:

The six POMS categories were highly correlated with each

other (see Table 8.3) so the six categories were entered into a factor

analysis (n=38) on two separate occasions, once using the scores

-0.55
0.001
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obtained at the baseline session and again for the intenrention session

scores. Each analysis yielded the same results: all categories loaded

on only one factor that was a composite of depression, tension,

confusion, anger, uigor nd fatigue (henceforth called feeling 'lousy',

see Table 8.5). Because the subjects were the usual mix of people

employed at or near the Medical school, all of whom took time from

their normal working day to participate in this study and none of

whom related excessively traumatic events during the course of the

experiment, the creation of only this one factor relating to variations

of the normal day was deemed appropriate. Feeling 'lousy' was then

used in the various analyses of the statistical material. Generally,

the unsuccessful subjects had less positive and more negative

emotions as can be seen in Table 8.6.

A factor analysis done on the POMS categories at tw-o--different

sessions (n=38 each time) illustrating that all categories fell into the

one flactor both times.

Table 8.5:
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Figure 8.2: Mood

Emotional Data
Successful (n=31) vs Unsuccessful (n=7)
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some people changed their mood ratings from baseline to

intenrention while others were more steady. These reactive people

tended to change more than just one emotion. The more 'lousy' (the

composite variable from the POMS scores) the subjects felt at

intervention compared to baseline, the more irritable (one ofthe BMR

variables, r=0.50; p<0.001.) they felt and the less vigorous (the other

BMR variable, r=-0.64, p<0.0001) they were (see Table 8'7)' All of the

changes are in the expected directions. These reactive people tended

to be the sAme people who felt more emotion as well, for exarrple' the

more irritable the subjects felt, the greater was the change from

baseline to intenrention (r=-0.?3, p<0.0001); noting that the higher

the irritability, the more the change wErll likely to be a negative one

from baseline to intenrention.

Table 8.6: Means of the Successful and Unsuccessful groups from the POMS and

BMR variables.

Fifteen of the subjects changed to a less irritable (ie more

peaceful) state by the intervention session. Their irritability levels

were conelated with their skin test changes: a low irritability rating
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was associated with smaller wheals (r=0.72, p<0.002). The irritability

ratings for those who felt more peaceful compared to those who felt

more irritable were significantly different (n=15,24; p <0.0004, see

Table 8.8). The wheal sizes were different: the change-towards-

peacefulness group had smaller wheals and the change-towards-

irritability group larger but this was non-significant (p <0.1, see Table

8.8).

Table 8.7: Pearson Correlations of changes in mood.

Mood
Change

'Lousy' Listless

Irritability r=
p>...

0.42
0.0r

0.56
0.0002

Listless f=
p>.'.

0.40
0.01

Table 8.8: T-tests of those people who felt more peaceful by the interyention
session compared with those who felt more irritable.

Groups
Variables

More
peaceful
n=15

More
irritable
n=23

p=

Proportional wheal size
change

0.78 0.93 0.08

Irritability at intervention 17.83 43.47 0.0004

When the top (most successful) and bottom (least successful)

quartiles are compared, the 'least' successful subjects have high

correlations behpeen the change in POMS variables and the

proportional change in wheal sizes from baseline to intenrention (see

Table 8.9). Larger negative change in emotion is associated rvith

wheal sizes reflecting more reactivity to the histamine or allergen (see

Figure 8.3). The 'most' successful and the middle 507o behave

similarly, with the negative change in the mood variables mostly

confined to the least successful group.
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Eighteen subjects were asked to complete the mood

questionnaires both before the interrention (as were all other

subjects) and again after the intervention to assess change in mood

brought about by the intenrention. seventeen of the eighteen people

were feeling more peaceful aft'er the interyention' The differences

were highly significant (using a correlated t-test procedure, p<

0.0002).

Table 8.9: Pearson correlation Analysis showing change in emotional factors

conelated with mean wheal size proportions'

Sip.ificance levels: I trend
** p < 0,08
**i p < 0.01
;.r, p < 0.fl)1
r*.r* p < 0.fi)01

Attitud.es

TWo attitude scales were administered at the allergen testing

session - the well known Multirtimensional Health Locus of control

(MHLC) test and a new attitude test constructed for this occasion,

which has been given the title AII About Me (AAIVI). The MHLC test

has three factors (wallston, wallston and devellis, 1978): Internal

locus of control, Powerful others locus of control and Chance locus of

control. The AAM was trialed previously (see Appendix B); the five

Middle 50%

n=18

GrouP

Change in POMS
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factors that had been delineated from the original data were entered

into the analyses in this study. These five factors distributed into two

groupings; those that described life in general and those that

described attitudes towards health. The life attitudes were: a) an

attitude toward being a successful person no matter what endeavour

is attempted (henceforth the variable will be called 'success

orientation', b) an attitude towards negatively to life (henceforth the

variable will be termed 'negativity') and c) an orientation toward

satisfaction with life as it is now being experienced (henceforth called

'satisfaction'). The two health attitudes were: a) an attitude towards

taking an active part in maintaining health (henceforth called

'health:actiue') and b) an attitude of dependency on others (henceforth

called' health :dependenqt').

The three AAI\{ life attitude variables correlated with the mean

proportional change of the wheal sizes in the whole subject snmple

(n=38): negatiuity (r=0.41, p=0.01), satisfaction (r=-0.47, p=0.002) and

success orientation (r=-0.33, p=0.04). Thus the more negatiue, the

larger the wheals at intervention compared to the baseline session;

the more satisfied with life and the more success oriented the subject,

the smaller the wheals after the intervention. Although health:

dependency was not correlated with the wheal size changes in the

successful group or the subject sample as a whole, the 7 unsuccessful

people had such a correlation (r=0.74, p=0.05).

The five AAI\,I factors were comelated with mood variables at

the intervention session, days or even weeks after the AAM survey

was completed. For example, a life attitude of successful was

negatively correlated with irritability (r=-0.47, p<0.007); a life attitude

of negatiuily was correlated with feeling listless (r=0.02, p<0.0002).

Having ^ negative attitude was a predictor for experiencing

irritability (F = 7.26, p ( 0.01) in an analysis of variance, (in a
stepwise procedure: negative attitude accounted for t77o of the

variance for feeling irritable).
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when the most negative people were compared with the least

negative (25th and ?$th percentiles), a consistent pattern emerged as

shown in Table 8.11. Those with very high negativity were

significantly feeling more'lousy'and more irritable at the time of the

interwention than those who had tittle negativity' The least negative

people were significantly more vigorous and more lively. The wheal

size changes at intenrention were less in highly negative subjects

compared to baseline although the differences did not reach

significance. The most negative group were also significantly less

success-oriented, less satisfied with life and more dependent in

attitudes towards health than the least negative people.

Table 8.10: Pearson correlation Analysis of the mood and attitude variables'

Mood
Attitudes

lnitability Feeling
'lousy'

Feeling
listless

Change in
irritability

Change

in
listless

Change

in
'lousy'

Life:
Negativity

r=
p<

0.41
0.0r

0.34
0.03

0.43
0.006

ns ns NS

Life:
Satisfaction

r=
p<

ns ns ns ns -0.32

0.05

-0.49
0.001

Life:
Successful

r=
p<

-0.43
0.007

-o.32
0.05

-0.36
0.02

ns ns ns

Health:
Activity

ns ns ns ns ns ns

Health:
Dependency

r=
p<

ns ns 0.36
0.02

ns ns ns
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Table 8.1.1: comparison of the top and bottom quartiles in negativiw (t-test

Procedure, two-tailed)

least
negative
n=10

most
negative
n=10

t p=...

'lousy'r 0.L7 0.57 -3.11 0.006

irritabler 20.6 51.8 -3.98 0.0009

vigorousr 3.4 2.73 3.0? 0.006

listlesst 23.5 47.9 -3.2L 0.004

successful2 81.4 55.2 5.26 <0.0001

satisfaction2 86.2 70.9 2.27 0.04

Health:
dependencf

L5.7 gL.2 -2.27 0.03

Wheal eizer 0.80 1.03 -L.47 0.1.6 ns

I Measurement taken at intenrention
, eJtitoa" measures from the AAI\{, data collected at the pretest session.

A total score for the AAM wtut created by using the fomula of

changing the negative attitudes into a positive forrn (ienegatiuify and

health:d.epend.ency,see Appendix B) and using the total attitude score

in a correlation analysis with the mean wheal size change. In the

group as a whole (n=38) the total attitude score is negatively

correlated with the change in wheal size (r=-0.36, p=Q.92); in the

successful group (n=31), a similar result is encountered (r=-0.38,

p=0.03). The small unsuccessful group (n=7) has a strong negative

comelation but it does not reach significance (r=-0'63, p=0'13)' The

negative correlations ind.icate that a positive total attitude score is

associated with a successful use of the intervention (change to smaller

wheals), and a negative total attitude is associated with little change

or a change towards increasing skin sensitivity at intervention'

None of the three variables of The Multidimensional Health

Locus of Control test correlate with the wheal size change although

there are a few correlations that the MHLC variables have with the
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AAM variables. As expected, the three MHLC factors, internal,others

and. chance, correlate most strongly with the two health attitudes of

the AAM - health: activity and, health: dependency. The life attitude

of negatiuity correlales significantly withothers and'chance (see Table

g.12). Ttrere were no significant differences between the ratings of the

MHLC by the successful (n=31) and the unsuccessful (n=7) groups.

None of the MHLC variables correlated with the mood

variables.

Table 8.12: correlational analysis between the AAM and the MHLC attitude tests'

Because of the influence that negativity had on the change in

wheal sizes, it was conceivable that attitude had influenced the

hypnotisability testing. The correlation analysis in the successful

group ind.icates that cls scores are negatively comelated vr"ith

negatiuity scores (r=-0.35, p<0.05) and the HGSHS:A analysis shows

a trend in the snme direction (r=-0.31, p<0.09), see Table 8'13' In the

unsuccessful group the CIS scores were correlated with two factors,

a negative attitude, (r=-0.87, p<0.01) and an orientation towards

success (r=0.93, p<0.002). In a stepwise analysis of variance, a

negative attitude accounts fot L2Vo of the variance in the CIS scores
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of the successful group (p<0.05). In the unsuccessful group, having

low attitudes of success and satisfaction scores accounted for almost

all of the variance (987o, p<0.006).

Table 8.13: Table ofhypnotisability scores and attitudes ofnegativiff and success

orientation in the Successful gmup (n=31).

Attitudes
Hypnotisability

Life:Negative Life:Success

HGSHS:A r=
p=

-0.31
0.09

0.33
0.07

CIS f=
p=

-0.35
0.05

0.28
0.13

P hy eiolagia oI v ariahle s

The physiological data collected included age, systolic and

diastolic blood pressure, whether the person was physically unwell,

pulse rate and the temperature of the dorsal surface of the middle

finger of each hand. The electronic device used for blood pressure and

pulse appears to be reading lower than might be expected for a group

of healthy people (mean for systolic blood pressure was 109.3 (range,

84 - 135), diastolic 71.3 (range, 52 - 86), and pulse 66.7 (range, 49 -

100). Computing the means from the relevant age norms for New

Zealand, (Nye, Paulin and Russell, 1992), the mean systolic pressure

is 122.73, diastolic, 77.89. The differences are likely to be due to the

instrument rather than the subjes; semple as those subjects who

knew their usual readings commented that the readings were lower

than usual. However, the same instrument was used throughout the

study with no alterations and so the relative changes in blood

pressure variables throughout the study are a valid measure.

A Pearson Correlational analysis was done with the

physiological variables, the mood and attitude variables, and the

dependent variable (the proportional change in mean wheal size).

There vrere correlations between the two types of blood pressure



readings at intervention (r=0.?, p=0.0001) but no other correlations

were found urith any other physiological variables including age'

Further, neither mood nor attitude variables comelated with

the physiological variables, and there were no significant differences

between the successfirl and unsuccessful gloups except for a strong

correlation between feeling unwell at intervention and feeling more

,lousy, at intervention compared, with baseline. The more 'Iousy' a

subject felt at intervention, the more likely s/he had s5mptoms of

feeling unwell (r= -.50, p < 0.001). Being physically unwell was

recorded as a yes/no answer. only four people felt unwell at the

intervention session, but these four had significantly bigger wheals

than those who felt well (see Table 8.14)'

some recent research has indicated that a lability in blood

pressure and catecholominergtc reactivity is associated with reactivity

to stressors in general. High reactivity people have shown more

change in immunological markers (Manuck et al., 1981;Bachan et aI',

t992; Zakowski et al., 1992). In our sample of 38, a change in blood

pressure from baseline to intervention was not comelated with change

in wheal sizes, although there was a non-significant trend with feeling

,lousy'. However, when the groups was divided into two (either more

or less successful in reducing their wheal sizes, n=19,19), the less

successful group shows that the wheal size change is correlated with

systolic blood pressure change (see Table 8.15). The more successful

group showed a trend towards a significant correlation with feeling

listless (r=0.41, p= 0.08) but all other variables were not sigrrificant.
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Table 8.14:

HypnotisobilitY

As reported in study Three, the two tests used to assess

hypnotisability GGSHS:A and cIS) were correlated !f ith each other

(r=0.64, p<0.0001). They are significant predictors for each other as

well(F=20.53,p=0.0001)andtheyeachaccountfor4Lvoofthe
variance of the other in the stepwise analysis of variance.

Pearson correlation Analysis ofblood pressure changes fron baseline

to inten ention with chanjes in wheal sizes and emotional variables for

the less successful half(n=19).

T-test procedure used to
interrrention of those who

1a=84).

differentiate the wheal size change at
felt unwell (n=4) and those who felt well

Table 8.15:
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HGSHS:A was corTelated with change in mean wheal size

change in the successful group (n=31; r=-0.42,p=0.01, see Figure 8'4)

ie, the higher the hypnotisability rating, the smaller the wheals at

interuention. There was a trend in the seme direction for the

unsuccessfuI group (n=?; r=-0.66, p=0.1). However, the hypnotisability

scores were correlated with few other variables'

Hypnotisability as measured by the cIS was correlated with a

proportional change towards peacefulness after the hypnotic

intervention (n=18, CIS: r=0.58, p<0'01, HGSHS:A: r=0'30' p=O'22'

ns);thatis,thehigherthehypnotisability,themorepeacefulthe
subjects became after the hypnotic intervention'

Age made no difference in ability to affect the size of the wheals

and was not correlated with HGSHS:A scores (see Figure 8'5)'

The experimenter was alone in the laboratory with each

subject. During the hypnosis part of the intenrention session, she

performed all skin procedures, took the photographs, and acted as

experimental hypnotist. The situation was similar to a clinical setting'

she could (and did) respond to the subtleties of reactivity (eg:

lingering over the relaxation procedure or the countdown deepening

procedure if there was evidence of restlessness, or deepening a second

time if some noise from the corridor was intermpting the session' She

was unaware of the results of the previously administered HGSHS:A

and did not test the subjects with the cIS until late in the

intenrention session afber the hypnosis and skin testing were

complete.

The method called for several hypnotic suggestions to be made

that could be used as a framework for imagining their skin to be non-

reactive should the subject need the help of externally generated

ideas. It was apparent that many subjects generated their own

visualisation starting points which made sense to them' Examples of

the visualisations were 1) arms turned to plastic so the pricklancetter

would not go in, 2) the allergen used was one the subject knew she
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was not allergic to (she kept repeating to herself, "It's only'dog'; it's

only'dogi!"), and 3) there were ice-cubes balanced on each prick site'

AII subjects, no matter what their h5pnotisability rating, generated

appropriate visual images. Many subjects spontaneously commented

that the itchiness of the test sites was collFtiderably less than that

experienced during the baseline session. This variable was not

specifically evaluated, and could be included in future designs using

skin prick testing.

Multiuoriote AnalYses

Ttrere were 31 subjects who achieved some reduction in mean

wheal area from baseline to intervention, and seven subjects who had

an increase. As discussed above, the unsuccessful group showed more

negative emotional or attitudinal assessments than did the successful

group, as were more of the positive assessments associated with the

successful group, and most had correlations with the proportional

wheal size change (see Table 8.16).

The variables from the four areas (mood, hypnotisability'

attitudes, physiology) were entered into a discriminant analysis (Proc

Logistic in SAS) which maximally discriminates the members of the

group. The BMR variable irritabitity at the time of intenrention was

the most important discriminator as to membership of the successful

or unsuccessful group (p > chiz 0.02). Astepwise discriminant analysis

using forward selection (Proc Stepdisc in sAS) was perfomed on the

same data with similar results: irritability (p <0.01) and feeling'lousy'

(p < 0.0001) and the life attitude: satisfaction (p < 0.0001) are the

variables that are significantly different between the hro groups.
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Table 8.16: Means of raw scoreg

Variables Successful
n=31

Unsuccessful
n=7

Wheal Proportions 0.77 1.32

HGSHS:A 5.23 8.29

CIS 48.03 66.74

IrritablelPeaceful 28.5 53.01

Listlessll,ively 32.34 40.81

Feeling'lousy' 5.49 6.18

Change in feeling'lousy' -0.39 1.16

Life: Satisfaction 80,26 ?5.80

Life: Negativity 30.36 41.69

Life: Success Orientation 72.5L 64.66

Health: Activity 68.75 70.81

Health: DependencY 27.35 20.93

BP Systolic 108.92 1r.1.14

BP Diastolic 70.55 74.77

Skin Temperature 84.94 83.20

Pulse 66.36 68.29

Data from the whole group (n=38) was subjected to multiple

regression analysis in order to ascertain what variables predict the

wheal size changes from baseline to intervention. Feeling lousy'(p >

0.0001) and a change in feeling 'lousy' (p < 0.0001) are important

pred.ictors in determininghowwell the subject could change the wheal

size after the cognitive-hypnotic intenrention. An interaction effect,

when subjects changed both their feelings of irritability and

listlessness, also predicts wheal size change (p < 0.05). Stepwise

analysis of variance to determine the percentage of the variance

contributed by different variables revealed that 34vo of the variance

could be accounted for by the subject's peaceful-to-irritable score at

intervention and another }}Voby a change in feeling'lousy'(compared

\,vith how the subject felt at baseline). See Table 8'17'
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Table 8.1?: Multiple Regression Analysis and stepwise Analysis ofvariance of all

subjects, n=38.

with the successful group alone (n=31), a different emphasis is

encountered. The most significant predictor is the HGSHS:A score

(p=0.008), followed by the health attitude of actiue (p=0.04). Like the

analysis of the group as a whole' an interaction effect of feeling'lousy'

and a change in feeling'lousy" are significant predictors (see Table

g.18). The Pearson correlation Analysis (see Table 8.10) shows that

the mood and attitude variables have many correlations.

In the multiple regTession analysis, the listless rlimension was

not significant in predicting wheal size change from baseline to

interyention and was not significant when correlated with wheal size

change. It was highly correlated with a negative life attitude (n=38,

r= 0.43, p<0.006; n=31, r=0.62, p<0.0002), and a negative life attitude

enters into many models. The main predictor for wheal size change

in the successful group is the HGSHS:A score'

Further informative analyses can be made by dividing the

group into atopic and non-atopic subjects as shown in Table 8.L8.6OVo

of the variance in the atopic group a11d 757o in the non-atopic group

can be accounted for by two variables, a change in the feeling'lousy'

score, and the irritability score.

interaction:changes in
irritabiliW &
listlessness
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Variables Multiple
Regression
Analysis
F Value

Pr>F Stepwise
Analysis of
Variance
Partial R'z

Prob>F

IrritabiliW 2.96 0.09

*Feeling'lousy'
and change in
'lousiness'

5.38 0.02

Health: Active
Attitude

4.57 0.04 0.09 0.07

HGSHSA 8.13 0.008 0.18 0.01

TOTAL
VARI.ANCE

27?o

Table 8.18: Multiple Regression Analysis and stepwise Analysis of variance of all

subjects for the Successful $roup, n=31'

* Interaction effects in the Multiple Regression Analysis

Table g.L9 Stepwise Analysis of Variance for the Atopic and Non-atopic groups'

Other DePendent Vorioble s

As well as mean wheal area' for each titration series two other

dependent skin test variables were calculated: These were the

titration gradient and the titration endpoint, as discussed and

described in StudY TWo.

The gradients at baseline and intenrention were siguificantly

d.ifferent tested by a correlated t-test procedure (n=38, t=3.7L7,

p=0.000?, see Table 8.20). The difference is due to the gradient

becoming flattened, that is" the major change from baseline to

Change in feeling 1ousy'
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intenrention lryas a decrease in sensitivity to the more concentrated

solutions ofthe titration series. By contrast, a correlated t-test on the

endpoint data comparing baseline with intenrention sessions yielded

no significant differences. For a graphical illustration of each subject's

reactivity, see Appendix F. Figrrre 8.6 itlustrates the usual pattern for

a successful subject, and the pattern expected if the endpoint had

changed as well.

Table 8.20:

when the atopic people were separated from the rest, their

overall gradient change was also highly significant (n=18, t=3.909,

p=0.001) but most of this was due to the difference in the gradients

of the right arms. The left arm did not change to the same magnitude

as the right reflecting the results calculated with the mean wheal

measures. The non-atopic people had even less change in their left

arms, and their right arms were only marginally significantly

d,ifferent between the sessions (see Table 8'20)'

correlated t-tests comparing gradient data, baseline to intervention, of

"topi. 
subjects (allergen on left arm, histamine on rigbt) and non-

atopic subjects (histamine on both arms)'

Left arm
allergenftristamine

Total grouP t=
(n=38) p=
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A correlation analysis illustrated that the atopic people had

correlations of the gradient change utith some of the emotional data:

Irritability levels and feeling'lousy' correlated with gradient change

in the arm pricked with allergen (iritability: r=-0.59, p=0.01; feeling

'lousy': r=-0.56, P=0.01).

Looking at the gradients more closely, the topmost wheal size

significantly decreased from baseline to inten'ention (n=38, t=4'52,

p=0.0001). The decrease in these topmost wheals would affect the

gradients, so a correlation analysis was done on this data (see Table

g.21). The table illustrates that the magnitude of the differences in

the topmost wheals fluctuated with the differences in the slopes of the

regression lines.

Table 8.21: The ilifrerences (baseline to intenention) in the topmost wheals

correlated with the differences in the gradients'

An attempt was made to explain the variance in the gradient

data by using a stepwise procedure. The atopic people hadTSvo of the

variance accounted for when the data of the left arm (ie allergen) was

analysed, mostly by the variables irritability (25vo) at the intenrention

session and a health attitude of actiuity $}Ed. The non-atopic people

had, 397o (left arm, histamine) explained by the health attitude of

Differences in gradient
Top wheal differences
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actiuity and of d.epend,ency plus hypnotisability, although these were

of marginal signifrcance. Looking at the right arms (histamine with

both groups) the atopic people had,34vo of the variance accounted for

by hypnotisabitity $57o) and letting others be responsible for health

(L8Vo) and the non-atopic people had no variables of significance that

accounted for variance of their right arms'

DlscusstoN

whether histamine or allergelNt were used to produce the skin

reactions, the majority of subjects in this study were able to decrease

the size of the wheals using the cognitive-hypnotic technique

described. This decrease was statistically significant, supporting the

first hypothesis, that it vras possible for people to deliberately

decrease the reactivity of their skin to allergen or histamine by using

an intervention such as hypnosis. Various contributory factors can

influence results such as these: the type of intenrention, the

individual,s hypnotisability, any possible adaptation effect to

histamine or allergen and the interference effect of negative emotion

and"/or negative attitudes in life. These will be discussed in turn'

The second hypothesis, that mood, physiological conditions and

mental attitudes could influence the reactivity of the skin, has also

been clearly demonstrated. The mood variables, in particular, proved

to be useful in explaining the variance and in predicting wheal size

change, with negative emotional states associated with less change in

whealsize(ieacontinuationofreactivitysimilartothesession
without the hypnotic intenrention) and the more positive emotional

states associated, with less skin reactivity to the allergen or

histamine. Mental attitudes also were correlated with skin reactivity.

positive attitudes were associated with less reactivity to the skin

testing after the intenrention, while negative attitudes were

associated with little change or a change towards more reactivity'
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Generally, both negative mood and negative mental attitudes

appeared to interfere with the process of deliberately decreasing

sensitivity to skin testing.

Mood was not assessed at the time of hypnotisability testing'

but because of the trend towards significance of the life attitude of

negativity in explaining both the cIS and HGSHS:A scores' it would

be worthwhile investigatingwhether mood, especially negative mood,

also accounts for variance in hypnotisability testing. The hint that a

success orientation might be correlated with a hypnotisability test

score is intriguing. could this indicate that people who expect success

in their lives are more open to experiencing hypnotic phenomena, and

conversely, those who expect no success, get little from a hypnotic

experience? It is conceivable that the vagaries of mood might bias

howpeopleusethehypnoticparadigm,andthushypnotisability

testing could be influenced in much the same way as skin testing' If

so, future research should include mood assessments when testing for

hypnotisability so that such effects can be taken into account'

The third hypothesis was that people with good hypnotic skills

as tested by the HGSHS:A or the cIS would be able to use a hypnotic

trance better than those without such skills to influence their skin

reactivity. However, the immediate effect of emotional state proved to

be extremely influential irrespective of the hypnotisability rating'

The interference effect of negative mood seemed to subsume a natural

ability to use the hypnotic process, as illustrated by the several people

with high hypnotisability ratings who were part of the unsuccessful

group.Nevertheless, the conelations in the successful group support

the hypothesis in that people with higher hypnotisability were more

successful at decreasing their skin reactions than those with less

ability.

The methods used in this study shoutd be examined in light of

the many people of low hypnotisability who were able to decrease the

size of their wheals afber the intervention. Some of these people \Mith
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HGSHS:A ratings as low as 3, decreased the mean size of their

wheals by \ovo. one variable to be considered in this study was that

of the behaviour of the hypnotist which was more like a clinical

approach, tailored to each subject, than adhering to a strict,

unvarying experimental formula and/or taped presentation. Although

it could be argued that a more uniform approach would have

eliminated many variables, it is equally possible that the 'clinical'

approach enhances rapport between subject and hypnotist and

contributes to a social milieux that encourages those subjects of

minimal hypnotic ability to respond successfully'

The fourth hypothesis was that people with only moderate

hypnotic abilities can respond to a less firective hypnotic approach

rather than the more directive approaches that suit more

hypnotisable people. The intervention was carefully designed to make

use of information from the literature that both direct and indirect

suggestions would enhance the chance that people of varying hypnotic

abilities could use the induction suggestions effectively. No distinction

was mad,e in identiffing which method matched personality styles

other than by the two hypnotisability tests. Neither could distinction

be made between the effects of relaxation, which was an integral part

of the induction, and the styles of hypnosis. A recent paper published

since this study was completed indicates that the claims for

superiority of ind.irect inductions for low hypnotisable subjects may

have been exaggerated (Lynn, Neufeld and Mare, 1993)' However, the

use of silent visualisation, which could be categorised as a non-

directive approach may have allowed people of lesser hypnotic ability

to participate successfully in reducing the reactivity of their skin' It

appears that highly hypnotisable subjects can use relaxation,

hypnosis, or imagery equally effectively in inducing a trance state

(Kirsch et al., 1992).

The request to plan a holiday early in the hypnotic process

acted as a deepening procedure, and secondly, served as an
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introduction to the subject's ability to participate in the use of the

imagination. If people are asked to visualise (as in the cIS) a scene

generated extrinsically, those who believe that they are unimaginative

may not be able to do this effectively. A self-directed visualisation

leaves all details to the subject. They were requested to use their

imagination as if they were awakening on holiday "somewhere" and

requested to plan out a'really nice day' on holiday. The idea behind

this request was that everyone can plan, and it is an activity with

which most, if not all, people can identiff. All subjects, no matter

what their HGSHS:A score or their cIS score, did participate in this

activity. It was then suggested that they could use this same

technique to reduce their skin reactivity. The new visualization was

to be as effortless (Bowers, 19?8), casual, and fun as the holiday plan'

They were specifically requested not to "try hard" but to keep it light'

Having just proved to themselves that they could use their

imagination and that it is a pleasurable, casual, ahnost automatic

ability that they have within themselves (and there is nothing

unusual about it), they could then proceed to the next activity' Many

low CIS scores were found in those who were quite successful at using

the method in this study to successfully reduce the size of their

wheals.

Although there is evidence that calling a procedure trypnosis'

can enhance the responses from a subject (Barber and DeMoot,t972),

this was not done in this study. The subjects were told that they

would be asked to use their "heads" in thinking the reaction smaller,

ie labelling it as a cognitiue procedure rather than a hypnotic one'

Because the subjects were not selected for hypnotisability, but had

already participated in a hypnotic activity (the HGSHS:A) which

would have raised their awareness of how they felt and responded to

a hypnotic induction, it was decided to refrain from labelling the

procedure'hypnosis'. They then were free to respond to the situation

without pre-conceived notions of how they 'ought to' respond' In the
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event, the low hypnotisable people were able to participate readily in

the activity, and the majority of them achieved some reduction in the

size of their wheals.

The question arises as to the suitability of the HGSHS:A or any

other scale based upon the stanford work, and the cls to predict an

ability to use this type of intervention. Although eorrelations were

found behnreen the wheal size decrease and the HGSHS:A scores in

this study, there were some discrepancies'

FindingsignificantlyhigherHGsHs:Ascoresinthe
unsuccessful group compared with the successful group was

unexpected, and contrary to the hypothesis that hypnotisability would

be the most contributary variable in affecting skin reactivity using

hypnosis. However, the seven unsuccessful subjects were clearly

different from the 31 successful people in more than just the

hypnotisability dim ension. Ttre unsuccessful group were characterised

by high irritability and negative attitudes, perhaps $'ith more

unhappiness or discontentment in general and these factors tended

to override the effects of their hypnotic ability. The 31 successfuI

people behaved as hypothesized, with hypnotisability contributing to

the model of predicting success in deliberately influencing the wheal

size decrease.

one subject in the unsuccessful group stands out from the rest,

and perhaps.his presence has acted as a confounder in the results'

His HGSHS:A score was 11 (top equal), cIS score is 83.4 (ranks 2138),

negative attitude is 0 (no other subject came near 0), success

orientation is 96.3 (ranks 2138, top is 96'6)' His profile of scores vras

that of a highly hypnotisable, happy person with excellent attitudes

towards life, but who was particularly inept at moderating his

reactions to skin testing (an increase of L40vo at intervention, ranks

3?/38). This person has a chronically painful disability and it is

interesting to speculate whether his coping mechanisms include

denial and the use of a deliberately positive set of cognitive strategies
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that influenced results in our testing. Certainly the contribution of

his scores moderated the comparisons between the successful and the

unsuccessful groups. Nevertheless, his results have not been removed

from any analysis reported in this study'

Assessing which variables contributed more towards predicting

who could achieve a reduction in wheal sizes with this type of

intenrention was done by the stepwise analysis of variance procedure'

hypnotisability was an important factor, as was current mood

(irritability to peacefulness continuum), especially if the change in

mood from baseline to intervention was a positive one. Ttris leads to

a generalisation of the sort of person successful in calming skin

reactivity as one having a life orientation towards self-confidence in

achievement, higher hypnotisability, and a peaceful mood'

To control for the possibility of adaptation to repeated testing

the mean wheal results from the pretest session were compared with

those collected at the baseline session and no significant differences

were found. This result indicates that the subjects were not

experiencing any adaptation effect to the histamine. In Study Two

circumstances were identical to the present baseline session and in

that study also there was no trend towards smaller wheals over time'

As no adaptation effect has been found in either study, this possibility

can be discounted.

The intervention contained suggestions of relaxation and the

majority of those people who were asked to complete a mood

questionnaire after the intervention reported, predictably, a move

toward peacefulness compared to how they felt on entering the

session. This study did not address the issue of the effects of

relaxation compared to those of hypnosis, or whether it is possible to

separate such factors. However, recently, a study compared and

contrasted the effects of hypnosis, imagery and relaxation and

reported that highly hypnotisable subjects use relaxation identically

to a formal hypnotic induction and achieve identical results (Kirsch,
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Mobayed, Council and Kenny, L992).

Hall et aI. (1992) assessed mood variables before and after a

cognitiveftrypnotic-like procedure in which their subjects were

requested to "enhance immunity", using shark-imagery and measured

by seven blood tests. They found a significant decrease in the mean

level of distress (p<0.005) much like our pre- and post-intervention

measnre. However, they did not use their pre-intervention mood

variables, as they did with hypnotisability and age, in their statistical

model when analysing the immune variables after the intervention.

They did find a correlation between absolute lymphoc;rte count and

negative affect at the baseline measurement, but from our results, it
could be predicted that some of their variance at the intenrention

would be explained had they done so.

One of the reasons for using titration series rather than single

concentrations of histamine or allergen is that the sensitivity to a

minimal amount can be determined by the endpoint data. Response

to allergen in a prick test involves lgE-mediated mast cell

degranulation, histarnine and other mediator effects as well as a

neurological component via an axon loop as explained in Chapter 2.

Response to histamine does not involve IgE, may possibly involve

mast cell activity as part of a feedback loop, but does invoke the

neurological components. It is not possible to know exactly which

neuroimmune processes were affected in the skin when we used the

intenrention. There have been several studies which demonstrated

neurologically-mediated temperature changes in the skin (eg Black et

al., 1963; Maslack et al., L972; Raynaud et al., 1984; Roberts et al.,

1973). It could be hypnothesised that the neurological component of

wheal production has been affected in this study when either allergen

or histamine was pricked into the skin. Mast cell degranulation, one

of the immune changes possibly common to both reagents may not be

affected directly by the psychological intervention. The titration

series endpoints mostlywere unchanged from baseline measurements.
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This indicates that there continued to be a basic level of reactiviw to

the histamine/allergen even though the magnitude of reaction was

diminished.

The 38 subjects in this study were, like those in study T\vo,

mostly employees in and around the medical school. They all took

time out from their luneh hours or normal working day to volunteer

for the study. None was under such stress or so ill that it prevented

them attending work. The ordinariness of their moods are reflected

in Figure 8.2 where the difference between successful and

unsuccessful subjects is not large. These small fluctuations in nomal

daily moods appear to inlluence the wheal sizes'

Moreover, the strength of the mood effects on skin test

variability is all the more remarkable because of the idiosyncratic way

people fill out questionnaires about feelings (cronbach, 1958)' For

instanee, in our studies, a few people treated the PoMs Likert-type

scale, or the cIS and BMR visual analogue scales as if they were

given only a yes/no choice. For such people who just use the extremes,

there is no room for feeling more'lousy' if they had been feeling'lousy'

at a previous session.

In conclusion, decreasing the sensitivity of skin reactivity is

possible using a cognitive-hypnotic type of inten'ention as evidenced

by significant decreases in the size of the wheals after skin testing

with allergen or histamine. The hypnotic method employed in this

study uses three specific procedures that appear to have contributed

to the high success rate of the subjects in this study: challenge to the

assumption that the subject has 'no imagination', self-generated

scenes, and the entire process has the seriousness removed so there

was little or no fear of failure. In addition, self-generated

visualisations within the context of hypnosis provided opportunities

for a variety of imagination styles, not d'irected by someone outside of

self, as suggested by sheehan (1989). This was perceived by the

subjects as within their capabilities' no matter what their response
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had been to thc HG,SH$:A' or to the CIf! whie,h occurred aft6rw6 B'

llrose, $rith higher hypnotisabilit-y abilitieg ooul't participate itr aII

tbree aspeats of the induetioD, direct suggeotion, indirect sUggestlon

as well as this ee-lfdirective imaginatiou. Perbaps tbe lGast

hypnotisable eubiecdF, who wetre already relaxed by virtue of t'he

format of the induction, could then participate in an imdginsry

activity that not only made sense to them, and wag nat labeiled as

h1rynosia.

I
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CHAPTER NINE

DrscussroN

Ormnrmw oF ElernruPxtar' \[onx

The four studies in this series carried on the tradition of

exploring mind/body interactions by mealut ofhypnosis and skin tests'

The experimental work focused upon identiffing the mechanisms

involved in predicting an individual's response. By the end of the first

study, there were far more questions than at the beginning. The

middle hro studies were devised to develop and clariff methodology

and the fourth study was able to provide certain explanations for

some of the original questions and so completing the series.

Preliminary to study one, it was decided that the

measurement techniques used in the earlier published reports left

doubts concerning the accuracy of the reported results. Accordingly,

the photographic technique involving computer-imagery for accuracy

of sizes of the wheals and flares was developed and applied

successfully in the first study. However, using hypnosis to control the

reaction sizes on one arm only was not successful'

It was postulated that the indiscriminate results in study one

were due to factors that varied on a daily basis and caused the

variance of the skin response to be correlated with the day of the test

and not with any of the other factors. It was subsequently

hypothesised, that day-to-day variation could have been caused either

by subtle changes in the technique of skin testing (i'e' variation in the

experimenter's technique) or by some factor in the subject, perhaps

fluctuations in mood. Mood, attitudes and hypnotisability were not

assessed in the first study and were all subsequently shown to

influence skin test resPonses.

The methodological issues raised in study one were addressed
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in study T\vo which was designed to identiff the sources of variance

and establish stable baseline conditions for skin tests' A standardised

disposable lancet had been developed in Europe to control for variance

in technique and, this was employed henceforth (Demoly, Bousquet,

Manderscheid, Dreborg, Dhivert and Michel, 1991). The psychological

variables of mood and attitudes were part of the research design. The

results of study TWo indicated that mood was significant in

explaining large percentages of size variance in the skin tests and

together with the 'prick lancettec allowed a uniformity of technique

that kept the unexplained variance within acceptable limits' This

uniformity was not formally assessed, as the results were not

statistically compared to those of the old Pepys technique. with mueh

variance now accounted for, it was possible to plan studies Three and

Four.

study Three was designed to put the assessment of

hypnotisability into the context of New zealand adults, then use a

sub-sample of these volunteers for study Four. It appeared that

ignoring hypnotisability assessment in Study One was a

methodological oversight. Motivation for study Three centred on

choosing a suitable instrument to use for assessing hypnotisability in

a group design that would grve reliable results. The obvious choice

was the Han ard Group Scale of Hypnotic Susceptibility, Form A'

(HGSHS:A) but because of its age and cultural background, and

because almost all previous studies of its characteristics used

university-aged subjects in their late teens to early twenties, it

required testing in a New Zealand population. Reassuringly, the

results of study Three indicated strong similarities between the

hypnotisability scores produced by our sample of working-age adults

when compared with the overseas results. A significant cotselation

between the cIS and HGSHS:A was also found, yet factor analysis

indicated that the hro tests were assessing different abilities'

The results of study Three paved the way for study Four, the
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design of which could incorporate the learning derived from the

results of the first three studies. The hypnotic technique wafl

extended, beyond the permissive style of study one to one of self-

generated visualisations. Because the study did not set out to compare

suggestion type but merely to indicate whether it was poesible

intentionally to modulate the allergic reaction of skin testing, no

d.efinitive statements can be made about the efficary of any one of the

three styles of suggestion, direct, indirect and self-directed imagery'

Results showed that most people could deliberately and

significantly decrease skin reactivity using this type of cognitive-

hypnotic intervention. The finding that mood was an important

contributor to the variation of skin test sizes of study TVo was

replicated in StudY Four.

H5rpnotisability was found to contribute significantly to how

weII a person could red.uce their reactivity, although some people with

high scores were unable to modulate their skin prick test results'

These people also had more negative mood and negative attitudes in

general which appeared to override any other influences such as their

hypnotisabilitY.

Prrsror,ocrcAl, A^sPucrs oF MooD

These results highlight the important contribution of mood

factors to variance in the physiological sphere. However, it is

important to put the mood variables into perspective when assessing

this work. The subjects were volunteers varying widely in age' They

were all currently employed; none had any'life events' during the

course of the stud.ies, and none were too ill or distressed not to be at

work in the usual way. Yet ordinary fluctuations in mood, such as we

all experience, had a marked effect on their wheal reactions.

Thus minor mood fluctuations do influence the actual

physiologyofthebody,notjusttheperceptionofsymptomsas
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described by verbrugge (1985). Taking into account the large

numbers in verbrugge's study, the present studies present an

extension of her findings that negative mood is correlated with

physical symptoms. our results reached significance from a much

smaller sample. Yet, by showing demonstrable physiological effects in

allergic responsiveness not merely the subjective experience of

symptoms, our studies are perhaps closer to the clinical situation than

that of Verbrugge. A limitation in the design of the present series of

studies is that the subjects were not asked to comment on the

subjective s5rmptoms of the skin test (itchiness, discomfort), although

some spontaneous comments were noted, all to the effect that the

itchiness was reduced after the hypnotic part of the last session'

Further evidence of the importance of mood states is contained

in a recent paper concerning the success of in uitro feriilisation'

Thiering, Beaurepaire, Jones, saunders and Tennant (1993) found a

significant d,ifference in pregnancy rates between women who

reported. feeling depressed and those who did not'

In the future, it can be recommended that all research using

measurements that involve physiological responses should be

accompanied by mood or minor stress scales so that their effects can

be co-varied out of any statistical manipulation of data' This includes

most medical clinical research which, up to the present, has taken

little account of psychological influences'

The history of evaluating psychological influences on health has

proceeded from the large to the small 0ife events research to

assessing'hassles'and now to mood) all of which appear to have some

degree of influence. Perhaps the importance of mood needs to be put

into a wider context. Mood was undeniably influential in the studies

just described. However, there is a certain logic, especially in the light

of 'teleological coherence' (Booth and Ashbridge, 1992), in finding that

a psychological variable that is congruent in time with a measurable

physiological reaction has an influence on the reaction or is influenced
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by it (eg. irritability with type I hypersensitivity reaction or distress

at exam time with lowered blood immunologlcal markers)' In a

similar way, there is logic in finding that large life events preceded

serious illnesses such as cancer. It could be that what is occurring at

any given moment is important in fhs immsdiate reaction to an

allergen, but it may not have importance in the long run'

Drnnctroxs FoR I-uruRE Rnsnancg

lUIood

The results ofthis series ofstudies indicates several courses of

action in the future. First, mood variables need to be assessed in all

studies that are using intenrention for physiological reaction, so t'heir

effects can be co-varied out of the model. This is in accord with the

recommendation of Watson and Pennebaker (1989) that negative

affectivity be treated as a "nuisance factor". They hypothesised that

negative affectivity is part of the more general trait called

"somatopsychic distress".

secondly, it could be hypothesised that in certain people, a

decrease in negativity would improve the physical symptomatology

and./or pathology to either improve the success rate of conventional

treatment or possibly even obviate the need for any further

intervention. A research direction of the future would be to

investigate intenrentions for combatting negativity then assessing its

impact upon health both psychological and physical'

Hypnosis

Depth: An interesting question is whether hypnotic depth and

hypnotisability are two different dimensions (Page and Handley, 1992

and weitzenhoffer, 1993). If hypnotisability refers to a specific type

of brain organisation (Gruzelier et al, 1984, 1991; Gruzelier and Brow,
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1985),thenhypnoticdepthcouldbeametaphorforafluctuating
psychological ability to use what is a natural predisposition dependent

upon circumstances. There is evidence that an uncooperative attitude,

and mood problems such as irritability, depression or stress affect the

ability to use hypnotic behaviours. should any of these behaviours be

extant at the time of testing with a hypnotisability scale, a lower

score could result, and it is possible that certain attitudes and

motivations might even give an artificially high result. It could be

hypothesized that when subjects complain about not being 'deep'

enough, they are saylng that something is interfering with their

participation in the hypnotic behaviours potentially achievable.

clinicians who question the value of hypnotisability scales may

be just noting that when they deal with attitudinal and mood

problems clinically prior to using hypnosis for other purposes, they

find that many people can make use of h5pnosis, no matter what

their score on the scale. Such obsenrations need to be researched' A

research design involving mood scale and/or an attitude

questionnaires could be used when assessing hypnotisability so that

possible depth interference effects can be identified and used in a

statistical model involving an analysis of variance. Ttre results of

Study Four showed that negative attitudes accounted for significant

amounts of variance in one of the hypnotisability tests used here'

Perhaps we would find quite different ranges of scores with such

research, and we could account for some of the discrepancies and

unaccounted for variance in the present use of hypnotisability scores'

semantic to somatic: Perry and Laurence (1983) pose the

question that, given that hypnotic processes seem able to have an

effect on the body, how does one go from the semantic to the somatic?

Figure 9.1 itlustrates several of the various threads that seem to be

contributing to the process that lies between the semantic and the

somatic. There is a time element inherent in the diagrom, with events
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N e uropsycholo gY: D omin ent

Cognitive:

ffinosis:

Figure 9.L:

starting on the lefb and proceeding towards the right. on the

semantic side prior to the start of the hypnotic process there is a

dominance of the left side of the brain, a dominance of the cognitive

and the verbal with the individual experiencing normal non-trance

alertness. Neuropsycholory research (Gruzelier et al', 1984) suggests

that the speech dominant lobe shows more EEG activity during the

hypnotic induction in highly hypnotisable people, and this orientation

shifts as the person's active lobe switches from being dominant, and

Perry and Laur.ence (1983) posed a question about how one goes from

the 
-semantic 

to the somatic. This is a graphical attem_pt at an

u"pttotUott. The diagram is specific tg the Perry and Lalrence
qoltUo" concerning f,ypnosis ""9 

i* effects on the body' It only

iJa"".""r oo" ,p".Ifr.-aspect of the theoretical perapective running

in"o"gl this thesis that the body works as a dynanic whole- with any

change in one part or p-"uit of the organism affecting other

parts/processes and, in turn, being affected by them'
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the brain goes into a non-verbal cognitive style that is characteristic

of the non-dominant side of the brain. In the highly hypnotisable, as

the induction proceeds, brain dominance completes the shift to the

right side, noted for its non-verbal and symbolic preferences' verbal

concepts give way to imagery which can involve the desired somatic

change. The corollary to this scenafio is that all of these processes

appear to be operational only when the mood is coherent with the

action desired. The final result can be some deliberate change in

somatic functioning. In the last study reported in this dissertation, it

could be this imagic element that was activated during the shift to

right-brain functioning that allowed the somatic effects to take place'

Given all this, a question remains as what is happening in the

box labelled "process". Much work has been done in identiffing

cerebral processes that explain pain control, memory and attention,

so there is no doubt that some theoretician will take up the challenge'

PNI
There are many reasons for doing some longitudinal prospective

studies in the area of PNI research. The relationship between general

immune system function and the allergic responses studied in this

series of experiments is not at all clear. For instance' some studies

in the elderly cite depressed Tlpe IV hypersensitivity reactions as an

indication of generalised depression of immune functioning (eg'

Thivolet, Herbeth and Lesourd, 1991). Ttre excessive reactivity to

allergens is 'abnormal' in itself when compared to a lack of reaction

in the non-atopic, and yet there never has been a suggestion that

allergic individuals have a more competent immune system than

others.

The series of studies discussed in this thesis provide direction

where future research can proceed. The ultimate impact upon actual

allergic disease has not been assessed and is the natural follow-on

area of study. Fluctuations in disease parameters, for instance, in
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irritable bowel syndrome symptoms, joint inflammation in arthritics

or lung measurements in asthmatics, could be monitored along with

changes in psychological mood variables to further test the hypothesis

of the importance of mood. The cognitive-hypnotic intenrention

developed for the studies in this thesis may be appropriate for use as

a psychosocial intervention in researching disease states.

An issue that emerged, but was not specifically addressed in

this series of studies is that of the 'reactor' type of person who shows

lability in physiological reactions and mood. Little is known about

these people and their health/illness histories. what we do k'tow is

that these people react excessively quickly and vigorously to stimuli,

negative or positive, and they were found in our group of subjects that

was less able to diminish skin reactivity'

In Concr,usloN

Putting the studies reported in this thesis into a historical

context, it is evident that onr results have indicated similar

conclusions about the efficacy of hypnotic intenrentions as have some

of the earlier work (Black, 1963a; Black, 1963b; Black, 1969; Black,

Humphrey and Niven, 1963; Mason and Black, 1958; Dennis and

Philippus, 1965; zachariae, Bjerring and Arendt-Nielsen, 1989)' It

seemed, at the conclusion of study one, that the effects reported in

these studies could have been artefacts due to experimenter effects'

Iack of control gToups, temperature variations and so on confirming

the negative results of the Locke et al. (1989). However, with Study

TWo, large amounts of variance were able to be identified with the

confirmation of mood, hypnotisabitity and attitudes as contributory

variables. 'Teleological coherence'theory would suggest that immune

parameters should fluctuate together with these variables to some

extent. study Four produced the type of result that was originally

anticipated prior to designing the first experiment. Hypnosis can be
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usod to decrer6e the sigc, of plin tnst freacbions taking irto aocount

such factors as,htrrunotlsahtlityt attiturd.eg and mood, vrhich nodulats

the €ffect. Thi6 work provideo a fuuodation rrpon whieh ftrthu

resgsrqh cab be buitt to aggees whether siqilar intenentioa strat4iea

san bo extended to a plidcal setting for the managmeut of alleryic

eymptomB. Fbtrtjher reseafclr in ths cliuical area should 1efneg ths

profih, of the pationt who aould mo8t likely make usc of e e@nidv'e:

hypnotic tYPe of intenrenrtion.

I
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Appendix A: Bnrnr Moon R.arrNG Sclr,n

Naliboff, Benton, Solomon, Morley, Fahey, Bloom, Makinodan

and Gilmore, 199L devised a 12 item stress scale, supposedly to assess

six different aspects of stress. The two-item subtests were arranged

'qrith one item from each pair in the first six items, and the second

from each in the last six items and measured with a Likert-type scale.

The Naliboff et al. (1991) instrument served as a model for the

development of the Brief Mood Rating (BMR). Our adaptation used

similar words: LiuelylUnmotiuated (1), TenselRela,red (2),

NeruouslCalm (3), ItitablelAgreeable (4), TiredlUnergetic (5),

FocusedlDistracted (6), AwakelDrowsy (L), StressedlAt ease (2),

Jittery I Tranquil (3),,Lnnoy ed I Patient (4), Fatigued I Vigorous (5 ) and

Attentiue I Scattered (6). Each set of words was to be seen as a

continuum from a positive to a negative and each word pair was

joined with a 10cm line so that a percentage score could be measured

as a visual analogue scale. The components were put through a factor

analysis programme in Study Two with only two factors resulting

from the analysis: a lively/listless continuum, and an

irritability/peacefulness continuum. The first time the scale was used

with a new group of subjects (Study Four) it was again factor

analyzed. The same two factors emerged. Details are on the next

page.

The test has proved to be simple to administer and score, and

subject reaction to it has been positive in contrast with their reaction

to the Profile of Mood Scale which proved to be annoying and

cumbersome.

The factor weightings for the two analyses were:
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RoEation Method: Varimax

Study Ttuo

Study Four

Study l\lo

Rotated Factor Pattern

FACTOR1 FACTOR2

UNMOTTV 0.35584 0.84201
REI^LKED 0.93131 0.10850
cArrM 0 .92372 0.09018
AGREE 0.82337 -0.25039
ENERGY 0.06492 -0.82305
DrsrRAc -0.05012 0.85259
DROWSY 0. L4489 0.88440
EASY 0.96L74 0.01838
TRANQUL 0.93947 0.13867
PATTEMT 0.85379 -0.12483
vrcoR 0.14018 -0.60390
scATrER -0.06025 0.82105

I'NMOTIV
REI,.LKED
CAL!,I
AGREE
H\TERGY
DTSTRAC
DROWSY
EASY
TRANQUL
PATIENT
VIGOR
SCATTER

-0.1 3879 0.83732
0.86970 -0.20923
0.90529 -0.L1228
0.77456 -0.43703
0.22506 -0.78988

-0. 33438 0.76390
-0.22046 0.77525

0 . 8t_92L -0.37507
0.88303 -0.3L629
0 . 82007 -0.318L0
0.29095 -0.85744

-0.37372 0.6L353

Variance explained by each factor

FACTOR1 FACTOR2
5.L2062L 4.052062

Final Conununality EsEimates: Tobal = 9.L72683

UNI{OTIV REI,A)(ED
0.843552 0.879t29

DROWSY EASY
0.803154 0.92s290

CALM AGREE ENERGY DISTRAC
0 .851388 0.740540 0. 581546 0 .7294L7

TR,ANQUL PATIEIM VIGOR SCATTER
0.901833 0.744537 0.384349 0.677748

Study Four Variance erplained

FACTORl
4.75387 4

by each factor

FACTOR2
4.2LL2L3

T'NMOTIV REI.AXED
0.72036 0.80014

DROWSY EASY
0.6496i_ 0.81253

CALU AGREE
0 .832r_s 0.79094

TRANQUL PATIENT
0.87977 0.7737L

Final Conununality EsEimates : Total = 8.955087

ENERGY DISTRAC
0.57455 0.69534

VIGOR SCATTER
0.81984 0.51-608
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BRIEF RATING

Along the continuum, pleas€ mark ho\t ygu ffi fecling right now'

tively

Tensa

Nerrrous

Initable

Tired

Focussed

Auake

Sue,smd

n$ory

Annoyed

Fatigued

Amenthre

Uunotivard

Relared

Anm

Agrceable

Enrgctic

Disractsd

Drowsy

Ateaso

Tran$f,

Padent

Vigororts

Scaueled
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Appendix B: Ar,r, Agout l}[n Scar,n

A Health Attitudes Questionnaire

A questionnaire was devised to assess health attitudes. It was based

upon concepts in health psychology that have emerged in experimental

work as relevant to health status. Tkenty statements \trere composed out

of ten such concepts, two statements per concept, one negative, the other

positive. It was hypothesised that there may be differences in attitudes in

those people who may be able to control skin reactions compared to those

who may not be able to do so. As such a questionnaire did not seem to be

available, this one was devised and 70 people were asked to complete it
anonJ[nously in a preliminary trial. The questionnaire was trialed at the

Greenhill Clinic waiting room (n=45) plus it was sent to volunteers for the

HGSHS:A testees who were not used in the present study (n=45). The

Greenhill subjects were members of the public who were consulting a

naturopath or an osteopath so this sample would have included those in

orthopaedic pain and the chronically ll who make up the patient population

of the naturopath and osteopath. The second sample was composed mostly

of employees of the Medical School with only the normal mix of orthopaedic

or chronic medical problems. The questionnaire was used subsequently

with the 38 subjects in Study Four.

A factor analysis was performed on the 20 questions using the

anonJflnous subjects (n=90) and five factors emerged, with two statements

that had to be discarded. The L8 remaining questions are divided into the

three factors that assess attitudes towards life in general and the two

factors that are specifically health related. The positive and negative

statements originally devised to be assessing opposite attitudes on the

seme concept did not necessarily fall on the same factor. Five factors were

identified to assess attitudes towards life and health, three general factors

- Life: Satisfa.ction, Life: Success Orientation, Life: Negatiuity and two
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health dimensions, Health: An Active Role, and Health: Dependcnqr.

The physical construction of the test was in the fom of a visual

analogue scale for each statement; each subject can agree totally (L00Vo at

one end of a 10cm line) or disagree totally ($Vo ab the other end) or cut the

line anywhere in between to give a percentage agreement score.

Generally, scoring is done by calculating means by adding the

percentages marked on the answer sheet and dividing the total by the

number of statements. T\vo statements are in a negative fom, so are

treated by subtracting their score from 99. Specifically, the scores are:

Life: Satisfaction = Q8 + Q14 + Q16 / 3.

Life: Negatiuism = Q5 + Q6 + Q7 + Qg + Q17 + Q19 +QZO 17.

Life: Success = Q1 + Q2 + Q12 / 3.

Health: Passiuity = [(99 - Q10) + Q15l / 2.

Health: Activism = [Q4 + Q13 + (99 - Q18)] / 3.
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ALL ABOUT ME

NAME:

DATE:-

The following statements are meant to be at one extreme or another of opinions people

have of themselves. A description of your personality can be at an extreme (O% it it does

not describe you at all, or 100% if it describes you exactly) or anyrvhere in between. There

are no right or wrong answers. Please place a mark through the line at a point best

descriptive of you (0% means you don't agree, 100% means you agree completely).

1. I know that lf I put my mind to lt, I can succeed at whatever I want to do.

1OO"/o

When I am reacting badly to thlngs, I can turn things around in my mlnd so I

start feeling better.

o%

It is sllly to even thlnk about nasty situations once they are in the past.

100%

It does me a lot of good to really take care of myself - diet, exerclse etc.

1OO"/"

1OO"/o

5. I do not like the direction my life is taklng.

o%

I find it difficult to make decisions about lmportant things.

Oo/o

1OO"/"

220
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7. Beginning new ventures is not easy for me because I am full of doubts about
my own abilltles.

Oo/o

11. When things go wrong, it really helps to work out In your mind what actually

happened.

o%

8. I have a meaningful life.

O"/o

9. lf thinge can go wrong, they usually do.

Oo/o

10. Having continued good health is up to me.

Oo/o

12. I make up my own mlnd easily and qulckly.

Oo/o

13. I really am a very healthy person.

Oo/"

14. I like my life the way it is.

Ao/o

1OO"/"

100%

lOOo/o

100%

100%

1OOY"

100%

22t
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15. No matter what you do, you can't avoid ordlnary illnesses or even worse ones

as you get older.

Oo/o 100"/o

17. The world around me often doesn't make sense.

Oo/o 100%

18. Specialist doctors are trained to make wise declsions lor people like me.

Oo/" 100oh

19. When I have a lot of negative feellngs, nothing anyone does makes me teel

any better.

Oo/"

16. I know that thlngs usually turn out OK.

Oo/o

20. I feel uneaey when I think of my future health.

Oo/o

lOOo/"

100%

lOOo/o
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The questionnaire was sent out to those of the study Four

subjects known to be still in their original jobs at the Medical

school or local hospital 6 months to a year after they had originally

completed the form. only 14 were returned. To assess test-retest

reliability of the AAIVI, a cronbach's Alpha waB used on this small

sub-sarnple: n=14, Cronbach Coefifrcient Alpha for raw variables:

O.ll,and a Pearson comelation of r=0'84, p = 0'0002'
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Appendix C: Coxsnmr Fonrvr AND lxronnrnnox

Sunnr

I undergtand that I wil be parbicipating in a group forrn of a

hypnotisability test, part of a larger study that is looking at aspects of

the mind/body interaction. The researchers want to study a range of

people on their hypnotisability and I understand that some people will be

invited to participate for three further sessions involving allerry skin

testing.

I agree to participate in this study. I have had an opportunity to ask

questions. I understand that I may withdraw my permission at any time

without glving any reaeon. A decision not to participate or to withdraw

will be accepted by the researcher without question.

Name (please print):

Signature:

Date:

Confirmation of Infomed Consent

In my opinion consent was freely given with understanding.

Witness's name (please print):

Signature:

Date:

CONSENT FORM
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SUBJECT INFORMATION SHEET

We have found your scores on the 'Han'ard Group Scale of Hypnotic
Susceptibility" interesting. They indicate t'a us that you could be helpful in
helping us explore the extent that people can affect their bodies through
mental processes.

We would like you to engage with us in using imagery and visualisation to
see to what extent this can be done. We w'ould like to see you for three
more sessions. The first will be to ascertain whether or not you react to
several cornmon allergens. This will involve pricking your skin (not deep

enough to draw blood!) through a droplet of the allergen solution, If you
are allergic, it will produce a shortlived 'itchy-bite' that develops over the
next 10 - 15 minutes and fades in an hour or so. Rarely, the reaction persists
with redness and itchiness for some hours;. Please inform the researcher

should this occur.

The following two sessions will involve more skin tests with histamine
and/or allergen, one with and the other u'ithout the use of imagery and

visualisation. Several psychological questionnaires will also be filled out,
such as determining the kind of mood you are in that day. Each session will
be about half an hour and scheduled at y'our convenience.

At the end of the experiment we will give you full details of your abilities
as measured during the study. All data will be kept confidential and under
lock and key at the School of Medicine, University of Auckland.

This study will be conducted by Tannis Laidlaw, a PhD student in the
Department of Psychiatry and Behavioural Science, Dr. Roger Booth, a
research immunologist with the Departrnent of Molecular Medicine and Dr.
Bob Large, a psychiatrist with the Department of Psychiatry and Behavioural
Science. Tannis will be your primary researcher. She is a psychologist with
many years of clinical experience who holds a Diploma in Clinical Hypnosis
as well as a Masters degree in psychobgy. Please feel free to contact her
for any further information.

Should you wish to withdraw for any rcason whatsoever at any time during
the study, you may do so. You may withdraw any information given prior
to the completion of data gathering. Should you have any complaints at any
time that you do not wish to discuss vrith the researcher, please feel free to
contact the Head of the Department oliPsychiatry and Behavioural Science,
Assoc Prof John Raeburn, or the Chair, University of Auckland Human
Subjects Ethics Committee (c/ Registry, University of Auckland).
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Appendix D: RAw SCORES Or VARIABLBS

The means and standard deviations of most variables are in the tables found

below. The listing came from the Silicon Graphics SAS programme with

the variable names unchanged from those used in the analyses. Explanations

for interpreting these names are as follows:

Study One: Explanations...

At the end of the FLARE and WHEAL vuiables are a V (verbally active
distraction) session designation or an H (hypnosis session).

TOTAL SAMPLE
Mean Std Dev Minimum MaximumVariable N

FIJAREV 83
WHEAIJV 83
TOTFIdV 83
FI,AREH 83
hIHE.AIJH 83
TOTFI${H 83

294.2304578
L4.8047229

309.0357229
252.4456621

14. 0805904
266.5267t08

24I.t8L67 44
7 .4457366

246.074C'242
L94.L634448

5.9176933
t97 .3445472

17.5820000
2.9490000

24.91 60000
11.2560000
2.9680000

19.9?50000

936.27600
33 .53900

955 .55500
801 .62400
31.95800

822 .19500

-- SUB.J=A

Variable N I{ean std Dev Minimun Maximum

FI.ARIV 18
WHEAJ,V 1.8
TOTF3IV 18
FI.AREH 18
hIHEALH 18
TOTF9III 18

225.9L76ILt
10 .21911_11

235.L372222
150.8517778

9.8320000
160.6842222

199. ?383383
6.L932473

244.6652002
106. 8594811

3 .6988082
109. 1660341

29.6850000
2 .9490000

32.5350000
13.3040000

2 .9680000
19.9?50000

640.80500
25.70800

6s2 . sx800
360.07s00
15.82000

374 .55900

__ ,Ugg.=iB

Variable N Scd Dev Minlmum Maximum

FI,AREV L2
9IrI{E,AIJV T2
TOTFWV L2
FI,AREH L2
I'HE.AI,H L2
TCrrF-UtH L2

334.0427500
2t.L694L67

355.212s833
313 .7115833
20.7170833

334.429L667

154.5505994
6.9e39429

158.77.t1101
97.9734267
7.9890257

L03.4125229

123 .4810000
11.04?0000

141.10?0000
159.5010000

8.4870000
16? .9880000

s80 .98500
33 .63900

506.97200
50s.24000

3 1 . 95800
537.17?00

-- SUB,J=C

Variable N Mean Std Dev Minimum Maximum

FI,AREI/ 18
T',}IEAIJV 18
TOTFTW 18
FI,AREH 18
I|'HEAI,H 1.8
TOTFWIT 18

157 . ?438333
12.6553333

1?0.3996557
1.71.0983889

14.4540556
185.5529444

L22.i23tr87
5 .8855535

126.8488620
140.4263549

4.'.l13637L
L43 .'t406625

19.3430000
4.1180000

27 .2070000
15.6410000
8.5010000

31.39?0000

428.08900
2s.31200

447 .37L00
s09.86200

23 .1830000
532.74700
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-- SUBiI=D

Variable N std Dev Minimum Maximum

FLAREV L7
WHE,ALV L7
TOTFITIV L7
FIJARE}I L7
WHEAIJH L7
TOTFlrm I7

t70.LI73529
13 .8L09412

L83.9288235
L59.575Lt75
L3.286L765

L72.862647L

L6L.L202843
8.0014355

156.9859825
186.4809735

5.1850109
190.4065513

17 .6820000
s.1050000

24.9750000
11 .2550000
5.7250000

20 . 7 190000

518.29800
32 .46500

550 .75400
s82.94100
22.72900

502 .111100

-- SUB,J=E

Variable N SEd Dev Minimum liaximum

FI,AREV
UIHEAIJV
TOTFUIV
FI,AREH
WHEALH
TOTF9ITI

589.7053333
18 .2351667

607.9422222
482 .2530000

L4.28L6667
496.5351667

228.4758549
5.7754624

23L.9535805
153 .2114401

3 .8500129
165 . ?405519

223 .9130000
10.7210000

234.6350000
159.1980000

8.7870000
180.1400000

936.27600
29.2L900

955.55500
801.52400
22.32000

822.t9500

18
18
18
18
18
18

TEI,IPERATT'RE ME.AI.IS AT E,ACH SESSION FOR EACH ST'BiIECT

SUBiI=A

SESSION

1
1
2
2
3
3

SUB,J=C

OBS ANU SESSION

SIIBJ=D

SESSION

I
1
z
2
3
3
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HYPTE}IP VADIEMP

84.2935 84.4753
82.s443 84.4203
85 .7226 84.9133
85. 8156 84.6545
85.6146 8s.8506
85.7082 86.7365

OBS ARU

1R
2L
3R
4L
5R
6Ir

LLR1
Lzt1
13R2
14L2
15R3
16L3

OBS ARM

L7R
18 Ir
19R
20L
2LR
22 Ir

TTYPTEIIP

73.49L2
73.7703
79.5445
7"r .4152
84.L644
82.8769

VADTEMP

77.6463
71.6795
77.5529
7:l ,2028
82.9198
82.4590

SUBiI=B

OBS ARM sEssroN

7R
8I,
9R

10 IJ

1
1
2
2

HYPTESIP

74.7237
?8.2595
83.5924
83 .8997

VAIYI'EMP

84.1343
83 .4970
79.8185
80.4283

IIYPTEMP

71.5806
71.3958
75.3952
74.3654
74.9675
73.54t7

VAIYTEMP

72.L't27
73.0525
75.8590
76.46L9
7 4.2923
?4.0989



oBs

23
24
25
26
27
28

ARM

R
L
R
IJ
R
L

SESSION

2
2
3
3
1
1

HYPTE.TP

87. 6145
83.6512
88 .7134
87 .6707
85.2599
86.4547

VADTln{P

87.224t
87 .5105
83.4702
85.3509
85.2599
86.4547
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Study Tlvo: E:<planat.ions ...

Dl tso D6 sEand for tshe titration aeries
sErength. $f is wheal, F is flare, ToTf'Id is the
BMR variables are labelIed AROUSAIJ1 - ATTEND2.
variables are Tengion - Confuglon.

Variable N Mean Std Dev Mininun

dilutsion
cornbinatsion, The
The POMS

l'[aximun

PULSE 55
BPSYS 54
BPDIAS 54
CAFFEINE 56
AROUSAL1 56
srREssl 56
AI{XIETYI 56
AI\feERl 55
FATTGT'81 55
ATTEND1 56
AROUSAI,z 55
srREss2 56
ANXIETY2 56
AI{GER2 56
FATIGI,'E2 56
ATTENDz 56
TE,IPS 55
TN'PAMB 56
wAl 52
wA2 52
wA3 52
wA4 52
wA5 52
wA6 51
!{Hl 35
titR2 35

65.3035714
105. ?592593

62.6666661
0.57L4286

34.3392857
58.5892857
72 .6250000
73.2L42857
52 .6250000
3s.12s0000
37 ,L42857L
70.261857L
59.4107143
71.3035714
60.607L429
33.0535714
84.052?091
59.8252579
9.1892500
5.1980962
3.6954231
2.1091538
1. 1534808
0.5028431

11.498?500
6.8075111
4.5858333
2.9573333
L.5L57222
0.7958611

2L6.42857L4
425.4I07t43

4.0664286
0.8L26429

10 .7225000
0.5039000
0.3134921
0.2214286
0.3541.657
2.L629464
0 .7397959
0.1s30512

8.77?9054
10.9491710
8.193222r
0.5837535

26.9L28403
22.42t3995
22.461735t
20.9854619
23 .4300215
20.4282002
27 .4585821
24.2445803
23.5439834
20.3772776
22.287LL70
L7 .5493275
L.2't33570
0.822L723
4.2089170
2.7064063
t.9'152482
t.33L8524
0. 9885199
0.6810575
2.9047043
2.3090654
L.724322t
L.23t3479
1.0887655
0.1266683

LLz.0282200
121.8748653

94.76607 44
4. 8591853

35.1931548
3.4777172
0.7788181
0.4216s76
0.5780506
0. 8580897
o.7254234
0.5867157

47.0000000
77.0000000
4s. 0000000

0
4,0000000
s.0000000
8 .0000000

11. 0000000
0

1.0000000
2 .0000000
1 .0000000
7.0000000

12 .0000000
12 .0000000
5.0000000

81.3900000
58.0000000
2.7590000
2.0400000
0. 8830000

0
0
0

6.9430000
3 .0510000
1.1000000
0.5920000

0
0

s1.0000000
101.0000000

-24s.5900000
-9.65?0000

-53 .0500000
-4.7530000
-0.4444444

0
0

0.5000000
0

-0 .42857L4

84.00000
129.00000
79.00000

3 .00000
99.00000
99.00000
99.00000
99.00000
94.00000
94.00000
99.00000
99. 00000
99.00000
98.00000
99.00000
55.00000
87 .00000
71.70000
22 .05100
13 .25300
9.18800
7 .31700
3.81?00
2 .70900

18.51300
13 .25900
8.23200
5.26500
4.54300
2.28700

4?0.00000
588.00000
344. 87000

L1.0r.500
80 .81000

9 .05100
3 .11111
2.06666
2.58333
3 .62500
3 .00000
2.42857

wH3 35
srH4 36
hrr{5 3 6
wH5 35
BLAII 55
STRESS 55
AIENDPT 56
AI.GRAD 55
HSTE}IDPT 40
HSTGRAD 40
Tension 56
Depreesion5S
Anger 55
Vigor 55
Fatigrue 56
Confusion56
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Study Three: ExplanaEions...

The HGSHS:A varlables are labelled Hl - H12. The order
is as che iEens are cornplet,ed in the answer booklet' so Annesia
is Hl. The HlEr score is Ehe HGSHS:A score, thaE of the 38
people who went on Eo participate in Study Four. The CIS acores
are DISTAT - RELA.I(CAT.

Variable Mean Std Dev Dlinimn l'laximurn

H1 TL1
H2 1L7
H3 LL1
H4 117
H5 11?
H5 LL1
H7 LL7
H8 tl7
H9 LL1
H10 Lt7
H11 IL7
HLz 116
HYP 38
DICTCAT 38
WATPRCAT 38
NT'UBFCAT 38
DRINKCAT 38
ORAI.IGCAT 38
MUSICCAT 38
SI'NCAT 38
TII,IESCAT 38
REGRECAT 38
REI,N(CAT 38
AGE 115

1.8451538
1.4188034
L.3075923
1.2564103
1.5128205
1.4017094
1. s042735
1.3162393
1. s38451s
1.8119558
t.4957265
L.7327586
5.7894737
2.163L579
t.9736842
L.578947 4
1.5526316
1.8947368
2.3L57895
1.8684211
1.8947368
2.6052632
2.36842LL

37 ,547825t

0 .3523531
0.49548s1
0 .4635235
0.4385290
0.5019854
0.4923524
0 -502L322
0.4670076
0.5006627
0.392420L
0.502L322
0.4444392
3 .8705953
1.3035131
L.4234872
L.48L9924
1.4831917
1.5208368
1.5086285
L.4L7 4788
L.4848592
1.3860204
1.383?093

Lt.7L08752

1.0000000
1.0000000
1.0000000
1.0000000
1.0000000
1.0000000
1.0000000
1. 0000000
1.0000000
1. 0000000
1.0000000
1.0000000

2.0000000
2 .0000000
2 .0000000
2 . 0000000
2 .0000000
2 .0000000
2.0000000
2.0000000
2 .0000000
2.0000000
2 .0000000
2 .0000000

11.0000000
4.0000000
4.0000000
4.0000000
4.0000000
4.0000000
4.0000000
4.0000000
4.0000000
4.0000000
4.0000000

58.0000000

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

19.0000000
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Study Four: E:cp1anations...

Explanations for interpreEing Ehe variable nanes are as follows:
1. PROP means proporEion, so RTPROP ie the proporEion of the wheal

sizes (intervengion session sizes divided by the baseline
seesion sizes) found on the riEht arm. AVPROP is the means (both
arms) of Ehe interventlon over the baeeline sizes.

2. F as a prefix etands for tshe measurement aE Ehe first sesEion
(baseline), and S stsands for the second, or inEervention
session. The euffix FS stands for a difference score, firsts
minus second.

3. sTP€ss is the irrit,ability score; BLAH is Ehe listlesaness
score,

4. The POMS

= anger;

Variable N Std Dev Minimum Itaximum

variables are: ten = tensioni deprese = depressiont ang
vig = vigor; fat = fatignre; conf = confusion.

RTPROP 38
LPROP 38
AVPROP 38
FSTRESS 38
FBI,AII 3 8
SSTRESS 38
SBI,ATT 3 8
FTEN 38
FDEPRESS 38
FANG 38
FI/IG 38
FFAT 38
FCONF 38
scoNF 38
sTEtit 3I
SDEPRESS 38
sAriIG 3I
svIG 38
SFAT 38
BITAHFS 38
STRESSFS 38
SIJOUSY 3 8
I,OUSYFS 38
vrcouR 38
FIJOUSY 38
FVIGOUR 38
svrcouR 38
NEGATIVE 38
SATISFAC 38
succEssF 38
ACTIVE 38
PASSIVE 38
EYP 38crs 38
FPT'LSE 38
FBPSYS 38
FBPDIAS 38
FAGE 38
F'snrProlt 38
FTEMPR 38
FTEMPL 38
FTE}TPAI,'B 3 8
SPULSE 38
SBPSYS 38
SBPDIAS 38
sslnrPToM 38
STEMPR 38
STEMPIJ 3I
STES{PN,IB 38
FGRADI, 38
FGR,ADR 38
SGRADL 38
SGR,ADR 38
DIFGR,AD 38
DTFENDR 38

0.842507L
0.9031545
0.8728308

27 .4649L23
34.8421053
33 .3508772
33.8991228

0.5350877
0.2228070
0. 1995614
2 .3881579
0.815?89s
0.5451128
0.60r.5038
0.5905433
0.r2456L4
0.2960526
2 .4342L05
0.6240602
0.9429825

-5.88s9649
0.4031903

-0.0275{80
-0.2377820
o.3758922
t.s723684
1.8101504

32 .4548872
79 .4385955
71.0514035
59.1315789
26.L7L0526
5.7894737

5L.4723579
57 .5263158

109.6315789
70.210s253
39.2L05263

1.7105253
84.5310263
83 .5945263
72.586842L
66.7L0s263

109.3421053
71.3157895
1.894?368

84.8625526
84 .377 447 4
72 .378947 4
0.9552632
2.s6263L6
0.8550525
2.0797368
0.29t0s26

-0.0434211

0.3L29278
0 .3284370
0.2847932

]-6.L99t249
1? .8517458
23.0573703
L't .56s4134

0 . 5067 810
0. s204009
0.43L7276
0. 8015975
0. 8799463
0.3969760
0.4555933
0 . 51{7 833
0. 1854601
0.5051155
0.7373579
0 .6461060

22 .5133353
20.9649037
0.3510s06
0.4953435
1.8437065
0 .4193348
1.5380355
L.179532r

L7 .3t98347
14.0135296
Ls.4629957
L5.7494534
20.5032220
3.8705953

22.7216366
12.69334L2
13.8083818
9.0229614
9.6538968
0.45960s9
4.3300957
4.1733353
0.7963332

10.6082780
11. s834839
7.9834466
0. 311011?
3 .7430300
3.0730980
0.8t94t24
0.4218059
0.73tL77L
0.3905923
0.5807924
0.4538044
0.5563266

23L

0.4533774
0.3998504
0.4924972
1.0000000
0 .3333333
1. 0000000
0.3333333

0
0
0

0.2500000
0
0
0
0
0
0

0 .6250000
0

-45.5000000
-53.8333333

0
-L.2236LTL
-6.982t429
0.0002s00

-3.607L429
-0.767857L

0
2L.6666661
25.3333333
35.00000

2 .00000
0
0

4s.00000
81.00000
53 .00000
23 .00000
1.00000

74.0890000
?3.5330000
70.9000000
49.00000
84. 00000
52.00000

1. 00000
74.4400000
74.1290000
70.5000000

0 .2200000
0.8900000
0.1?00000
0.4800000

-0.6300000
-1.0700000

2.3810084
1. 8580894
2.0582488

80.555566?
88.8333333
84.6666667
68.8333333

2 . 5555556
2.9333333
2 .2500000
3. 8750000
3.857L429
L.57L4285
L.7L42857
2 -4444444
0.8665667
1.8333333
4.0000000
2.L428571

83.5000000
48.83333

1.5248016
2.t255952
3.357L429
2.292LL5L
3 . 8750000
4. 00000

7L.142857
99 .00000
96.65666
98.00000
95.00000
11.00000
90 .500000

105.00000
140.00000

93 .00000
s8.00000

2 .00000
89 .405000
88.237000
74.50000

100. 00000
135.00000
85.00000
2.00000

88.956000
87.978000
74. 00000

2. 1100000
4.6200000
1.5650000
4.1300000
1.4400000
1.2500000



DIFENDL
DIFEND

0.0078947
-0.0L77632

38
38

L.L465769 -2 .8200000 3 .2100000
0.659L248 -1.4450000 1.5900000

-- SUCCESSFTUJ ------

Variable N Std Dev Minimum ldaximlm

RTPROP 31
I,PROP 31
AVPROP 31
FSTRESS 31
FBI,AH 31
ssrREss 31
SBI,AH 31
FTEN 31
FDEPRESS 31
FATiIG 31
F\rrc 31
FFAT 31
FCONF 31
scoNF 31
STEN 31
SDEPRESS 31
SNiIG 31
svIG 31
SFAT 31
BLATIFS 31
STRESSFS 3L
sl,ousY 31
LOUSYFS 31
vrcottR 31
FI,OUSY 31
FvrcotR 31
SVIGOT'R 31
NEGATII/E 31
SATISFAC 31
succEssF 31
ACTIVE 31
PASSIVE 31
l{YP 31crs 31
FPUIJSE 31
FBPSYS 31
FBPDIAS 31
FAGE 31
FSY-I'IPTO!,! 31
FTSIPR 31
FTEIIPL 31
FTB{PA}IB 31
SPT LSE 31
SBPSYS 31
SBPDIAS 31
SSYIIPTOM 31
STEIIPR 31
STB{PL 31
STE-IPAIIB 31
FGRADL 31
FGRADR 31
SGRADIJ 31
SGRADR 31
DIFGRAD 31
DTFENDR 31
DTFESIDL 31
DTFEND 31

0. ?581574
0. ?869739
0.7725705

24.4452366
33 .5021505
28.9032258
32.3387097

0 .40L4337
0 .1053?63
0.4967742
2.4596774
0.7327L89
0. 4884793
0.5036856
0.5555556
0.1032258
0.2231183
2 .4758055
0.6405530
L.2634409

-4.4569892
0.3713966

-0.0983807
-0.1082949
0.2732659
L.726958s
1.8352535

30.3585536
80. 2580645
72.5053763
58.7526882
27 .3548387

5.225805s
48.02508?1
66.3870968

108.4838710
69. ?419355
38.6129032
1.8064516

84.3L63226
83 .3805806
72.632258L
66 .3548387

108.9354839
70.5483871

1.9354839
85.20L7097
84.6780000
72.4774L94

0.9970958
2.6496774
o .829677 4
1. 9805452
0.4L82258

-0.0s70968
0.0725806
0.0077419

0.1s31521
0.1881058
0.1414068

13 .9865271
L8.4424368
22.5830473
t7 .7'190703
0.2849842
0 .1868049
0.L4t2523
0. ?70813r1
0.775L250
0 .3475359
0.4819316
0.5405378
0.1438504
o .4289237
0 .7848961
0 . 683 0015

23 .4808?3 8
2L.8837826

0.3508257
0.3632340
L.7797277
0.1853415
1.4082196
L.2684079

14.5311553
9.7872592

t3 .35827 42
15.7051451
2L.787 6852
3.7390701

23.3437470
11.8930720
13.9901655
8.2450809
9.8849293
0.4015097
4.6352057
4.5442356
0.7975579

10.6098960
11.6560013
7.9365765
0.24973L0
3 .3149137
2 .4857084
0 .8126950
0 .4343588
0.7279903
0.3149516
0. 6081653
0.3783385
0.5889{3?
L.2507LL7
o.'t069628

0.4533774
0.3998604
0.4924972
1. 00000
0.3333333
1 .00000
0.3333333

0
0
0

0.2500000
0
0
0
0
0
0

0 . 62 50000
0

-45.5000000
-63.8333333

0
-t.2236LIL
-6.982L429

0.000250000
-3.607L429
-0. ?6785?1
7.142857L

60.3333333
48.00000
36.00000

2 .00000
0
0

45.00000
81.00000
s3.00000
23 .00000

1. 00000
74.0890000
73 .5330000
71 .4000000
49. 00000
84.00000
s2.00000

1. 00000
74.5180000
?8.9190000
?0.8000000

0.2200000
0.8900000
0.1700000
0. 4800000

-0.3200000
-1.0700000
-2.8200000
-1.4450000

L.0662942
1 . 18503 15
0.98588s1

49 . 83333 33
88.8333333
84 .6666657
58.8333333
1.1111111
0.8000000
0.4165667
3 .8750000
3.8571429
1.285?143
L.7L42857
2.4444444
0.5333333
1. ?500000
4. 00000
2.L42857I

83 .5000000
48.83333

1.5248016
0.71s8730
3.357L429
0.7345754
3 .8750000
4.00000

s9.857L429
94.6666667
96.56666
98.00000
95.00000
1r..00000
90.5000000

101.00000
140.00000

83 .00000
58.00000
2.00000

89.4060000
88.23?0000
?4.50000

100.00000
1.35.00000
84.00000

2 .00000
88.9660000
8? .9780000
74.00000

2 .1100000
4.6200000
1.4000000
3 .2700000
1.4400000
1.2500000
3 .2100000
1.5900000
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---IJNSUCCESSFI'I,

Variable N Mean SEd Dev Mlnimum Maximum

RTPROP 7
LPROP 7
AVPROP 7
FSTRESS 7
FBI,AH 7
SSTRESS 7
SBLAH 7
FTEIiI ,I

FDEPRESS 7
FAI.TG 7
FI/IG 7
FFAT 7
FCONF 7
scoNF "l

STEN 7
SDEPRESS 7
SAf,rc 7s\/rc 7
SFAT 7
BLAITFS 7
STRESSFS 7
stousY 7
LOUSTTS 7
vIGOttR 7
FI,OUSY 7
FVTGOUR 7
S\/IGOUR 7
NEGATIVE 7
SATISFAC 7
succEssF 7
ACTII/E 7
PASSIVE 7
HYP 7crs 7
FPI,'LSE 7
FBPSYS 7
FBPDIAS 7
FAGE 7
FSNTPTOM 7
FTEMPR 7
FTEMPIJ 7
FTE}'PA}IB 7
SPTLSE 7
SBPSYS 7
SBPDIAS 7
SSYMPTOM 7
STB,IPR 7
STEUP', 7
STB4PAI.TB 7
F'GR,ADIJ 7
FGRADR 7
SGR.ADL 7
SGITADR 7
DIFGRAD 7
DIFET{IDR 7
DIFNDI, 7
DIFEbID 7

1.2160113
1.41?5695
1 . 3 158404

40.8333333
40.3333333
53 .0475190
40 . 809523 8

1. 1269841
0 .7 42857L
0.65476L9
2.07L4286
1.183673s
0 .79591.84
0.5918357
0. ?450317
0.2L90476
0.51904?6
2 .2500000
0 .5510204

-0.4761905
-L2.2L42857

0 .5439909
0.2851395

-0.8Lt2245
0.8303804
0.887?551
1.6989796

4L.5938776
75.8095238
64.666666',1
?0.8095238
20.92857L4
8.2857L43

66.7388429
72.57L4286

L]-4.7t42857
72.2857L43
4r.857L429
L.2857L43

85.4818571
84.5420000
72.3851L43
68.2857143

LLL.L42857L
7 4.1L42857

L.7L42857
83 .3605714
83.046{286
7L.942857L
0.82428s7
2.t77L429
L.027L429
2.5L857t4

-0.2721429
o.oL11429

-0.2785714
-0 .1307143

2.3810084
1. 8580894
2 .0582488

80.566665
56.500000
70.566655
66.L66667
2.555556
2.933333
2 .250000
3 .500000
3.857L42
t.57L428
L.L42857
L.222222
0.855655
1.833333
2.875000
L,L42857

21.833333
10.0000
I.266269
2.L25595
0.767857
2.292LLs
2.7857L4
2. s00000

7L.L42857
99.00000
95.33333
94.665561
44.00000
11.00000
83 .39060

105.00000
129.00000

93 .00000
49.00000
2.00000

87.72800
85 . 3 1900
73 .40000
91. 00000

132.00000
85. 00000
2.00000

8? .95500
87.82100
72 .70000
1.30500
3 .32000
1.56500
4.13000
0.17750
0.56000
0.10000
0.28500

0. s357967 0.7200749
0.3312050 0.9797354
0.3438658 1.0144092

19.60890?7 20.8333333
14.9561086 22 .L666667
13.1781646 36.L666657
ls. 9351779 2I.5656567
0.8225939 0.4444444
L.052987't 0
0.8579325 0
0.9209855 0.8750000
t.2527909 0
0.52'tL999 0.L42857L
0.3443279 0.1428571
0.3724808 0.2222222
0.3095337 0
0.?101401 0
0.4732424 1.5000000
0.4839504 0

L9.L293362 -24.00000
16.0824s95 -43 .00000
0.4001580 0.154?619
0. 8441971 -0.4117053
2.L5746L6 -5.357L429
0 .7844355 0 .2185040
2.0004707 -2.982L429
0. ?195059 0.3s71429

25.923L502 0
26.106L2L5 2L.5666557
22 .886L9L9 25.3333333
L7 .091 6034 43 .3333333
13.3990938 5.00000

3 .6839420 2.00000
LL.2t252L9 53.1953000
15.8098824 60.00000
12.6585187 95.00000
L2.486L828 55.00000
8.'t259875 23.00000
0.4879500 1.00000
2.6276868 79.8170000
1.6938LL7 81.5200000
0. 819407s ?0.9000000

LL.2947523 55.00000
LL.918t54',1 95 . 00000

7 .8467464 57.00000
0.4879500 1.00000
5.3L29254 74.4400000
4.9809889 74.1290000
0.7s24563 70.6000000
0.3540766 0.3200000
0 .6591336 1.1100000
0.448022L 0.3800000
0. 8s63756 1.6600000
0.31723ss -0.6300000
0.4881s01 -0. s400000
0.4100987 -0.8?00000
0.4023103 -0.6750000

GP=MiddIe-

Variable N Std Dev Minimum Maximrn

RTPROP
LPROP
AVPROP
FSTRESS
FBLAII
SSTRESS
SBLAH

0.8205451
0.8353352
0.82?9401

23 .93s18s2
30.5185185
24.4259259
29.0462963

0.1385957
0.L212446
0.0753055

L3.449L464
14.52335L6
15.6990100
13 .8181235
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0.5369550
0.6072s07
0.6955375
3 . 1666657
3.5000000
1.00000
9. 00000

L.066294
L.058267
0.936251

49.L56666
s4.155655
51.833333
51.333333

18
18
18
18
18
18
18



FTEN 18
FDEPRESS 18
FAt'lG 18
FVIG 18
FFAT 18
FCONF 18
scoNF 18
STEN 18
SDEPRESS 18
SANG 18
svIG 18
SFAT 18
BLAIIFS 18
STRESSFS 18
sLousY 18
LOUSYFS 18
vrcouR 18
FIJOUSY 18
FVIGOUR 18
WIGOUR 18
NEGATIVE 18
SATISFAC 18
succEssF 18
ACTI\IE 18
PASSIVE 18
HYP 18
crs 18
FPI'I,SE 18
FBPSYS 18
FBPDIAS 1.8

FAGE 18
FSY-!{PTOM 18
FTEI,TPR 18
FTEMPT 18
FTEMPAI,IB 18
SPULSE 18
SBPSYS 18
SBPDTAS T8
ssY-!.tPTor{ 18
STEMPR 18
STEMPL 18
STEMPAI,TB 18
FGRADI, 18
FGRADR 18
SGRADI, 18
SGRADR 18
DIFGRAD 18
DIFENDR 18
DIFENDT 18
DIFEND 18

0 .3 518519
0.0851852
0.0972222
2.5208333
0.6190475
0.4444444
0.5158730
0.4135802
0.0481481
0.1342593
2 .5138889
0.46031?5
L.4722222

-o .4907 407
0.2779552

-0.0332892
-0.1517857
0.2449259
1 .9017857
2.0535714

28.03L7460
8t.?222222
7 5 .7 031 037
66.7222222
29.2222222

4 .8333333
43.1463218
63.7777778

107 .0555556
69.2222222
37 .4444444
L.7777778

83 .1575556
82 .4345556
72 .5500000
64.2777778

108.3333333
69.1666667
I.9444444

84.9731778
84.2232778
72 .5055556
0.9202778
2.5266667
0.7458333
2 .0533333
0.3238889

-0.0783333
-0.3572222
-0.2t77178

0.2933541
0.1s30512
0.L348262
0.6603948
0.46226L3
0.3s29634
0.3180783
0.29225L8
0.0596s28
0. 1810890
0.8042727
0.4986309

14.3919515
15.5417919
0.1545931
0. 15425s7
0.7665552
0.1908?35
0.9374425
1. 1205545

11. 5986872
9.4441945

L2.2708480
14.8078102
23.2228477

3 .5685s44
19.8013692
8.8021091

12.4592L45
9. 6011982
9.6663286
0.4277926
5. 163?156
5.0553925
0.7048154
7 .9690988

11.9705521
8.7396998
0.2357023
3.7157901
2.8292073
0. ?914783
0.3335349
0.1602244
0.3445108
0.6832449
0.3858189
0.6190?19
t.28562L0
0. ?945573

0
0
0

1.2500000
0
0
0
0
0
0

0.6250000
0

-27 .6666667
-29.5565667

0 .0166667
-0 .452L825
-1 .3035714
0.0335833

-0.0535714
-0.51.78571
L3.57L4285
60 .3333333
s3 .3333333
35.00000
2.00000

48.00000
81. 00000
53.00000
23 .00000

1. 00000
?4.0890000
73.6330000
71.7000000
49.00000
84.00000
s2 .00000

1 .00000
74.5180000
78.9190000
71.1000000
0.3?50000
0.8900000
0. x700000
0.4800000

-0.3200000
-1. 0700000
-2.8200000
-1.44s0000

1. 111111
0.600000
0.4L6555
3.875000
L.42857L
L.L42851
1.000000
0. 888888
0.200000
0. s83333
3 .750000
L.42857L

23 .333333
31.50000

0 .515674
0.2228t7
L.6507L4
0.734575
3 . s89285
3 .750000

57.7L428
94.666656
96. 66566
88. 00000
9s.00000
11. 00000
74 . 093 800
85.00000

124.00000
83 .00000
s8. 00000
2.00000

88.955000
88.237000
74.0000
77.00000

135.00000
84.00000
2.00000

88.956000
87.978000
74.0000

1.4600000
3 .7100000
1.4000000
3 .2700000
0.9375000
1 .2500000
x.9300000
1.5900000

0
0

Variable SEd Dev Minimum ![aximum

RTPROP
LPROP
AVPROP
FSTRESS
FBI"AH
SSTRESS
SBI,AH
FTEI{
FDEPRESS
FAIiIG
FVIG
FFAT
FCONF
SCONF
STEbI
SDEPRESS
sAlirc
SVIG

0.6L26352
0.5073622
0. 6099987

24.5333333
38 .3833333
3r_.7833333
34.3000000
0.4111111
0.1733333
0.1155657
2 .4375000
0.9L42851
0.5t42857
0.67t4286
0 .6888889
0.1500000
0.2833333
2 .5250000

0.0654401
o.L2'14641
0.07413?0

15.5740354
25.7798t9L
31.2006597
2L.8544286
0.2459549
0.249839s
0.L72L326
1.0512063
1.1841738
0. 3?51603
0.58362?8
0. 8008911
0.172'1054
0. 5541009
0.8308296

234

0,4533774
0.3998504
0.4924972
1. 00000
0.3333333
1.00000
0.3333333

0
0
0

0.2500000
0
0
0
0
0
0

1. 12s0000

0.67s7762
0.744L67L
0.6807379

49.8333333
88.8333333
84.5556567
68.8333333
0.7777778
0.8000000
0.4165567
3.87s0000
3.857t429
L.2857r43
L.7L42857
2.4444444
0.4000000
1.7500000
4.00000

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10



SFAT 10
BI.NIFS 10
STRESSFS 10
sl,ousv 10
I,OUSYFS 10
vrconR 10
FI,OUSY ].0
FVIGOTIR 10
svrcottR 10
NEGATI\TE 10
SATISFAC 10
succEssF 10
ACTIVE 10
PASSIVE 1.0
HYP 10
crs 10
FPT'I,SE 10
FBPSYS 10
FBPDIAS 10
FAGE 10
FSY-I.iPTOM 10
FTEMPR 10
FTEMPT 10
FTE-fPN.TB 10
SPULSE 10
SBPSYS 10
SBPDIAS 10
ssvltPTou 10
STEMPR ].0
STEMPI, 10
STEMPA}IB 10
FGRADIJ 10
FGRADR 10
SGRADL 10
SGRADR 10
DIFGRAD 10
DIFENDR 10
DIFENDI.I 10
DTFEND 10

0 . ?85?143
4.0833333

-7.2500000
0.4509127

-0.1470635
-0.2L60714
0.3040992
L.5232L43
L.7392857

29.42857L4
7 I .8666661
69.5000000
74 .5000000
21.1500000
7.2000000

56.8757800
70 .4000000

109 .4000000
69. s000000
40.1000000

1. 9000000
8s.7462000
84.5051000
72.6300000
?0.3000000

10?.5000000
70.4000000

1. 9000000
85.5842000
8s.2848000
72.2700000
1.1830000
2.8170000
0.9450000
1.7580000
0.6485000
0.0240000
0.8590000
0.4415000

0.8444832
35.5408359
3t.4728229

0 .5115995
0.58L7L24
2.8523205
o .L97 4077
2.13515s5
L.45LL4L2

15.6504583
Ll.2295905
L4.5035LL7
18.3014875
17.8s90935

3 .4576807
29.t75944L
15.4861946
17 . ?588788
6.3987845
8.5339125
0.3L62278
3.4228245
3 . ?875538
0.9226L7L

14.LL89392
L2.4029566
5.5216745
0.3L622'18
3 .0553871
1.7788299
0.92L4L20
0.5434110
0.7749989
0.35321s4
0.4704797
0.3085814
0.6030145
0.9973682
0.3930652

0
-45 .5000000
-53 .8333333

0
-t.2236tLL
-6.982L429

0.000250000
-3.607L429
-0.732L429
7 .t428571

66.3333333
48.00000
46.5566667

3 .00000
1.00000
9.7988000

45.00000
8s.00000
50.00000
24.00000

1. 00000
77 .0330000
74.72L0000
71.4000000
49.00000
90.00000
65.00000
1.00000

?? .5350000
82.3240000
70.8000000

0.2?50000
1.7900000
0.2700000
0. 8600000
0.3600000

-1.0500000
-0. 2300000
-0.0500000

2.L42857t
83.500000
48.83333
L.52480L6
0 .71s8?3 0
3.357L429
0.716t23
3.8750000
4.00000

5?.85714
94.33333
87.00000
98.00000
ss. s00000
11 .00000
90 .500000

101. 00000
140 .00000

80 .00000
56.00000
2.00000

88.35100
87 .96200
74.500

100.00000
127.00000
80.00000

2 .00000
87 .94700
85.84800
74.000

2 .1100000
4.5200000
1.3900000
2.4500000
1.4400000
1.1300000
3.2100000
1.0750000

GP=BOTTOM 25\ ------

Varlable N std Dev Mininum Maxi.rnurn

RTPROP 10
LPROP 10
AVPROP 10
FSTRESS 10
FBI,AIT 10
SSTRESS 10
SBLAH 10
FTEN 10
FDEPRESS 10
FAIVG 10
FVIG 10
FFAT 10
FCOTTF 10
scoNF 10
STEN 10
SDEPRESS 1O
SAI{G 10
svIG 10
SFAT 10
BLAHFS 10
STRESSFS 1O
sl,ousY 10
I,OUSYFS 10vrcouR 10
F'I,OUSY 10
FVIGOT'R 10
WIGOI'R 10
NEGATIVE 10
SATISFAC ],0
succEssF 10
ACTIVE 10

1.111910s
t.32L0220
L.2L64663

35 .7500000
39.0833333
50.9833333
42 .2333333
0.9888889
0.5200000
0 .4666667
2. r.000000
L.O7tA286
0.757L429
0.58s7143
0. 8111111
0.226666''
0. 5000000
2.2000000
0.757L429

-3.1500000
-14.2333333

0.5808?30
0.1023015

-0.4142857
0.6834246
L.02857L4
t -442857L

43.442857]-
75.9000000
64.2655667
68.1000000

0.470644L
0 . 3 146850
0.3239554

18.1344856
13 .3X50917
13 .3394545
17 .485t260

0 . ?209390
0 . 93163 87
0.'17L0022
0 .76330?9
L.L0291 47
0.4{59600
0 .4085259
0.3990730
0.283L9L7
0 .7166451
0.4901814
0.5565s50

L7.8827543
L4.9t46L29

0 .4000818
0.7685814
2.L631283
0.6855668
1 .7198611
0 .9839558

22 .7 69L2t2
22.09L8677
L9.1754044
t5.0267662

235

0.7200749
0.9797354
0.9782885

14.00000
22.t666667
35. 1666667
1? .5000000
0.3333333

u
0

0. 8?50000
0

4.L42857L
0.L42857L
0.2222222

0
0

1.3750000
0

-24. 00000
-43 .00000

0.1s47519
-0. 6988095
-5.357L429
0.L907262

-2.9821429
-0.767857L

0
2L.6666667
25.3333333
43.3333333

2.3810084
1.8680894
2.0582488

80. 56656
66. 50000
7 0 .66666
65. 16556

2 .5555555
2.9333333
2.2500000
3 . s000000
3.gs'tL429
L.57t4286
L.2857L43
L.4444444
0.8666667
1. 8333333
2.8750000
2.L42857L

21.8333333
10.00000
L.2662698
2.L255952
3.L42857t
2.292LI5t
2.7857L43
2.5000000

7t.L42857r
99 .00000
95 . 3333 3
94.65566



PASSTVE 10
HYP 10crs L0
FP('LSE 10
FBPSYS 10
FBPDIAS 10
FAGE 10
FSY-I'IPTOM 10
FTEUPR 10
FTEMPIJ 10
FTEMPA!,IB 10
SPUI,SE 10
SBPSYS 10
SBPDIAS 10
ssY't{ProM 10
STEIIPR 10
STEMPI, 10
STEI'PA!4B 10
FGRADL 10
FGRADR 10
SGRADIJ 10
SGRADR 10
DIFGRAD 10
DIFENDR 10
DIFENDI, 10
DIFEND 10

5.5000000 55.00000
1.00000 11.00000

30.2959000 83 .39060
5?.00000 106.00000
96.00000 129.00000
55.00000 93 .00000
23 .00000 58.00000

1. 00000 2.00000
79. 81?0000 89 .40500
81.5200000 87.84000
?0. 9000000 74.000
55.00000 91.00000
96.00000 132.00000
6? .00000 85.00000
1.00000 2.00000

74.4400000 87 . 95500
74.1290000 8?.82100
70. 5000000 73 .400
0.2200000 1.30500
1. 1100000 3 .32000
0.2300000 1 .56500
1.5600000 4.13000

-0.6300000 0.412500
-0.5?00000 0.560000
-0.8700000 0. s20000
-0.6750000 0.285000

25.7000000
5.1000000

59.9757900
71 .4000000

114.5000000
72 .7000000
41.5000000
1.4000000

85 . ?881000
84. ?719000
72 .6100000
57. s000000

L13 .00000
?5.1000000

1. 8000000
83.940?000
83 .7476000
?2 .2500000

0.8285000
2.3730000
1.0035000
2 - 4490000

-0.1255000
-0.0480000
-0.1860000
-0.11?0000

1.8.5400457
4.6296L48

L7.275L2I3
14 .9085105
LL.6452L84
10.4992063
10.9163485
0.5163978
2.7985419
t. 9520?11
0.9011721

10 . ?935155
10.3171917
7.L87L799
0.42L6370
4.5425440
4.37413L8
0.815768?
0.3853?90
0.6254252
0.4704256
0 .7310031
0.3631303
0 .4127 4L4
0.4178836
0.33726t9

--- GPNEW= TOP HALF

Variable N std Dev Mininurn Maximum

RTPROP 19
LPROP L9
AVPROP 1,9
FSTRESS 19
FBI,AII 19
ssrREss 19
SBI.AH 19
FTEN 19
FDEPRESS 19
FArirG 19
FVIG L9
FFAT 19
FCONF 19
scoNF 19
STEbI 19
SDEPRESS 19
SANG 19
svIG 19
SFAT 19
BLEHFS 19
STRESSFS 19
srJousY 19
LOUSyFS 19
VIGOT'R 19
FLOUSY 19
FVIGOI'R 19
svrcouR 19
NEGATIVE X9
SATISFAC L9
succEssF 19
ACTIV-E L9
PASSTVE 19
HYP 19
CIS L9
FPUIJSE 19
FBPSYS 19
FBPDIAS 19
FAGE 19
FSI|MPtOM L9
FTEMPR 19
FTEMPIJ 19
FTEMPAIIB 19
sPt LsE 19
SBPSYS 19
SBPDIAS 19

0,670824L
0.5948045
0. 5828143

23 .3333333
30.9122807
24.1140351
29.6578947

0.3625731
0.1228070
0.0877193
2 . 565? 895
0.5842105
0.42857t4
0.6155414
0 .5146199
0.1017544
0.1754386
2 . 592 1053
0.5563910
1.2543850

-0 .780?018
0.3520886

-0.1016708
-0.1541353
0.250557'l
1 . 88157 89
2.0357L43

25.9849624
82.1754385
72. L403509
72.2280702
22.263L579
s.84210s3

48. 906s632
67.63L5'189

109.00000
59.5315789
38.8421053

1.8421053
84.4882105
83.257"1895
72.5894737
69.t052632

107.8947358
69.3684211

0.1064605
0.1550080
0.0994408

15.9109210
22.2256503
25.0349788
17.9348s0?
0.2888939
0. 1990882
0.L482243
0.8852264
0 - 9385850
0.36885s6
0.5345341
0.6254880
0.L446467
0.4202574
0.7453351
o.732923t

27 .8161051
24.9377653
0.3921152
0.4343289
2.0717382
0.1894528
L.103L322
1 .2801910

13 .1496513
10.0390401
13.9961705
15.1348068
15.3200358

3 . 609503 8
26.5604645
t3.8492299
14 . 5502 198
8.4604342
8.361?061
0 .3746343
4.5824030
4.5L70'147
0.7999269

L0.9488444
L2.242434L
8.2543527

236

o .453377 4
0.3998504
0.4924972
1.00000
0.3333333
1.00000
0.3333333

0
0
0

0.2500000
0
0
0
0
0
0

1. 1250000
0

-4s. 5000000
-63.8333333

0
-1.22361LL
-6.982L429

0 .000250000
-3.607t429
-0.732L429
't.L42857L

56.3333333
48. 00000
45 .6666667

3 .00000
1.00000

0
45.00000
85.00000
53 .00000
24. 00000

1.00000
74.0890000
73.6330000
?1.4000000
49.00000
90.00000
52.00000

0.859653
0. 980524
0.835105

49. 833333
88.833333
84. 565665
58.833333
1. 111111
0. 800000
0.416655
3 .8?5000
3.851L42
L.2857L4
t.7L4285
2.444444
0.400000
1. ?50000
4. 00000
2.L42857

83 . 500000
48. 83333

1.524801
0.715873
3.357L42
0.7t6L23
3.875000
4. 00000

57 .857L4
94 . 333 33
92.33333
98. 00000
55.5000000
11. 00000
90.5000000

10r.. 00000
140.00000

83 .00000
56.00000

2 .00000
88.96500
88.23700
74.500

100 .00000
135.00000
84.00000



SSY'UPTOM
STEMPR
STEMPIJ
STE.IPAI,TB
FGRADIJ
FGRADR
SGRADIJ
SGRADR
DIFGRAD
DIFH\TDR
DIFE\TDI,
DIFEND

t.9473684
85.5577368
84.9753684
72.542L053

1.05?3684
2.70L5789
0.8031579
L .728947 4
0.6L842LL

-0.L778947
0.0989474

-0.0394?37

0.2294L57
2.92232L5
2.26L76{9
0.8454557
0 . 452 1008
0.7657483
0.3622047
0.5386598
0.2766845
0. 5924111
L.326708L
0.7106509

1. 00000
77.6360000
78.9190000
70 .8000000

0.2?50000
0.8900000
0.1?00000
0 .4800000
0.2100000

-1.0700000
-2.8200000
-1.3300000

2.00000
88.845000
8?.9?8000
74.0000
2.1100000
4.6200000
1.3900000
2 .7500000
1.4400000
1.1300000
3 .2100000
1.0750000

19
19
L9
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19

GPNEW=BO{flIOM HAIJF

Variable N Dtean std Dev Mininum Maximurn

RTPROP 19
LPROP 19
AVPROP 19
FSTRESS 19
FBI,AH 19
ssrREss 19
SBI,AJI 19
FTEN 19
FDEPRESS 19
FAI\IG 19
FVrG 1.9

FFAT 19
FCONF 19
scoNF 19
STEN 19
SDEPRESS 19
sAr.IG 19
svrc 19
SFAT 19
BLAIIFS 19
STRESSFS 19
sl,ousY 19
I,OUSYFS 19
VTGOUR L9
FLOUSY 19
FVIGOT'R 19
wrcouR 19
NEGATIVE 19
SATISFAC L9
succEssF 19
ACTTVE 19
PASSIVE 19
HYP 19
CIS L9
FP[,I,SE L9
FBPSYS 19
FBPDIAS 19
FAGE 19
FSYI.|PTOU 19
FTEMPR 19
FTEMPIJ 19
FTEUPA!{B 19
SPIIJSE 19
SBPSYS 19
SBPDIAS 19
ssYME{toM 19
STEI.{PR 19
STEMPL L9
STEI{PA}'B L9
FGRADL 19
FGRADR 19
SGRADL 19
SGFADR 19
DIFGNAD 19
DIFENDR 19
DIFENDIJ 19
DTFEND 19

1.014r.900
1.1115047
L.062847 4

31.59649L2
38.77L9298
42.5877L93
38.1403509
0.7076023
0.3228070
0.3114035
2.2L05263
0.9473584
0.6616541
0 .5864652
0 .6666667
0 .1473684
o .4L66667
2.2763L58
0.6917293
0.5315?89

-L0.99L228L
0.4542920
0 .0465748

-0.32L4286
0.5011168
L.263L579
1.5845855

37.92t8L20
16,10L7544
59.982456L
65.0350877
30.0789474
5.736842L

s4.0381525
67 .42L0s26

110.26315?9
70.7894737
39.5789474

L.57 89474
84.5738421
83 .9312632
72.5842L05
64. 3 15? 895

LLo.7894737
73.263L579

1.8421053
84.1573584
83.7785263
72.2L57895

0.8531579
2.4236842
0 .92894't 4
2.4345263

-0.03631s8
0.0910526

-0.08315?9
0.0039474

0.3s73919
0.325t972
0 . 283 9145

15.81795?0
LL.3677596
15.9101081
15.5?10{54
0.6L77646
0.7042247
0.5785799
0. 6859855
0.8209426
0.3990082
0. 3745343
0.37s8849
0.2206376
0.5531426
0.7L270s8
0.5579017

L6.3582r4'l
L5.0518111
0.3288949
0.551472L
t.6372t86
0.540?914
1.3255580
1.0552657

19.5074475
L6.943222L
L1 -L2L3799
t6.L420755
23.7809816
4.2t42893

18.4897s41
11.8054403
13.3825845
9.750093?

11.0167337
o.5072573
4.t879377
3 . 8932918
0.8145323
9. 9569043

11 . 023 1017
7.4075195
0.3?45343
4.3828198
3.6796299
0 . 7 80500?
0.3508024
o .6857 697
0.4L720L5
0.6346432
0.3471535
0.5197531
0.9515904
0.6220990

0.6613334
0.761?035
0.8598004
8.00000

22.L556667
4.3333333

13 .5555557
0
0
0

0. 8750000
0
0
0
0
0
0

0.6250000
0

-24.00000
-43 .00000

0.016565?
-0.6988095
-5.357L429
0.0335833

-2.982L429
-0.767857L

0
2t.5655661
25.3333333
36.00000

2 .00000
0

11. 0996000
53 . 00000
81.00000
55. 00000
23 .00000

1 .00000
?6.3280000
75. ?080000
?0.9000000
49.00000
84.00000
s4.00000
1.00000

74.4400000
74. 1290000
70.5000000

0 .2200000
1.1000000
0.2300000
1.5100000

-0.6300000
-0. 6700000
-2.7200000
-1 .4450000

2 .3810084
1.8680894
2.0582488

80.6665557
66.500000
70.656556
65.156655
2.5555556
2 .9333333
2 .2s00000
3 . s000000
3.857L429
1.57L4286
L.2857143
L.4444444
0.8665667
1.8333333
3 .3750000
2.L42857L

23 .3333333
14. s0000
r.2662598
2.1255952
3 .1428571
2.292Lt5L
2.82L4286
3 .3750000

7L.L428s7L
99.00000
95.55566
94.6666667
9s.00000
11.00000
83 .3906000

106.00000
129.00000
93.00000
58.00000
2.00000

89.406000
87.857000
74.0000
91.00000

132 .00000
85.00000
2.00000

88.956000
87.821000
73 .4000

1.4500000
3 .6500000
1.5650000
4.1300000
0.7?50000
1.2s00000
1.9300000
1 .5900000

237



Appendix E: Hypxorlc INIERVENTION

Study Four:

The following is the general plan for the procedure that was

observed in the intervention session. It was canded out in a

clinical manner without the experimenter following a script.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Ask the person if comfortable, and to close qres.

Do a progressiue-type rela.xation, toes to head.

A count-down (6 - 0) used as the metaphor to deepen

the trance I reloxation.

Inuite thnrn to imagine a typical day on a nice holid.ay

- "... im.agine waking up on holiday and. plon out wlwt

you are going to d.o on this day. I wiII be quiet for a

rninute or so, while you let your imagination take ouer,

and enjoy planning o nice day on holidoy."

"... I hope you.'ue planncd a really niee dny. Now, to

change things a little, I'd like you to haue some fun
using your imagination for the situation here. You

h.now, you danl hoae to react to the skin test. You

don't, really. It is almost like you ca,n giue perrnission

to your skin to pretend that its only water on your skin

- in fact, maybe it ie only water. So these little bits of

water are put on your skin, and maybe th'ey are a little

cool. See if you can just pretend - only water, just

water. In a momcnt I arn going to dn the same

procedure as last time. I would lilec you to ignore mc,

ignore whot I am doing. Maybe you can make up

something in your imagination that fits with these

being innocuous little drops of water... but just play

with it. It is not serious and I certainly don't want you

to try hord - just let go - just play. I am going to be

quict for a minute or so while I fuss with your skin

5.
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and, you can just haue a play insi.de your rnind."

(Sto;rd etopwoteh afier left arm; note ertro time for right
arn-)

n... Just rela* way down now, just letting go. For

o few minutes, I would like you to feel the

energy tlwt you have deep within yourself.

Allow yourself to feel that energy that you can

call upon at tirnes. Use your irnagination. FeeI it,

FeeI it start to course through your body. This is

powerful energy - it rnakes you feel healthy and,

uigorous. This energy dirninishes the histamine

response, it diminishes allergy syrnptoms, it
diminishcs skin reactiuity, this energy allows you

to experience a feeling of well-being... and

Iiueliness. This feeling of ercrgy will stay with

you long after this sessinn fi.nishes... Just

pretend - that you have sorrle unique ability to

cahn down any sort of allergic reaction - just

pretend - you don't do onything really - its just

that nothing affects you - so toda,y, your skin

remnins pretty much norms,L You don't lw,ve to

da anything. It just is nice healthy skin, kind of

strong healthy skin th.ot doesn't react and stays

quiescent...... Now listen to my voice..,...It is

d,ifferent today. You ore different todny.

Therc will be rc nesponse today. No red'n'eeq

no itching, no teaation Your shin is

ernooth. Your ehin ia unresponsiue. You ote

tr.otr-neeotiue to shin testa. Your shin ie cool

and, srrwotl4 insensitiue, nurnb, onacsthetic.

It is the way skin ehould, be. Sm'wth ond
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pleosontlg e@1, eooling down to tpom

temperotune so yoa hordly feel your skin

any rnrrne. Just feel your skin calming down.

Euerything feels sort of far owoy....... Maybe you

would like to dissociate yourself frorn what is

happening to your skin -like yau are kind of

watching yourself. Like it is all sort of odd, sort

of funny, and you're pretending there is this sort

of protection in your skin and it's only water

d.nyway. It's effortless - ifs simple - its just

fun......... In a tnomcnt, fm going to be quiet

again, so you can play with finding your own

creatiue ways of letting your skin stay nice and

smooth. It's all just fun, so haue o ploy... It's fun
to play with your imaginntion som.etimes. So iust
let go the real world and' kind of let yourself play

for a linle while...."

Note thne ond. keep qui.et till g minutes 30 eeeond.s.

'... I will be taking the photographs soon, and

the flash lamp will flash lihe it did last tim.e.

You don't haue to notice particularly - it may

seerrl kind of far oway and. you needn't bother

with it. Just stay feeling gaod - energetic but so

nice ond calnt."

Then toke up eannera ond, foeus so fi,rct photo is of 7O

minutes eraatly.

7. Re-energising by reuersing the counting (0 - 6), energy

pouring into the muscles, post-hypnotic suggestions for
a good doy, feeling fine etc.
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